




hadn’t seen that Volvo when I swung across the road in
front of it, my observation skills must have been pretty
lacking. I considered myself lucky, and went back to work
with my tail between my legs.

is month I took the Police BikeSafe course
(www.bikesafe.co.uk). Again. Besides being a chance to
brush up on your road sense, you get to have a brilliant
ride out with a copper on a fully-marked bike. And they
don’t hang about. Along with what you learn, you’ll realise
they’re normal people too – sons, daughters, fathers,
mothers, and most of all, bikers.

Don’t underestimate the change in perspective it can
give you – a good rider (and don’t read that as slow), will
have no problems with the police. From what I’ve seen so
far in my short time editingMSL, that means the majority
of you, so give it a go, and tell me if you agree.
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A different
perspective

JohnMilbank

H
ow many times have you heard it?
‘Bloody coppers, always out to
spoil our fun’. Maybe I’ve only
ever had good experiences, but in
all my years of riding, I’ve been
pulled over once, and ended up
thanking the officers for giving

me a £60 fine and three points.
I guess if you look back to the 60s, when the Ton Up

Boys were accused of ‘horse-play and shouting’ on the
North Circular at the Ace Café, it was a different story;
“We were arrested for the simple reason that we wear
leather jackets,” said 18 year-old Harry Martin, who was
fined £5, before, as the Express wrote in February 1961,
donning his silk scarf and roaring off on his motorcycle.

Motorcyclists were oen, and still are, misunderstood.
Many car drivers look at us on our bikes and imagine a
dirty, aggressive, careless fool. ey don’t see the real
person inside the CE-approved leather jacket. ey don’t
see the son, daughter, father or mother under the helmet.
As many of you rightly say, we can do a lot to change the
perception of others when they look at us, but maybe we
should consider our perspective when it comes to some
other groups. Like the police.

Many years ago, I crossed a solid white line as I joined a
dual carriageway. I raced up the road about a mile, before
pulling off for a roundabout. It was only then that I noticed
the fully-marked police Volvo behind me. ey pulled me
up another mile down the road, sat me in the back of the
car and read me my rights. I thought I was going to prison.

Between sobs, I was reminded of the importance of lane
dividers, given the “clearing people like you up off the
road” speech, and sent on my way with the fine and points.
We all knew I’d been speeding, as much as I knew that if I

Finance is an
ugly word to many, but
researching and
writing the PCP guide
on page 80 of this
issue has changed my
view. My wife and I try
to avoid getting into
debt any more than we
have to, but being
realistic about how
long most of us own
motorcycles, it’s hard
not to see the benefits
of this bike-buying
option. If you’re
hankering after a new
machine, this could be
a great way of getting
it in your garage!
Bruce Wilson,

Deputy editor

Bruce’s
view

John Milbank,
Editor
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Alan
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years, and riding them
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to factory prototypes
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terms with the bosses
of bike companies
around the world allows
him to bagmany scoops.

Peter
Henshaw
Peter knows his

stuff – he’s a former
editor of this very
magazine. Now a
freelance journalist, he’s
got the same enthusiasm
for anything with wheels
that he’s had since a child.
An all-year-round biker
who doesn’t own a car, he
has more than 40 books
to his name.

Chris
Moss
Mossy has raced

the Isle of Man TT,
dispatched in London
and ridden everything
from CX500s to full-
blown GP prototypes. A
former chief motorcycle
tester forMotorcycle
News, the 53-year-old
admits he’s still loving
two-wheeled life, and
still learning.

PPhhiill
WWeesstt
Phil is former

editor of Bike, Bike Buyer
andWhat Bike? He
launched Biking Times
magazine, and for the
last decade he’s been
executive editor of
Motorcycle News. During
all of this he’s ridden,
tested and written about
virtually every new bike
of the last 30 years...

Motorcycle Sport & Leisure’s contributors...

You’d be hard pressed to find a motorcycle copper who
isn’t as excited about bikes as the rest of us.
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Mojácarloop
Andalucia, Spain worDS: John Milbank

phoToGrAphY: Jason Critchell & James Wright

Karst en Yesos
de Sorbas

Sorbas

Los Gallardos

Carboneras

Mojácar

Circuito De Almeria

Níjar

Lucainena de
las Torres



IF YOU’RE PASSING

Route: Mojácar round-trip
Distance: 100 miles
Time: All day

There’s no point rushing journeys
like these – from the beautiful
coastal views heading south
from Mojácar, this Spanish
adventure offers mountains,
plains and even a race track,
if you fancy it.

You soon find yourself on the
AL-5107 towards Carboneras – a
stunning twisty road hugging the
mountainside. The engineers
have been uncharacteristically

generous with the barriers
preventing you tumbling off
the edge, but it’s still best not
to look down too much. And the
wind… it can grab you as you
clear a corner, making you
wonder what’s happening to
the bike.

Stay alert though, and you’re
rewarded with stunning views,
good surfaces, and a fair chance
you’ll see some prototype cars
being tested while you’re there –
we passed (with difficulty!) a
group of camouflaged Audis
during our trip.

Like most of the towns and
villages, Nijar is packed with bars
and cafes. Home to 15,000
people, it’s been described as
one of the most picturesque
towns in Spain. Nice, but the AL-
102 that wriggles away north is
more stunning to my eyes,
eventually reaching Lucainena de
las Torres, 500m above sea level.

Picking up the ALP-130, you
turn right onto the N-340a. Turn
left, however, and you’ll soon find
the Circuito de Almeria. If you
fancy a go on this tight, twisty
track contact

www.focusedevents.com.
Heading east on the N-340a
takes you to Karst en Yesos de
Sorbas – picking up the A-1102
you’re taken through this semi-
arid desert landscape, then out
towards Los Gallardos. It’s back
to the coast then on the A-370.

If you’re only going to pick up
one part of the loop, you’ll enjoy
any section, but the AL-102 has
to be my favourite; with so many
places to stop for a coffee at
either end, there’s every excuse
to go back up the same stretch
of road again. And again…

One to ride:





NEW
Need to know Your letters First rides

A university graduate has designed
a lid that promises to significantly
reduce wind noise.

New lid could reduce
wind noise

A
brand new
motorbike
helmet has
been
designed
with the aim
of reducing

the wind noise that experts believe
may damage many riders’ hearing.

e results of University of
Brighton graduate Louie
Amphlett’s aeroacoustic research
suggest that windflow over a
biker’s lid causes high levels of
noise. For those who ride for
extensive periods and at speeds of
more than 50mph – including
police and couriers – this may
be the cause of significant
hearing problems.

His ‘Lenza One’ helmet uses
three methods to reduce noise: a
suspended shell which absorbs
vibrations, thus allowing less
noise to reach the skull; a
dimpled finish – similar to a golf
ball – that reduces drag and
vibrations; and a more
aerodynamic cone shape design
to reduce wake, cutting
turbulence and noise.

Louie, a final year product
design graduate, has been
working on the project for the
past eight month, and said his
next avenues of research included
ways to ensure the suspended
shell can resist stress caused by
high-speed wind. We spoke to
Louie to find out more…

The helmet’s ‘cap’ is suspended
to reduce noise transmission.

WORDS: John Milbank

MSL:How does it work?
LA:e design uses a ‘cushioned
cap’ on the top of the helmet,
mounted to so-compound resin
mount points. is suspension
enables a degree of vibration
absorption which actively reduces
the random pressure fluctuations
on the surface.

ese fluctuations are
vibrations sent through the
structure of the helmet,
through the rider’s skull and to
the mastoid bone, causing the
most significant level of
damage; research published by
Michael Carley et al led me to
these conclusions.

e dimples and the elongated
form enable a reduction of wake
(turbulent flow) at the rear of the
helmet – this again is a key source
of noise. e dimples and shape
also have aerodynamic benefits.

MSL:What was your
inspiration?
LA:My father has been riding
bikes for the last 35 years and
suffers from poor hearing. I
ride too, and understand the
issue of noise while on a bike –
it was my love for motorcycles
that prompted me to focus
on this area for my final year
degree project.

Aer researching the subject, I
found that wind noise causes the
most significant level of hearing
damage while riding at speed.

MSL:What testing have you
been able to do?
LA: I have performed a couple
of primitive tests in the wind
tunnel, however more precise
measurement techniques are
required to determine the
extent to which the helmet will
reduce noise.

I also performed a
computational fluid dynamics
study, which focused on the
aerodynamic factor; it resulted in
a 7.7% reduction in turbulent
flow at the rear of the helmet in
comparison with a market-
leading lid.

MSL:Do you foresee any
implications with impact
protection?
LA:e helmet’s shell is recessed
as part of the floating design, so no
compromise is made to the level of

impact absorption. It would in fact
increase absorption properties due
to the suspended shell.

Wewish Louie every success
with the design, and look
forward to hearing more about
it in the future…
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Limited
performance
Compared with the ‘over 235bhp’
that Honda reveals its Marquez
world champion racebike
produces, the standard RC213V-S
16-valve V4motor with gear-
driven dohc is claimed to
produce 157bhp at 11,000 rpm in
street-legal form, running 13:1
compression and fitted with a
Euro 3-compliant catalyst exhaust
and full silencing, and a rev
ceiling of 12,000rpm.
But with the Sport Kit fitted,

which essentially comprises a
4.8kg lighter titanium race pipe
devoid of catalyst, a new front
fairing with ram air ducting
replacing the LED headlights,
and a race electronic package
including a higher 14,000rpm
limiter, this increases by amassive
35% to 212bhp at 13,000rpm on a
bike weighing 10kg less than its
160kg street-legal counterpart –
not so far off the RC213V racer’s
quoted ‘over 158kg aer racing’
i.e. with oil, water and however
much gas they finished a GP race
with; usually just fumes.

Torque
goes up too,
rising from
74.23lb- at
10,500rpm in
street guise to
87.03lb- at the
same revs. But
US-delivered bikes
will only be available in
severely strangulated form,
with a 9400rpm limiter imposed,
which restricts power to 101bhp,
and torque to just 66.38lb-;
both at 8000 revs.
e reason for this is the lack of

space on such a densely packaged
racer-with-lights to make room
for the bulky exhaust silencing
needed tomeet US noise
regulations, so the only solution
was to back off the revs.
Expect lots of Yank buyers to

have their bikes delivered to their
grannies in London or Berlin or
Sydney – in which case they’ll
have to send them back to granny
to get them serviced, since Honda
will appoint a strictly limited
number of dealers – three at
present in Europe, for example –

with the
necessary
special tools
and
electronic
diagnostics to
work on the
bikes.
While each

motorcycle will be
individually numbered,

Honda has not imposed a
production ceiling beyond a
commitment to terminate
manufacture on December 31,
2016.e following year, 2017,
sees the introduction in Europe of
Euro 4 compliance for all new
motorcycles, which the RC213V-S
cannot meet.
is means that if Honda’s

target of hand-building one bike
per day in a dedicated workshop
at its Kumamoto factory on the
island of Kyushu is achieved, a
maximum production volume
of around 400 bikes in just over
15 months can be constructed
on the basis of the six-day
working week commonplace
in Japan.

Honda’s real race replica
(sort of) Themuch-hyped Moto-GPmachine is finally a

reality, but does it live up to your expectations?

Honda has finally debuted its
long-awaited RC213V-S, which it
terms an “absolute MotoGP
machine for the street”. It has
been under development for the
past three years as a purported
road-legal replica of the reigning
MotoGP world champion 90° V4
999cc racebike.
e production-ready

customer version was unveiled at
a ceremony in the Catalunya GP
race paddock outside Barcelona
by Repsol Honda team riders
MarcMarquez and Dani Pedrosa,
together with HRC race boss
Shuhei Nakamoto.
Available in either bare

unpainted carbon fibre, or
Honda’s historic Freddie Spencer-
era red, white and blue tricolor
livery dating fromHRC’s 1982
foundation, the bike will enter
production in late September
this year, with first deliveries
in October.
Flagged in advance as a high-

priced item, it will be sold – and
will meet current homologation
requirements for street use –
only in Japan, the US,
Australia and Europe. ere,
the price is quoted as €188,000
in Germany, including 19%
sales tax, representing a price
before tax of €158,000, which
will be valid for the rest of
the continent.
e tax-free price in the USA

of $184,000, is matched by tax-
inclusive prices of (AU) $244,000
for Australia, and JPN 21,900,000
in Japan. Honda will only start
accepting orders for it at the
chimes of midnight Central
European time on July 13 this
year, via a dedicated website
www.rc213v-s.com with an
optional ‘track use only’ Sport Kit
available for an additional
€12,000 inclusive of tax.
is kit is not, however,

available in the US, where the
performance of the bike will be
steeply restricted compared to the
other three regions in which it’s
being sold.
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racE-bikE parts
At the Barcelona launch, the chief
operating officer of HondaMotor
Japan, Tetsuo Suzuki – formerly
president of HRCwhen this
project was started late in 2011 –
was at pains to stress that the
mechanical core of the bike is
indeed closely linked to the
Marquez two-time world
champion racer, with around 80%
commonality of components.
e 20% changes include

reduced compression, the
substitution of valve springs for
theMarquez bike’s pneumatic
valve operation (as on the short-
lived 2014 RCV1000R
‘production’MotoGP racer, on
which the RC213V-S is reportedly
closely based), metal Brembo disc
brakes rather than carbon, a
conventional six-speed gearbox
rather than the racer’s seamless
shi transmission – albeit with the
same assisted dry slipper clutch
common to both bikes – and
forged three-ring pistons rather
than the racer’s two-ring ones.
Honda claims emissions

concerns with these that are
presumably linked to the risk of
blow-by, not that using two-ring

pistons seems to bother Ducati on
the new Panigale R. Among the
minimal street equipment that’s
been added are separate 2-1
exhaust systems for each bank of
cylinders, each containing its own
catalyst and an exhaust valve
likely to be installed for the same
reason as on the factory Kawasaki
ZX-10R Superbike – to assist with
engine braking.
But the 80% of commonality is

claimed to include the RC213V’s
chassis and swingarm – although
wheelbase has been stretched
30mm to 1465mm on the
streetbike – as well as the carbon-
reinforced plastic bodywork
replete with titanium fasteners,
Marchesini forgedmagnesium
wheels shod with Bridgestone R10
rubber (so tyres for this racer-
with-lights were developed
directly out of the Japanese
company’s involvement in
MotoGP racing as control
supplier), Brembo brake calipers,
and fully adjustable Öhlins
suspension, with a gas-charged
TTX25 fork up front and TTX36
rear shock operated by the same
Pro-Link linkage as the racer.
Inside the V4 999ccmotor,

alongside the shared 81 x 48.5mm
dimensions and sandcast
crankcases are the same titanium
valves and con rods, with the
same twin injectors – one top-
spray unit mounted above each
throttle body, another at the side
above the butterfly – in the
quartet of 48mmPGM-DSFI
throttle bodies.

ElEctronic firsts
e RC213V-S marks a
milestone in Honda’s product
development as the first Honda
sportbike embracing electronic
rider aids; something the
company has long resisted
introducing on its CBR1000RR
Fireblade in-line four.
It’s also the first Honda street-

bike fittedwith a ride-by-wire
digital throttle, and its ECU
package includes five distinct
ridingmodes, three-stage ‘power
selector’ throttle variability, nine-
level traction control, and
four-stage engine braking control,
as well as a quick-shier – though
as yet no auto-blipper, such as
Marc andDanimustmost surely
use in races.
Maybe that’ll be added by the

time production begins, to ensure
this MotoGP-derived mechanical
masterpiece at least offers the
same dynamic riding advantages
as much less costly street-legal
Superbikes like the BMW
S1000RR, Yamaha R1 or Ducati
1299 Panigale.
eHonda RC213V-Smarks a

significant return to theWay It
Was for Honda and its engineers,
to back in the days when Soichiro
Honda-san was still alive, and the
company relished every
opportunity to demonstrate its
technical capability and
engineering skill.
is is also the first V4

sportsbike produced by Honda in
the past 15 years since the demise
of the RC45 – a period in which it
has refused to commit its best-
selling Fireblade in-line four to
the Superbike class’s technological
and electronic R&D rat race.
Asked if the introduction of

this model represented a return to
Honda’s V4 traditions dating back
to 1982 that would be replicated
on other less expensive models,
Mr Suzuki smiled broadly and
replied: “We never forgot the V4
at Honda – and we never will!”

Marc Marquez on the road-going RCV.
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Sealey’s new range of chargers from
Schumacher (the US’s largest
distributor of battery starters and
chargers) includes units featuring the
patented Speed Charge technology,
charging up to three times faster
than conventional chargers.

It also includes professional grade
RoadStarts, which use the US-made
Gold Standard Hawker Enersys
Battery and are DEKRA approved. All

models are fitted with 99.9% copper
cables. The range also includes one
of the only motorcycle lithium
battery chargers in the UK to not
only charge pure lithium cells, but all
lead acid batteries too.

The company’s Schumacher
promotion, which launches on July1,
features some fantastic discounts
across the range.
www.sealey.co.uk

Newchargersfromsealey

Few events on the racing calendar
can claim to offer the excitement
of theMetzeler Ulster Grand Prix.
With a host of the world’s top

road racers on the grid, a
sensational mass start, and
record-breaking speeds, it really
is in a class of its own.
During BikeWeek, which runs

from the August 3-8, the 7.4
miles of public roads that make
up the Dundrod Circuit become
the official home of the ‘World’s
Fastest Road Race’, providing an
unmissable spectacle for road
racing fans, and entertainment
for the whole family.
Riders including GuyMartin,

WilliamDunlop and Dean
Harrison will battle it out for the

MartinWarren, MD of the UK-made Ventz rider cooling
(www.ventz-range.com) reckons 2015 is going to be a hot one: “Ventz
have beenmassively popular in countries like Australia, India and the
US where riders have found the Ventz ability to drive air through the
jacket and expel it at the neck significantly reduces body temperature.”
Ventz tuck inside your jacket’s sleeves, allowing air to be forced up

your arm as you ride, also drawing the hot air up from your back and
chest as it exits through the collar.ey’re ideal for textile
jackets with some slack in the cuffs.
Pop your gloves inside your
sleeves, with the Ventz clipped
to the cuff and the airflow
should keep you a lot cooler in
what Martin promises is going
to be a brilliant summer!

Don’tmiss theworld’s
fastest road race

final silverware of the road-racing
season in front of thousands of
spectators.is year, all eyes will
be on Bruce Anstey as the New
Zealander tries to repeat his 2014
success, but as always there will
be tough competition from the
stellar entry list.
When the racing stops there’s

still plenty to do, as this year
there’s an even bigger festival of
events planned during Bike
Week, which is renowned for its
hospitality and atmosphere.
To find out more information

about BikeWeek at theMetzeler
Ulster Grand Prix, and for special
ticket offers and hospitality
packages visit
www.ulstergrandprix.net

Prepare for a
great summer
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Dainese has developed its D-Air system
into a self-contained under-suit product,
working with other manufacturers
(currently Furygan and Vircos), to offer
protection to other riders competing in
Moto2 andMoto3.
e suit has all the telemetry built in, as
D-Air race where all the sensors are in the
leather’s ‘hump’. Race accidents tend to be
high-sides, and the telemetry will know
when you are taking off and about to land.
e current consumer D-Air Street uses
sensors attached to the bike to detect a
crash and trigger the inflation system –
road accidents are oen head-on, and the
sensors are attached to the bike to trigger
the system as the accident is happening
If made available to road riders, it
could be used under any clothing
(motorcycling or not) to offer fairly
sophisticated protection.We spoke to
Dainese’s Italian press and PRmanager,
FedericoMarti…

MSL:What are the key areas of
protection the system offers?
D:eD-Air Armor system primarily
protects the upper body, which is most
vulnerable in accident situations. So, the
neck, the collar bone and the upper spine.

MSL:How is the airbag triggered?
D:e air bag is triggered by sensors
in the hump in exactly the same
way as the D-Air system installed in
race suits worn by Valentino Rossi,
Pol Espargaro, Leon Haslam and
Tom Sykes.

MSL:Whatmodifications will
current suit designs require to carry
the technology?
D: Suits will need to ‘give’ a little
(up to 50mm) so that when the airbag is
deployed it has space to expand into.

MSL:Do you think we’ll ever
see this as a stand-alone system,
able to fit under a road-rider’s
current kit?
D:Dainese has a policy of testing
and developing product on the race
track in collaboration with racers, with
the end goal of bringing product to
market and offering further protection
to the motorcycling public.
It is very possible that a similar
system to that being tested and
developed at the moment will find itself
to market in the future. It’s not possible
to give a price point at the moment.

Dainese’s newairbag suit

Spanish trials and enduro
manufacturer Gas Gas has
filed for the local equivalent
of Chapter 11 bankruptcy.
A trustee was appointed

by the insolvency judge in
the company’s home town
of Girona, north of
Barcelona in early May,
taking control of the
company as it searches for
the necessary investment
to enable it to continue
trading, and safeguard the
jobs of its 100 employees.
Gas Gas is understood to

have debts of around €20
million, after receiving
€2 million from the Catalan
regional government in
2014 to fund the acquisition
of new technology to
improve its two- and four-
stroke engine designs,
following a €4 million
investment by an
international consortium
in 2013.

This enabled it to reach an
agreement with Moto Italia
srl, the Italian-based former
Husqvarna Motorcycles
concern, to acquire its two-
and four-stroke engine
technology, a deal which had
the approval of the Austrian
KTM group that had acquired
Husqvarna from BMW early in
2013. In 2014 it was
announced that Gas Gas
would merge with Ossa,
having previously agreed to
share production facilities
and personnel.
Ossa was relaunched in

2009, three decades after its
closure, and is understood to
have produced around 800
trials motorcycles since then.
It’s understood that more

than one Chinese
manufacturer is interested in
acquiring Gas Gas from the
liquidator to provide it with a
foothold in the European
market. Watch this space…

GasGassettoclose?

As revealed on our Facebook page
(facebook.com/MSLmag), Yamaha
has unveiled its MT-07 Retro
prototype. Created by Shinya Kimura
– one of the most respected Japanese
custom builders, the officially
commissioned Yamaha Yard Built
project will follow in the footsteps of
the EauRouge – the precursor to the
XJR1300 Racer.

MT-07 Retro imminent
e projects are typically first
used to gauge customer reaction
to an idea, becoming a
production model the next year,
before going on to form the basis
of some incredible custom
builds. However, we’ve heard
that this new production bike
will be unveiled in July or
August this year.
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NEW
Unwedcouples
banned from
riding together
 Unmarried couples in an
Indonesian district have been
banned from riding motorcycles
together… in case it makes them
amorous!
Politicians in North Aceh – a

district in the Aceh Province (the
only province allowed to practice
Sharia law) – passed the law
because: “Unmarried people sitting
closely together on a motorcycle
could lead to sinful acts.”
It is not yet clear how riders will

evidence their marital status (it
may be that carrying a wedding
licence is needed), but those who
break the law could be forced to
apologise and attend sermons or
undertake community service.

california to
allowfiltering
 California is to become the first
US state to allow motorcycles to
filter (‘lane-splitting’) in traffic.
The state assembly approved the
law with a 53 to 11 vote, on
condition speeds of no faster
than 50mph are applied and
filtering is no faster than 15mph
than traffic in adjacent lanes.
All other states ban lane-

splitting, although several are
considering making it legal.

bargain
pattern
bodywork
Wemoto now stocks a line of
quality-finished bodywork kits,
providing a simple and cost-
effective solution to restoring a
selection of modern and modern
classic models.
For little more than the price of

an individual OE fairing part, a
complete bodywork kit, which
includes every panel required for a
complete rebuild, can be
purchased at Wemoto. Kits are
pre-painted and lacquered in
unique colours and patterns.
Designed as direct

replacements to OE for just £320,
parts have the same mounting
points, and can be used with the
original grommets and mounting
bolts. www.wemoto.com

Italian suspension manufacturer
Marzocchi is to be shut down by
its American owner Tenneco.
The firm has been a key

supplier to the European
motorcycle industry ever since
it was founded in 1949, in the
Bologna suburb of Zola Pedrosa
by brothers Stefano and
GuglielmoMarzocchi.
Among its current clients are

BMW, Moto Guzzi, MV Agusta –
practically all its models are
fitted with Marzocchi forks –
Beta, Gas Gas, and Ducati, whose
newMultistrada 1200 uses a
Marzocchi fork, as well as the
Diavel, Streetfighter 848 and
Hypermotard SP. This makes the
news that it is be to closed as of
September this year both
shocking, and significant.
Based in Lake Forest, Illinois,

Tenneco is an automotive
suspensionmultinational with
29,000 employees worldwide and
factories in China and Europe as
well as the USA, which in 2014
had a turnover of $8.4 billion.

In 2008 it decided to enter
the then-flourishing
motorcycle and mountain bike
market by acquiring Marzocchi,
but the global economic crisis
that took hold weeks later
meant that the timing could
not have been worse.
It’s unlikely that Marzocchi

could have survived on its own,
with a €15 million debt
mountain largely caused by
already poor quality control
which resulted in a high rate of
returns from customers forced
to reject components supplied
to them for OE fitment.
Tenneco instituted a

programme of ramping up quality,
as well as investing in a new
range of products, all aimed at
turning the tide in motorcycle
component orders – mountain
bike suspension had by now been
shifted to Taiwan. But with sales
cut drastically thanks to the
recession, Tenneco decided to
shut Marzocchi down in 2011 – a
process which the Italian unions

managed to delay by agreeing to
cut the 170-strong workforce at
Zola Pedrosa to 120 people, and a
35% decrease in hours worked
for the remainder.
In return, Tenneco committed

to delaying a possible closure
until mid-2015 – but despite
signs of a global upturn in the
two-wheeled marketplace, it
has now been confirmed that
the company will shut its doors
as of September 2015.
Motorcycle manufacturers

that use Marzocchi forks as OE
components have been notified
that they will no longer be
supplied with these once
Marzocchi’s stock of such parts
has been exhausted. It’s
understood that the prime
reason for Tenneco exiting the
increasingly competitive
motorcycle sector has been
the advent of the new-
generation electronically
adjustable and semi-active
suspension systems fast
becoming the industry norm.

americanownerclosesmarzocchi

Scotland Yard has revealed
police rarely chase suspects on
a motorbike if they remove
their crash helmets. The Yard
revealed to the BBC that some
suspects take off their helmets

when riding away from officers
in pursuit.
Detective Superintendent

Raffaele D’Orsi said: “We have a
moral duty and actually a
mandate as police officers to

protect the public. That
includes offenders who are
trying to escape from us. We
have to mitigate the risk so, if
an offender is not wearing a
helmet, that will be factored in.”

Police ‘don’tchasebikethieves if theytakeoffhelmet’

New circumnavigation record attempt
Swiss biker Urs Pedraita is preparing to ride a
Victory Cross Country around the world in the
fastest time possible.

e current record for riding in all continents (not
just through two antipodal points) stands at 120 days
and two hours. But Urs, known as ‘Grisu Grizzly’,
wants to ride the 100,000km in under 100 days.

He’ll set off on the attempt in February 2016,
starting and ending in Zurich, by riding an almost
standard Victory Cross Country. Additional items
added to the bike include a larger 33 litre fuel tank, a
customised seat with back support, and two LED
lights for better visibility during night rides.

In 2014 he made an attempt on the world
circumnavigation record (held by Kevin and Julia
Sanders), riding with his friend, who had an accident
just before Berlin and ended up in hospital. Grizzly
continued the ride alone and broke the record by
about three days, finishing in 16 days, 12 hours and
19 minutes and covering 24,741km.



★Star Letter

I’ve just returned from a short
group trip to Northern France and
Belgium. This was my first
experience of touring in Europe,
and what a difference to home
in Britain!
Wherever we went drivers

moved over, and very rarely did
any of the cars do anything too
unpredictable. In villages and
towns children waved, but most
noticeable was the camaraderie
between bikers. And what an
experience the roads were – long
straights, winding roads, stunning
countryside and wonderful small
towns with great cafes.
Our purpose was to visit First

World War sites (regrettably while
at school I paid little attention). A
moving experience to say the
least – never again will I moan
about being wet and cold. When
you see the conditions that the
troops experienced day after day
for months on end, you realise
how lucky we are and what they
suffered to make a better world.
A more in-depth trip beckons.

It’s a shame it took me until
being over 50, having spent nearly
40 years on a bike, to travel
abroad. If you’re a biker, do it. You
will not regret it.
On return to Portsmouth and

the M27, the road was full of
mindless drivers and non-waving
bikers. Can’t wait to get abroad
again on two wheels.
Chris Rich, via email

It’s not until you take that first
ferry – or train – crossing, that
you realise just how easy it can
be. I’ve ridden in many parts of
Europe and the US, but usually
after flying over for a bike
launch. The best trips are often
the ones with mates – the
adventures, big or small, that
see us discover a new part of
the world. As you say, a lot of

Letters

people gave an awful lot for us
to enjoy the freedom we’re so
privileged to have; let’s not
waste it. John

Dear John,
Great mag – I’ve been a
subscriber for some time – but I
have a slightly odd request
after reading MSL’s July issue…
My wife finds my current

(only) Rukka bike gear quite
repugnant; I often wear it
around the house before or
after a ride, and on seeing
pictures of you testing the new
R1200 RS, she asked: “Why
can’t you look like he does?”
Please could you tell me

what jeans and leather jacket
you are wearing so I can start
looking for some new gear? I
can’t wipe the grin off my face.
Stephen Hagenbuch,
Dorset

That is an odd request – in 42
years, I’ve never known anyone
who would want to look like
me! The jacket is a Dainese
Street Rider Pelle – it’s a CE

Level-2 jacket, and does get
attention when I wear it; it’s a
soft finish that people seem to
want to stroke! While checking
out jackets in Stevenage’s Bike
Stop, I noticed there’s also a
perforated version, but I prefer
it without the extra
ventilation.

The jeans are Hood K7s
(www.hoodjeans.co.uk) –
these are beautifully cut,
thanks to the couple who
make them coming from a
tailoring background. Apart
from when it’s raining or I’m
on track, these are all I wear
now. Hood also sell the G8
Evo, which has thicker para-
aramid for CE Level-2
protection.

The lid’s an Arai Quantum
ST, the boots are TCX’s X-
Blend (review on page 102),
and the gloves are Held
Phantoms. John

Expandingmywardrobe
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Discovering the joys of touring

people gave an awful lot for us

Just a quick note to say I
really enjoy my copy ofMSL

each month, and I like the
way it seems a muchmore
real-world read thanmany
other mags out there. Here’s
a pic of me andmy
grandson Joshua keeping the
love of bikes of all shapes
and sizes alive by working
onmy project bike – a 1984
HondaMagna that I’m
slowly getting finished. My
everyday ride is an NC700X,
and josh wants a Goldwing,
but as he’s only six there’s
plenty of time to save. Keep
it going and thanks for the
read again.
DarrenWithers,
via email

Fantastic Darren – thanks
for the letter. Make sure
Josh keeps reading, and
sends us a shot when he’s
got his ride! John

Sharing the love of biking
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Every month, our star letter wins a superb R20 from Kriega. Designed specifically for riding, the Quadloc harness gives freedom
of movement and a comfortable fit. With YKK water-resistant zips, removable waist strap, internal mesh pocket and abrasion-
resistant reinforcement, it’s been created by bikers, for bikers. We’re big fans of Kriega here at MSL; visit www.kriega.com

We love to hear from you; send your letters to msleditor@mortons.co.uk, or write to Letters, Motorcycle Sport & leisure
magazine, Mortons Media, Horncastle, Lincs LN9 6JR. You can also join us at facebook.com/mslmag

WIN A KRIEGA R20 BACKPACKWORTH £89

I see complaints from bikers
about the behaviour of other
road users, but perhaps we
should look at ourselves more…
I recently went out on my

Triumph Tiger – there was a big
bike festival on in Hastings, so all
approaches were busy; some of
the riding was awful, especially
when groups of bikes were
involved. On the coast road two
or three bikes overtook round
bends towards me. In a car they
could have hit me. But worse, in
my opinion, was how often I was
overtaken in 30 and 40 limits
(with children and old folk about),

usually by bikes in a low gear to
make plenty of noise. It will be
noticed, and yes, we should care.
To my way of thinking – after

60 years of biking – how other
road users view us is down to
reasonable behaviour far more
than a load of indignant lobbying.
I have always found individual
riders are fine, and wonder if
group riding produces peer
pressure to show off?
I enjoy my bike and like to use a

bit of welly at times, but why
annoy everyone else? This only
leads to more pressure against us.
Paul Roberts, via email

I agree Paul – the public’s
perception is far more likely to
be influenced by us, as a group
of riders, than it is with
campaigns. Of course, lobbying
is often important, but we all
have a responsibility to
ourselves and each other to
present the right impression.
From a simple wave after

filtering through traffic, to
giving plenty of space after
overtaking a car; it all helps
prevent drivers becoming
antagonised by us. In towns and
villages, keeping the noise down
will only help avoid the locals

complaining about ‘bloody
bikers tearing through here’.
Group riding can be a real

problem, but I’ve found it’s
more down to the individual
rider’s attitude within that
group. My friends and I often
go for long group rides, but as
we’re all of very different
levels of experience, we
always agree to wait at each
junction on the route – that
way nobody feels they need to
rush to avoid getting lost, and
we all enjoy the great roads on
the way to fish & chips
together. John

Let’s checkour own standards

I’m considering buying a new,
modestly priced bike.I’ve read
reviews and had test rides, but
then the problems begin…
eKTM 390 Duke is small,

manageable, reasonably priced
and a bit different. It seemed ideal
so I visited the dealer, only to be
told that the waiting list was over
eight to 10 months.
e YamahaMT07 had exactly

the same results. Nice bike,
excellent reviews and value for
money, but with a waiting list of
six to eight months.
Next the Kawasaki Vulcan S; I

particularly like this one due to its
low seat height and sensible
pricing; I was really impressed,
but when it came to availability,
the dealer had no idea except that
I shouldn’t even think about
getting one this year.
I can’t understand why a new

model gets heavily publicised
when you can’t actually get hold
of one. I know it’s about supply
and demand, lead times, stock
levels and the cost of keeping
stock etc, but this lack of
availability seems to be a
recurrent theme for new releases.
Howmany customer are lost or
just go elsewhere because of it?

I’ve now been promised a
Vulcan S once the dealer has
finished with it as a demonstrator;
he’s of the opinion that there’s not
much point in having a
demonstrator for a bike he can’t
get hold of.
By theway, keep up the excellent

work; aer tryingmany others,
MSL is the onlymotorcycle
magazine that I will recommend
and read from cover to cover.
Steve Foad, Kent

Glad you enjoy the mag Steve.
This year has been an incredible
one for the motorcycle industry,
but it does mean that those
who didn’t place orders sharpish
are sometimes struggling to
find a machine.
I spoke to JeffTurner,marketing

and communicationsmanager for
YamahaUK: “With any newmodel
we have to predict the demand
and order the required quantity
from the factory quite some time
in advance of the units actually
arriving in theUK. As there is no
stock from the previous year in
the dealers prior to the arrival of a
newmodel, the first units that
arrivewill not sit around in
showrooms, butwill go straight

out to those peoplewho placed
early deposits. Of course,we don’t
get all the year’s stock in straight
away, so therewill be a period
where it’s hard to get hold of
newmodels until the deliveries
catch upwith the pre-orders.
Howeverwhen amodel is as
successful as theMT-07 thewait
can be quite some time.
In this case Yamaha knew it

had a winner on its hands, and
even though the first deliveries
didn’t arrive until almost March
2014, it still became
the second-best selling bike in
Europe last year with around
16,000 units sold.”
Martin Lambert, Kawasaki

Motors UK’s communication
manager, told me that “We’re
victims of our own success.
We’ve had a huge pre-order for
the Vulcan S, as people have
rightly seen what a superb

machine it is, and just at the
right price point. That said,
the dealer can always contact
Kawasaki to check overall
stock in the UK, or see when the
next shipment of a certain model
is due in”.
It sounds like you’re sorted

with your local dealer’s
demonstrator Steve, but if
anyone else finds themselves in
this situation, give the
manufacturer’s UK customer
services number a bell – the
chances are there will be a bike
somewhere, and you’ll still be
able to use your local dealer for
service and support.
The motorcycle market was in

a bad place just a few years ago,
but we’re seeing big increases in
registrations, and now more
new people seem to be
recognising the benefits of life
on two wheels too. John

I can’t buymy bike!
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Trouble and progress
oop north?

LeonMannings

When trouble for bikers is brewed by
local authorities, it can trigger
effective action to turn bad news
for motorcycling into good.B

ack in 2013, I was alerted to a new
source of trouble oop north for
bikers. News of another big problem
came soon aer that.e first alert
came fromManny (Richard
Manton), a MAG rep in Leeds and
the second was from Stevie B

(Stephen Bolton), a fellow rep in the Yorkshire region.
Fortunately, the bad news was counterbalanced by

news that seemed excellent to me. Since then the story
has evolved into a great example of effective action by
bikers to get biking treated better. Now, far more
progress for motorcycling is set to be delivered than
tackling the original problem – although there is still
some way to go with that.
e initial problem was that bikers were to be banned

from using half the carriageways on either side of a busy
main road, in and out of Leeds.emotive for this act
of highway robbery was a council plan to introduce yet
another bus ‘priority’ lane. All other road users would be
excluded and squeezed into heavily congested single
lanes for ‘general traffic’. Er, except cyclists, whose wishes
and demands are currently deemed to be sacrosanct.
e good news to me was that MAG’s Yorkshire

Region team saw this as a trigger for action not
acquiescence.e fob-off response to a request for
bikers to continue using these vital sections of public
road was typical of many, but subsequent events showed
the matter did not end there as the council’s officers had
hoped. Plans for disruptive demo rides were already
being made.
However, at Manny’s request, a lengthy call ensued

betweenme and the head of transport policy in Leeds.
e upshot was that it had taken him years to get the
TrafficManagement Orders signed off for this particular
bus lane, and changing them at that late stage would
cause extensive delays – and increase risks of the scheme
being scuppered.
I accepted that he had a problem and proposed a

solution. MAGwould not push for bike access to that
bus lane for now – in return for a meeting with him and
the officers needed to start and finish a major review of
policy for bikers in the region generally, and bus lanes in
particular. He agreed.
en in 2014, the newly formedWest Yorkshire

Combined Authority (WYCA) was granted £1 billion
for a new transport fund.
is should have been good for motorcycling as its

main aim was to ‘reduce congestion’ andmake it ‘easier
for people to commute, to and from expected growth
areas’. But there was a big problem with theWYCA’s

‘vision for progress’ in the next 20 years; it had loads
about walking, cycling, buses and trains, but not a word
about motorcycling, or the positive role it can play in
achieving the main aims of the £1 billion fund.
emeeting that was promised to discuss a policy

review, and the pros and cons of removing bans on bikes
in bus lanes, eventually took place in September 2014.
We agreed that I would supply a summary of the
overwhelming bank of evidence that supports
motorcycle access to bus lanes – and they would report
back by the end of December.
Actually that took until April this year and the bad

news was that their ‘analysis’ of bikes in bus lanes and an
‘extensive literature review’ led them to reject the idea.
e good news was that the points they raised were
easily refuted – which they were, and in irrefutable ways.
Meanwhile, MAG’s activists alerted local councillors

andMPs about the bus lane issues and the unacceptable
absence of motorcycling from theWYCA vision.is
gained cross-party support for those problems to be
addressed. Ameeting with the Leeds officers to review
the bikes in bus lanes issue happened in June – as did
another withWYCA officers to get motorcycling
included in their ‘vision’. Frustratingly, the Leeds officer
refused to start a trial, as he wanted to pass that decision
onto theWYCA. Better news came from the meeting
about theWYCA’s 20-year vision.
MAG had produced a document identifying five

‘pathways for progress’ in policies for motorcycling, and
four were accepted for inclusion on the spot.ese
included a review of ‘safety’ schemes that can add new
hazards for bikers; and starting to consider motorbike
parking in the same way as bicycle parking. It was also
agreed that further consideration would be given to the
fih proposal, namely, a unified and objective policy for
all types of bikes in bus lanes.
ese events show that battling to protect and

promote the positive role that motorcycling can play in
solving transport problems continues throughout the
UK.More importantly, trouble has triggered progress
oop north, and I hope it spreads.e speed and scope of
such progress depends onmany factors – and the most
important is the amount of effective action that bikers
are prepared to take.

Leon is MSL’s political
man. Working within
the corridors of power
Dr Mannings is
consistently on the
inside picking up the
big political changes
and whispers that
threaten to change
the motorcycle world
we all inhabit. Always
on the side of the
biker, Leon is a hard-
edged, educated
campaigner for two-
wheeled rights and
has been hugely
influential where it
really matters

Who is
Mannings?
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FirstRides
Moto Guzzi California Eldorado and Audace

THESAMEBUT
DIFFERENT
Their frames and enginesmay be identical, but Moto Guzzi says its
new California-based siblings have different souls...
words: Carli Ann Smith & John Milbank photos:Moto Guzzi

T
wo bikes, built from the
same platform, making
almost identical peak
torque and power. How
can they feel so different?
From the early years of
the California that these

machines are based on, with the Los
Angeles Police’s involvement leading to the
V7 750 California in 1970, to 1981’s

capacity increase and the addition of alloy
wheels, then onto the 1400 California two
years ago, the iconic transverse V-twin
motor at the heart of the machines has been
the historic glue.

e four-valve, air/oil-cooled 1380cc 90°
V-twin is the largest made in Europe, with
the power output of both bikes a claimed
95.2bhp at 6500rpm. But here’s the first hint

of something different – the

Eldorado’s torquematches the California’s
with 88.5lb- at 2750rpm, but the Audace –
at 299kg, the lighter (not just thanks to a
carbon fibremudguard), sportier model –
holds onto the revs to 3000rpm to deliver
89lb-. It’s all down to the ride-by-wire fuel-
injection system that sees its mapping
tweaked between the two newmachines.

Of course, with the wide bars and exposed,
upright seating position, it’s not all about top-
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NEW

The single clock
combines an
analogue rev
counter with
plenty of digital
information.

Both bikes share
the four-piston,
radially-mounted
Brembo calipers.

end speed. Both machines are very
much for cruising the open road, so get
yourself out of the city to make the best
use of one, turn on the cruise-control
that’s standard on both bikes, and enjoy
a more relaxing pace of life.

While the Eldorado and Audace
(pronounced ‘ow-dach-ee’) share the
California’s tubular steel cradle frame
and ‘elastic-kinematic engine
mounting system’, the Audace shuns
the 46mm forks in favour of a slightly
slimmer 45mm design – still in the
same orientation, and still with the
radially-mounted four-piston caliper.
e rear gains a sportier-looking pair
of shocks that retain preload
adjustment, but gain rebound
adjustment and a remote reservoir.

e wheels make a difference – both
the spoked Eldorado rims and the
alloys of the Audace carry tubeless
tyres, but the latter’s lower-profile carry
the sportier rubber (though it’s a fatter
rear on the alloys). It’s the riding
position, however, that really sets the
two machines apart. e Eldorado has
footboards, with a heel/toe gear
selector perfect for comfortable, lazy
tours – as opposed to the pegs and
standard selector of the other machine
– to drop each of the six gears into
place with a positive thunk. e
pulled-back custom-style bars give a
more relaxed riding position than the
longer reach of the Audace’s flat,
almost straight design.

Which you prefer depends on what
you’re likely to use the bike for; looking
at the specification and styling of both
bikes, I thought I’d enjoy riding the
Audace the most, thanks to its raw looks
and lighter weight, but gliding along the
Italian roads on the bigger motorcycle,

MSL:What makes the California
so special to Moto Guzzi?

LB: For us, it is the history of the
California. It was launched in
1970; we developed the California
that we launched three years ago
from that history and now we are
following with these two
motorcycles – the Audace and
the Eldorado.

MSL: How long have these two

machines been in development?

LB:We started after launching
the new California at the end of
2012 – so around three years ago.
The first stage was the exhaust
system and it began from there.

MSL: You say that the Audace
has been developed to appeal to

new riders and draw them in, how

important is it for Moto Guzzi to

get new riders in and on a Moto

Guzzi?

LB: The typical California client is
not so young and so with the
Audace we try to appeal to
younger people, perhaps around
30 years old. We are also looking
at other versions to try to appeal
to other customers.

MSL: At £15,000, the Audace
isn’t an ‘entry-level’ bike but

more of an access point into the

Moto Guzzi range – are you

developing models that are at a

less expensive price point?

LB: There are young peoplewho
have themoney to spend on bikes
like this. Of course, we have the V7
range too andwe are developing
newbikes thatwill retail for around
€8000 (£5700).

MSL: Do you see the Eldorado
and Audace as being

someone’s first bike?

LB: I would say that the
entry level is V7. I would think
that the ‘normal’ thing is that

they buy a V7 and
then move onto
the California –
just because
as a first bike,
it might be a
little heavy
to ride.

LucaBalduino,
project chief,
MotoGuzzi

looking out over Lake Como, I fell in
love with the idea of a longer adventure
– just me and the Eldorado.

e bull-horn bars and comfortable,
wide seat meant I was sat more ‘inside’
the bike, and really felt connected with
the machine. e footboards are so big
in comparison to my size five feet that I
had plenty of room to get comfy. More
spirited riding in tighter corners will
see the boards touch down, though
they have replaceable nylon sliders and
fold up, giving you plenty of warning
before more solid parts of the bike start

The Eldorado has
distinctively
longer bars than
the Audace.
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FirstRides
EnginE
1380cc, 90°
air/oil-cooled
V-twin is largest
made in Europe.
It makes the vast
majority of its
torque by just
2000rpm.

brAkES
Twin stainless
steel floating
discs bitten by
radially-mounted
four-piston
Brembo calipers.

tEcHnology
Both bikes have
three levels of
traction control,
as well as three
fuelling maps to
adjust power and
engine braking.
The Audace’s
overall engine
map is slightly
more responsive
than that of the
Eldorado.

WHEElS
The polished aluminium spoked wheels
carry tubeless tyres, with an 18in 130/90
up front and a 16in 180/65 at the rear.

Foot boArdS
Large footboards
have nylon
sliders to prevent
damage in tighter
corners, with a
heel and toe gear
selector.

SuSpEnSion
Unadjustable
forks are 46mm
diameter, with
twin shocks on
the rear that can
be adjusted for
preload via a
cam-wheel at the
bottom.

When asked whether there would be a mid-sized Guzzi
added to the range any time soon, head of the Piaggio
Group Advanced Design Center, Miguel Galluzzi, said: “I
wish I could tell. We have planned something for EICMA
2015. We started something at the 90th birthday of
Moto Guzzi and have a programme which will last until
the 100th. I’m not going to go into detail but we are
working on something in-between.”

Asmaller future?

to deck out.e flat bars of the Audace
also make U-turns trickier for shorter
riders like me, as there’s such a long
reach on full lock.
e suspension (plus the bike’s sheer

size and weight) smoothed out the
poor Italian road, and in the corners I
felt secure and in touch with the
surface, even in the mountainous
hairpin bends, where both the
Eldorado and Audace always felt stable.
I felt like I was going faster on the

Audace, but that was probably more to
do with the long reach to the drag-style
bars than the tweaked fuelling.

HiddEn tEcH
Maybe somewhat surprisingly for such
traditionally-styledmachines, both bikes
are packedwithmodern technology.ABS
is – these days – a given, but the new
bikes both feature three-level traction
control.With theweight anddimensions
of themotorcycles, you’d be hard-pressed
to see it activate in the dry, but it’s a
welcome addition formany riders onwet
and greasy roads –particularly on the
wide over-banding and iffywhite lines
sometimes foundon theContinent.

While sporting two slightly different
fuel maps, both bikes have three
settings – a reduced power and engine-
braking ‘Pioggia’ (rain) mode, an
easy-going ‘Turismo’ mode that soens
the power delivery without capping it,
as well as the engine braking, and
‘Veloce’ (fast) that gives you all it has.
At tickover, the enginemounts

transmit a pulsing throb – accompanied
by a surprisingly raucous, but still Euro-
compliant exhaust note – that almost
fades away at speed, making for a
smooth ride. Only the Audace is Euro-4
compliant, carrying a secondary air-
cleaner at the front le of themotor.
e longitudinal crank rocks the bike
when it’s revved at a standstill, but once
connected to the sha drive and on the
move, again, it’s unnoticeable. Clever.
emajority of the engine’s torque is

delivered very early in the revs, so it’s
easy to be lazy with the gears – even in
top, it’ll pootle along happily at just
over 2000rpm.
e 20.5 litre tank should give a

decent range of about 200 miles, and
while it’s easiest to imagine them
gliding down the American Interstates,

Nick Broomhall – Piaggio Group’s UK
Marketing and Communications
manager, told us that the bikes are
expected to have a wide appeal in
Europe too; “As Cruisers represent the
major segment in the US, the potential
is greater, but Eldorado and Audace are
very individual bikes and will appeal to
a growing number of UK riders who
are looking to stand out from the
crowd by riding something different.
“We typically sell 40 or 50

Californias a year in the UK, although
of course the range has been one bike
until recently, so we are confident of an
increase in sales as the range expands.”
Both bikes feature what, at first

glance, appears to be a rather basic
single clock, but on top of the analogue
rev counter is a digital dash that shows
speed, time, trip meters, odometer,
average and current economy, plus the
usual warning lights as well as the
riding and traction control modes
currently enabled.
e bikes can also be connected to a

smartphone via Bluetooth to add data-
logging, a shi light and eco-ride
indicators. Cleverly, when the bike goes

Eldorado
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Specification
2015MotoGuzzi
CAliforniA eldorAdo
[AudACe]
Engine type: 90° V-twin, four-stroke,
four valves, 1380cc

Peak power: 95.2bhp (71kW) @
6500rpm

Peak torque: 88.5lb-ft (120Nm) @
2750rpm [89lb-ft (121Nm) @
3000rpm]

Transmission: Six speeds with final
overdrive

Frame type: Steel tubing, closed
double cradle with elastic-kinematic
engine mounting system

Wheels: 18in front, 16in rear tubeless
spoked [18in and 16in alloy]

Wheel sizes: (F) 130/90 (F) 180/65-16
[F: 130/70 (R) 200/60]

Wheelbase: 1695mm

Seat height: 740mm, 720mm option

Tank capacity: 20.5 litres

Kerb weight: 314kg [299kg]

Price: £15,635 [£15,135]

Contact: http://uk.motoguzzi.it/

BruSSel
Sprout
A secondary air
cleaner at the
front left of the
engine sees the
Audace carry
Guzzi’s first Euro-
4 compliant
engine.

SuSpenSion
45mm Forks are
unadjustable,
though the rear
shocks have a
slightly longer
travel than those
fitted to the
Eldorado, and
also gain rebound
damping
adjustment.

onto reserve, your phone can also then
display the nearest fuel stations, and if
you’re parked in a particularly busy
environment, your device records
where the bike was shut down, so you
can find it again quickly.

e Audace looks the more modern
bike, with the extra engine covers,
matt-black finish and slash-cut pipes,
so the projector headlight of the
Eldorado – carried over from the
California – appears almost at odds
with the classic styling.

Both machines are available in dealers
now, with PCP deals seeing the Audace
cost £209 a month. ere are also 60 new
accessories, plus helmets and jackets,
completing the ‘lifestyle’ that many
manufacturers are now embracing.

Whether you prefer the laid-back
soul of the £15,635 Eldorado (which
also comes with heated grips), or the
more raw nature of the Audace at
£15,135, that distinctive engine
continues to attract an ever-wider
audience. Book a test-ride on both and
you could end up becoming another
member of the Guzzisti.

NEW
Audace
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FirstRides
DUCATI PANIGAle R

D
ucati has been
building limited-
edition
homologation
specials since it
began making
90º V-twin

motorcycles 45 years ago.e iconic
green-frame 750SS – the first desmo
V-twin streetbike – was exactly that;
a street-legal version of Paul Smart’s
Imola 200-winning factory racer.
e new 2015 Panigale R – note the

dropping of the 1199 capacity moniker
– has been created to meet the specific
requirements of the new-for-2015
World Superbike regulations, meaning
a minimum of 1000 will be built.
However, unlike last year’s ultra-

costly 1199 Superleggera of which just
500 examples were manufactured,
there’s no limit on howmany will be
built; Ducati says supply will follow
demand. And aer riding it for a day
at the glorious Imola race circuit, I
reckon any Ducatista who can afford it
should know that this is the closest
thing yet to a street-legal factory racer.
Under 2015WSBK rules, all

than the stock 1199 version, with the
so rev limiter for the ride-by-wire
throttle raised to 12,000rpm.
at’s some engineering

achievement for an engine carrying
such hey pistons – only its 116mm-
bore 1299 sister bike beats it to the
honour of having the largest diameter
bore size on any production vehicle, on
two wheels or four.
205bhp is delivered at 11,500rpm,

and 100lb- at 10,250rpmwith a
Euro 3-compliant exhaust. Compare
that to the previous 1199 Panigale R
introduced in 2013 – and winner of
the 2014 FIM Superstock title in the
hands of Tati Mercado – which
produced 195bhp at 10,750rpm,
and 97lb- at 9000rpm.
Interestingly, the 1285cc engine

in the 1299 Panigale streetbike
delivers the same horsepower as the
new, smaller-engined racer-with-lights,
but has more torque with 108lb- at
8750 rpm.
For 2015, Ducati has ditched its

long-time partner Termignoni in
favour of Slovenian Akrapovič. For the
first time on a Ducati, the new exhaust

DUCATI PANIGAle R

AFACTORY
SUPERBIKE
FORTHEROAD

Ducati’s new 1198cc homologation
special is the result of three years refining the stunning V-twin.
Alan Cathcart is one of the few journalists to have ridden it…
WORDS: Alan Cathcart PHOTOGRAPHY: Kel Edge & Milagro

motorcycles must retain their stock
cranksha, con rods and pistons, and
the valve material cannot be changed –
hence the reason the Panigale R is
fitted with Pankl titanium con rods
rather than the steel ones carried by
the base-model 1199/1299.
ese save 0.63kg in weight, and

together with a significantly lighter
cranksha allow engine speed to pick
up notably faster; the street Panigale R’s
112 x 60.8 mm 1198cc Superquadro
motor revs another 500rpm higher

below: Stunning
exhaust system
is all titanium,
bar the carbon
fibre end-caps.
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has an electronic valve fitted similar to
that used on the factory Kawasaki
Superbike for the past two years, in
order to counter the reduction in
engine braking with the new internals;
traditionally one of the Ducati’s
strengths whenmanaged properly via
the ECU and slipper clutch.
When you close the throttle, the valve

stays open. If the rear wheel starts to
rotate faster than the front, the exhaust
valve is closed via the ECU, thus giving
more engine braking by increasing the
back-pressure of the exhaust, in the
sameway as on a diesel truck.
e single-sided swingarm is set in

the four-point adjustable pivot carried
over from the previous 1199 Panigale
R, the first time this was ever fitted to a
Ducati V-twin streetbike and aimed at
delivering varying set-up levels of pro
or anti-squat to optimise traction on
corner exit.
e setting can be altered via two

eccentric adjusters that offer a choice
of four pivot positions at +2mm
higher, –2mm lower and –4mm lower
than the standard default position.
e two lower settings increase

squat for better grip, while the higher
setting makes for easier steering and
faster changes of direction.

a RiDeable Race bike
e biggest improvement is in the
sparkling acceleration out of slow turns.
A combination of the reduced

inertia from the lighter cranksha
assembly, Ducati’s focus on reducing
friction, and Akrapovič’s intensive
exhaust development, plus the new
higher-li cam profiles, are together
mainly responsible for the engine’s
improved performance, allied with
greater rideability with the improved
low-down torque on offer.

I rode the bike on the technical
Imola circuit, also trying Chaz Davies’
Aragon-winning F15 Superbike, which
highlighted how close these machines
are in specification.
With the wheelie control set on

default Level Two (of eight) I found the
front wheel consistently liing.
Switching to Levelree helped a little
in calming things down, but it still got
squirrely exiting AcqueMinerali uphill
leaned quite hard over to the le in
second, then third gear. Switching to
Level Four seemed to fix it, but at the
cost of slightly detracting from

acceleration – or maybe it felt slower
just because everything was calmer.
I started out on Level Four of the

traction control, and came down to
Level Two, at which point there was
quite noticeable wheel spin. But the
upside was that the Panigale R
accelerated like a four-cylinder 1000cc
bike; having been riding its V4 Aprilia
RSV RF rival just a couple of weeks
earlier, I had a good basis for
comparison. Believe me, Ducati has
bridged the gap.
Davide Giugliano and teammate

Chaz both did lap times on the street
Panigale R that would have qualified
them for the Superbike grid at the race
two days previously.is is as close to a
road-legal factory Superbike as you’re
going to get, and it’s thrilling to ride, but
it asks you to work harder at doing so.
When you get it right it’s deeply

satisfying.e conventional Öhlins
forks give good feedback while you’re
on the side of the tyre, making braking
deep into a turn a valid option with the
superb Brembo setup.
Aer three years spent gradually

refining its reinvention of the twin-
cylinder Superbike, Ducati has a
proven race-winner on its books.
e new Panigale R is one of the

most thrilling rides presently available
that money can buy – one that now has
the all-round performance to live up to
its gorgeous looks.

DucaTi Panigale R
Engine: 1198cc liquid-cooled
90° V-twin

Power: 205bhp (151kW) @ 11,500rpm

Torque: 100lb-ft (136Nm) @
10,350rpmm

Transmission: Six speed, with
quick-shifter

Frame: Aluminium monocoque

Fuel capacity: 20 litres

Seat height: 840mm (low seat
820mm)

Wheelbase: 1442mm

Kerb weight: 184kg

Seat height: 830mm

Fuel capacity: 17 litres

Price : £28,995

Contact: www.ducati.co.uk

Specification

Technology
Adjustable engine brake control system,
eight-level switchable wheelie control,

quick shifter with auto-blipper for
seamless up- and down-changes. 330mm
Brembo front discs and monoblock race

calipers have cornering ABS. Fully
adjustable 43mm Öhlins forks and twin-
tube shock shun electronic suspension.

WeighT saving
Lithium battery saves 2kg. Conventional

headlamp is 0.5kg lighter than 1299
Panigale’s LED version. Aluminium

monocoque frameweighs 4.2kg, and doubles
as the airbox. Wheelbase is 5mm longer than

1299 Panigale to enhance stability.

engine
Four titanium valves per cylinder, with
revised camshafts. Detachable Nikasil-
coated aluminium wet bore liners, with

forged two-ring pistons for reduced
friction; SBK-spec crowns help provide

13.2:1 compression ratio (up from 12.5:1).
Exhaust is an Akrapovic 2-1-2 with titanium

headers and end-cans.

Suspension
doesn’t feature
any electronic
control.



N
ew brands are
rare things in
motorcycles. Old
brands revived,
yes – Indian,
Triumph, Norton,
Ariel....at list

seems never-ending, and in fact, we’re
starting to wonder just howmany old
badges there are le ripe for revival.
eMash certainly isn’t one of those,
being a stripling of just three years.
It was dreamt up by SIMA, the French

importer of GasGas andHyosung, as a
means of selling Chinese 125s and 250s
with sexier retro styling. Hence the all-
new badge, allegedly derived from the
TV series of the same name. And it’s
worked, with theMash 125’s bijou

Everything is housed in a thoroughly
conventional tubular-steel frame
suspended by non-adjustable 35mm
forks and twin rear shocks (which do
have pre-load adjustment), with a
single 280mmdisc and rear drum.
Simplicity is the theme, which

continues with the styling – a pleasing
marriage of 60s British and 70s
Japanese that hits the nostalgic spot,
right down to details like gaitered forks
and ribbed black seat with white piping.
Once you’re aboard, the bike is

small, slim and lightweight enough to
feel more like a 250 than a 400.at
first impression is confirmed once you
get going, because it’s nicely balanced
and very easy to control, with friendly
manners.e riding position is upright

Bonneville looks helpingmake it the
best-selling geared 125 in France.
e Roadstar 400 is Mash’s latest

(and biggest) bike, and it’s now
available in the UK. It’s made by
Shineray of China, but has an engine
that owes almost everything to Honda’s
XBR500 of the 1980s.
at makes it an air-cooled

overhead cam four-valve single,
though of course some things have
changed in the intervening 30 years. To
clean up emissions, it now has fuel-
injection instead of CV carbs, and
small catalysts are hiding inside those
authentic-looking silencers. It’s also
lost a few cubes – nowmeasuring
398cc – and is in a very mild state of
tune, mustering just 29bhp and 22lb-.
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Firstrides

Mash Roadstar 400

MonsterMash
Remember 1978? Sunny Jim Callaghan, last gasps of punk and the
Yamaha SR500. This Chinese-madeMash Roadstar offers
the style of the time at a low price…
words: Peter Henshaw photos:Mykel Nicolaou
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and undemanding, and in fact proved
quite comfy over an hour and half.
e white-faced rev counter
promises a 10,000rpm limit, but it’s not
even on flirting terms with the truth, as
power maxes out at 7000rpm and an
ignition cut-out starts doing its thing at
8500.e good news is that there’s no
need to even venture that far, because
torque peaks at 5500rpm, and there’s
enough of it to propel the lightweight
Roadstar along at a fair old rate.
emid-range is strong enough to
accelerate out of 40 limits or open
corners in fih (top) gear, so this is a
relaxing bike to have fun on that
doesn’t demand a lot of gearchanging.
If you insist, it will creep up to an
indicated 85mph (maybe more on a
bike with more miles than the test
machine), but by then the wind-blast is
a chore, and laid-back 60-65mph
cruising is more its natural habitat, the
engine smooth enough at that speed;
vibes come in at higher revs when it’s
working hard.
On the twistier stuff, everything
works as it should.e suspension
might be basic, but it does the job, and
wide bars coupled with low weight
make this an easy bike to flick around.
e Chinese Kenda tyres didn’t give
me any nasty moments on Hampshire’s
damp and lumpy back roads, and the
whole thing inspires confidence.
Except the front brake, which despite
having a four-pot caliper feels more

retro than I would like – the importer
says a braided hose is on the way,
which may help.
at apart, the Roadstar also
impresses in town; slim enough to slip
past the traffic light queues, and grunty
enough to keep ahead when the lights
change.e steering lock’s good, the
motor is tractable (though it’s not quite
happy at 30mph in top) which all
bodes well for city life.
Just a couple of things detracted
from that – the test bike’s idle died a
few times (the importer says they
know about it, and there’s a cure) and
the clutch is heavyish, which is out of
character with the rest of the bike.
Of course, the question mark is over
whether the finish would stand up to a
daily winter grind of commuting,
though I have to say it does all look
pretty good quality stuff, andmany of
the bolts are stainless. Time will tell,
though you do get a two-year warranty.
However that turns out, the Roadstar
shouldn’t cost an arm and a leg to run.
e low power won’t have you queuing
up for new tyres every 3000miles, and
over 100-oddmiles of A and B roads it
managed 69mpg. Ride gently, and you
might be looking at close to 200miles
from the 13-litre tank.
Is the Mash worth buying?Well, it’s
different from a Royal Enfield and a lot
cheaper than a Yamaha SR400.What it
doesn’t have is a familiar badge and a
track record that both of those do.

YAMAhA Sr400
A Royal Enfield Bullet is closer to the Roadstar in price,
but really it’s a very different bike, offering more of a
1950s character instead of a 1970s/80s one. The
recently reborn SR400 on the other hand, is very
similar, with power, torque, weight, performance and
riding experience all within a gnat’s crotchet of the
Roadstar’s.

The SR lacks electric start (which the Mash has)
and costs a whopping £1200 more, but it does have
the reassurance of a known name and bigger dealer
network. And for some, the fact that it isn’t built in
China will make it worth the extra money, whether
that’s justified or not.

Closest rival

MAShroADStAr400
Engine: 398cc air-cooled 4-valve single

Power: 29bhp (22kW) @ 7000rpm

Torque: 22lb-ft (30Nm) @ 5500rpm

Transmission: Five-speed

Frame: Tubular steel

Tyres: (F) 100/90-19 (R) 130/70-18

Kerb weight: 169kg

Seat height: 780mm

Fuel capacity: 13 litres

Price: £3799 (+OTR)

Contact:www.mashmotorcycles.co.uk

Specification

Above:Mash is a new brand, with
manymore models promised to follow.

Above right: Twin shocks, steel
spoked rims, extra chrome... howmuch
retro do you want?

Left: Classic, simple colours surround
the ex-Honda XBRmotor.

Nice simple clocks, though 110mph is as far out of reach of
the 398cc motor as 10,000rpm. It’s still fun though...
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Alan Cathcart is the
first journalist to have
ridden the Legacy
concept. At $350,000,
it’s likely to be the most
expensive production
bike in the world…

Bienville Legacy

Alan Cathcart is the 
first journalist to have
ridden the Legacy
concept. At $350,000, 
it’s likely to be the most

Functioning
Form

A
s inimitable, eccentric
and eclectic as the city
of NewOrleans itself,
the Bienville Legacy is
an amalgam of art and
science that could only
have been built in the

Big Easy. In issue 644 (May 2014)MSL

revealed the full details of the bike that had
its first public outing during last month’s
Goodwood Festival of Speed…
Aer Hurricane Katrina, artist JT Nesbitt

(who also styled the Confederate Motors
Hellcat andWraith) established Bienville
Studios, creating a wide range of products
from ornate knives and guns to the
Magnolia Special; a hand-built
1950s-styled sports car powered by
compressed natural gas.

His heart remained in motorcycles but he
lacked the finance to create the design that
had been taking shape in his mind ever since
2005, until he pair up with Chicago-based
entrepreneur Jim Jacoby from the American
Design andMaster-Cra Initiative.
One of the three bikes built so far will be

heading to the Bonneville Salt Flats in
August 2016, where Jacoby –a high-mileage
BMWR1200GS owner – will attempt to set
a series of new AMA Land Speed Records
aboard it as demonstration of the functional
capabilities of this two-wheeled work of
mechanical art.
emetal and carbon sculpture has a

front-end dedicated to John Britten – the
girder forks allowing the engine to be placed
as far forward as possible, increasing the
front weight bias.e suspension uses a

carbon leaf spring – modified from a V8
Sprintcar – that runs above the engine, with
a springless shock either end.
It’s a system that completely decouples

the steering and suspension, while allowing
quick adjustment of trail, rear ride height,
head angle and chain tension, as well as
headlight and seat angle; all with one
30mmAllen key.
Two of the trio of Legacy prototypes

personally hand-craed by Nesbitt are
powered by normally aspiratedMotus V4
engines producing 180bhp at 7800rpm, with
the third pre-production model fitted with a
chain-driven Rotrex supercharger delivering
10psi of boost. Together with titanium
valves, a hotter camsha and a higher
compression ratio, this is expected to boost
power to close to 300bhp.

words: Alan Cathcart
photos:Michael Metts
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aBove:
A computer-
generated render
of the basic
machine – note
the two pairs of
identical girder
forks, coupled
by a carbon
leaf-spring.

Below:
Geometry can be
adjusted quickly
using just an
Allen key.

aBove: Girder
forks prevent the
wheel fouling the
engine under
heavy braking.

Bienville legacy
Engine: 1650cc liquid-cooled 90° V4

Power: 180bhp (134kW) @ 7800rpm
(without supercharger)

Torque: 126lb-ft (171Nm) @ 5000rpm
(without supercharger)

Transmission: Six-speed with chain
final drive

Frame: Tubular-steel spaceframe with
engine as fully-stressed integral
component

Wheelbase: 1588mm

Kerb weight: 220kg

Seat height: 890mm (production to be
800mm)

Fuel capacity: 15 litres

Price: $350,000 (with supercharger)

Contact: bienvillestudios.com

Specification

But does it work?
I was the first person to ride the Legacy
at speed and round turns – testing
until now had been confined to riding
the machines up and down the street
outside Nesbitt’s studio in third gear.
e first big surprise came when I
discovered the seat height was a
stratospheric 890mm.

e data gathered from the current
leaf spring means the production bike
will drop to 800mm; right now it’s so
tall as to be precarious even for my 5
10in frame, making turning around or
pushing it out of a parking space while
sitting aboard it quite impossible.

Dismount aer first holding it upright
with your right foot while gropingwith
your le for the sidestand that’s been
handmade in titanium andwrapped
with an external titanium spring. Flip
that down and let the bike flop over onto
it so you can clamber off and turn it
around, all the time offering thanks
skyward that you didn’t drop this rolling
work of art.en to climb back aboard
youmust stand on the le-side titanium
footrest and throw your right leg over.

e 4130 chrome-moly handlebar
hand-made by Nesbitt is very wide, too
much so I think – I had the Bienville
really motoring in top gear along the
levees, and the amount of windblast I
got from having the surprisingly
grippy grooved mahogany grips so far
apart meant I had to hang on tight.
Reach behind your right leg to flick on

the ignition switch (there’ll be a keyless
remote security system fitted to
customer bikes), and to fire up the V4
engine youmust thumb the lower of the
two anonymous looking buttons on the
right side of the handlebar – the upper
one is the hi/low beam switch for the
halogen headlamp, while its counterpart
on the le side is the horn, and below
that the le side turn indicator.

To signal turning right youmust
press the starter button once, but don’t
immediately press it again to cancel it,
because then you’ll kill the engine
instead.e CAN-BUS technology
that permits this dictates a minimum
time lag between pushes, so doing so
quickly one aer the other is how you
turn off the motor, but leaving two
seconds between pushes cancels the
indicator. You get used to it, honestly!

At its 1500rpm idle there’s a fulsome
roar, but the motor is devoid of undue
vibration – there’s no counterbalancer
in theMotus motor, which is totally
smooth at all revs, and the torque
rotation of the lengthways crank is
cleverly cancelled out by the
perpendicular gearbox design.

Notch bottom gear then hang on
tight as the Bienville leaps forward
before aiming for the horizon with
serious intent. If this is how the
unblown concept bike accelerates, I’m
betting the supercharged version that’ll
form the basis of all future customer
versions will be seriously thrilling.

e way it puts the power to the
ground is impressive, without liing
the front wheel as you wind the gas on
hard, thanks to that rangy 1588mm
wheelbase. But despite its length, in
winding country roads the wide bar
meant that at first I was oversteering
into third-gear bends as I inadvertently
applied too much leverage.

You can feel every ripple in the
Tarmac, transmitted by the sensitive
but controlled setup of the girder
forked-front end’s Fox damper unit, yet
ride quality is improbably good; the
Legacy is totally stable on the angle,
with zero deflection if you hit a bump
leaned hard over, thanks also to the low
centre of gravity delivered by locating
the radiator beneath themotor and the
fuel down low, too. You can’t help but
admire a piece of truly innovative two-
wheeled design that actually works.

Bikes with this high a price tag and
such dramatic looks seemdestined to be
pieces of two-wheeled jewellery, but the
Legacy belongs on the open road, being
ridden hard in something approaching
anger. Let’s hope the Bienville Studio
succeeds in finding customers who are
prepared to do just that, for the dozen
such bikes it plans to build in the next
three years.
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road Test

VersysvsVersysVersys vs Versys
Four seasons in one day – what better way to compare the new

and previous 650cc Versatile System from Kawasaki…
WORDS: John Milbank PHOTOGRAPHY: Joe Dick

Kawasaki Versys 650

John milbank
MSL editor
2015 Kawasaki Versys 650
69bhp @ 8500rpm
47lb-ft @ 7000rpm
214kg

Graham mudd
Installation technician
2012 Kawasaki Versys 650
64bhp @ 8000rpm
45lb-ft @ 6800rpm
206kg
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i
n 2006 Kawasaki released what
was, on paper at least, a
competent, good value, easy to
ride machine.While off-road
pretensions were considered, the

‘Versatile System’ was created for the
wants and needs of the whole EU
market – a slightly older audience that
would be riding mostly on the road.
More Range Rover Sport than Land
Rover Discovery.
If that leaves you feeling uninspired,
you couldn’t be more wrong. For good
reason, a loyal following has built up
around what some have previously
described as ugly; it’s a relatively
inexpensive bike that is far more than
the sum of its parts.
e Versys name is wholly
appropriate – this is a bike as happy
nipping to the shops as it is crossing
continents. It’s a road-bike at heart, and
despite its relatively low price and basic
suspension, it handles incredibly well.

A prOVEn pOWEr-pLAnt
eVersys’ 649cc parallel-twin has
proved itself a reliable, solid motor in
this, the ER-6 and now the Vulcan S.
e engine was always intended to be a
modular unit for middleweight
platforms, but there was much debate
over whether it should be a V-twin, a
triple, a four or a parallel twin.
For many reasons, but mainly due to
size, weight, cost and the potential
speed of manufacture, the idea of a
twin won through.We’re told the
engine was close to becoming an

in-line four, but the power delivery of
two cylinders was preferred… but then
configuration was a question.
e ER-5’s motor was a
straightforward parallel twin
benchmark – in spirit at least the engine
donated by the GPZ500S was half of a
GPZ1000RX, so the discussion began of
which engine of the time would be the
inspirational big-brother.e ZX-12R
started the thinking behind the ER
engine, and the long deliberation of
cylinder angle and aesthetics.
Avoiding a web of ugly external
coolant pipes meant designing internal
water passages.e gearbox became a
racebike-style cassette design, though
for manufacturing reasons, not racing
image; the Japanese company was
already planning to set up facilities in
ailand, so simple assembly methods
were ideal.
e idea was always to create just
one base engine that would be

adaptable to other uses – fast revving
and sporty in the ER-6f, mid-range
commuting performance in the ER-6n,
with slight changes for the Versys and
for cruising in the Vulcan S.

MOrE thAn just
A prEttiEr fAcE
eMkII Versys saw a faceli that still
had its detractors in 2010; popularity
rose, but the 2015 redesign was created
aer realising that the potential market
of the bike could be younger. Wanting
to maintain the original audience, but
at the same time excite a newmarket,
the ‘family’ styling now reflects the
DNA of the ER-6f and Z1000SX.
e Sicilian press launch of the new
650 showed that this was far more than
a new set of plastics; Kawasaki
appeared to have addressed customers’
complaints of weak brakes, poor screen,
so suspension and engine vibration,
but the best way to see if the engineers
had really got it right was to lend it to
the owner of the previous model.
MSL reader GrahamMudd is an
Army installation technician. An IAM
rider and Blood Biker, he mainly uses
the bike for fun now, but has done
plenty of miles commuting since he
bought the bike new in September
2013; “When I used to get called away
a lot, I’d throw everything in the
panniers to go down andmeet the
team. It was all on theM6 andM25 – I
couldn’t be bothered to sit in traffic,
and I had to pay my own fuel, as work
provided a van, but it was worth it; I

Snowwas just
one of the things
we enjoyed...

ABOVE: Denali
lights on
Graham’s bike
will be finding
their way to my
2015machine.

BELOW: Foam
stops Graham’s
clocks shaking.
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when I was running hot cams and a
35mm flat-slide carburettor. I did have
that 10 years, and got 102,000 miles out
of it though.
“I like adventure bikes; maybe not as

big as the GS, but I wanted something
that could do it all; that could tour and
commute. I loved the TDM, so wanted
something in a similar vein, but more
modern. It was practical, tall, and
really comfortable, but the TDMwas
just getting old.
“So the long process of test-riding

the V-Strom, Transalp, WK650, Versys
andmore began… I did a shortlist of
what I wanted in a bike – the pros and
cons. I eventually narrowed it down by
price to the Versys and V-Strom, but
the Suzuki was just a little bit tall for
me [Graham is 5 9in] – I was on tip-
toes at a standstill.
“A lot of people say it’s ugly, but I like

it. It’s very functional, and I like that. It
looks like it could take a hit and stay
the same… like a boxer!
“I’m usually quite practical in my

decisions; the only bike I’ve ever
bought on impulse was a Kawasaki
ZXR750… never again. It was
beautiful, but it put me off sportsbikes
for life. I bought it on a whim whenmy
GS500 caught fire, and got it because it
looked so good. I should have ridden it
first…Aer a year I chopped it in for
the Bonny.”
e Versys is what many would call

a ‘great beginner’s bike’, but to let it
languish under that moniker is to do it

could go for a blast while I was down
there, calling in at the Poole Bike Night
and other meets.”
Graham, now 35, has had bikes since

he was four, when his Dad built him a
custom fuel-in-frame C50; “I had a
TDM850 before this, but I was
spending too much keeping it working.
My wife just said; ‘Look, cut your
losses. I’m happy for you to buy a new
motorcycle, but you’ve got to keep it
for a long time, and you’re not allowed
to modify the engine.’
“Bolting bits on is fine, but every

problem I’ve had with bikes has
happened when I started tinkering
with the engine; my Bonneville broke

Patrick Welby from Lincolnshire uses his 2011
Versys for commuting in all weathers, fun rides,
and taking the kids pillion; “I bought it in 2012
with 3500 miles on the clock after my CBR600
started to become uncomfortable.
“The 650 is a world apart from sports bikes –

the most comfy machine I’ve ever owned. You
can relax on it all day long; I’ve done 17,500
miles so far. The engine is a bit vibey, but it’s
never bothered me, and it’s got enough power
to scoot past traffic, yet you don’t need to pin it
to get a grin on your face. The brakes are the
only downside; a bit rubbish compared to the
sports bikes I’ve owned, but you get used to
them and ride accordingly.
“I do all my own servicing and repairs, and it’s

a doddle to work on; brakes are simple, oil

changes easy. Parts are not expensive and on a
good day I’ll see 60mpg. Even loaded up to go
camping with my son, it’s never let me down. I
only intended to keep it for a year, but now I’ve
no intention of selling it.”

I lovemine too…

We asked Hiroyuki Wada, 2015
Versys 650 project leader, how
capable the new bike is away
from the Tarmac…
“The level of capability on that

kind of surface is totally the same
as the last model. We were not
intending to increase the
capability, but if the customer
wants to go that way they can.
During a long tour they might face
an unpaved road; they don’t need
to change their route.
“Maybe, as the new 650 has less

vibration than the old model, and
suspension settings that absorb
more of the surface imperfections,
maybe it’s a little bit more
comfortable on those surfaces.”

Riding off-road

Both superb
machines, but
Kawasaki has
really listened to
its customers
when tweaking
the 2015model.

Tank bag lives on Graham’s bike.
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a huge disservice. Graham is an
experienced biker, and while he’s
owned bigger bikes, the 64bhp of his
Versys is plenty: “My dad always
reckoned that an 800-900cc triple was
the ideal engine configuration, but I
like the parallel twin, and this is
powerful enough to be fun. It’s not
enough to get a novice into trouble, but
it’s not so under-powered as to be
boring; very few times have I ever
wished for more.

Back to Back riding
Somehow, while riding west of
Stafford, Graham and I encountered
warm sun, cool cloud, rain and snow.
Rolling hills, busy towns andmud-
strewn roads all put both bikes to the
test, and proved the 2015 bike is built
on an already solid platform.

You’d be hard pressed to claim the
newer model was much quicker, or
that it handled like a completely
different machine, but the refinements
certainly make a difference; “Kawasaki
clearly listened to its customers, and
made improvements where they were
needed,” said Graham aer riding the
2015 bike. “eOE tyres are better
than you got with theMk II and the
front-end doesn’t dive like mine. Top
gear roll-on seems to have more go –
I’d probably have changed down on the
older one.e induction roar from the
new airbox is great too.

“It really is a much better bike. It’s

nothing major, but just the little bits
here and there make it a better bike as
a whole.e screen’s not as protective
as my aermarket Givi, and I missed
the handguards and heated grips.
e brakes are a vast improvement
though; mine has braided lines and
it’s still not brilliant.

“e new seat is better than the
original, but I’ve got the aermarket
gel seat; it’s better than the standard
one on the new bike which is a bit
too so.

“I’m glad they haven’t changed the
engine or the chassis too much – that’s
what made the Versys such a great
bike. It still handles brilliantly – it’s
still got that agility and crisp handling
that I always liked. Kawasaki has done
a good job.”

So what did I think?e Versys is
clearly a big improvement over an
already accomplished bike. Graham’s
machine suits him down to the
ground, and I’ll ruthlessly plagiarise
many of his mods with my long-term
test 2015 Versys 650. My 125 mile
ride home as the sun started to drop
was one of the best I’ve had in years;
the Versys is everything its spec sheet
indicates, but the combination of
practicality, efficiency and low-price
create a bike that’s muchmore,
well, versatile.

1 ABS is standard on UK bikes, with
prices starting at £6749

2 Rubber engine mounts reduce
vibration in pegs, bars and mirrors. Peg
carriers are also rubber mounted.

3 Power now 69bhp @ 8500rpm.
Torque is 47lb-ft @ 7000rpm.
Compression ratio has risen from
10.6:1 to 10.8:1.

4 One-piece exhaust system is
stronger than previous version
where it joined the box, but it does
mean there’s no aftermarket
exhaust available.

5 New brake calipers, revised master
cylinder, new brake pad material and
larger 250mm rear disc.

6 Stronger subframe and wheels allow
for increased carrying capacity,
including panniers and top box at the
same time.

7 Fuel tank gains two litres, taking it
up to 21 litres, for almost 250 miles
between fill-ups.

8 Uprated forks have rebound
adjustment on top of left leg and
preload on the top of the right.

9 Rear shock now has a remote
preload adjuster.

10 Seat height is 5mm lower, ground
clearance is reduced by 10mm.

11 Screen is taller and wider than the
previous model, with 60mm of vertical
adjustment.

New for 2015

Mark I Versys launched in 2006 with
64bhp@ 8000rpm and 45lb-ft @
6800rpm for £4995 (£5395 with ABS)

Mark II Versys of 2010mainly featured cosmetic
changes, with a reduction to engine vibration (taken
further for 2015). Price was £5999 (£6399 with ABS)

No foam needed for these clocks.
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Graham was impressed with
the new Versys, so would he
swap his for the new one?
“No. I’ve spent too much on
my bike with all the bits and
bobs that make it fit me and
do exactly what I want… it’s
just where I want it to be. I
like the simplicity of my bike
– to me tech is more to go
wrong – I’ve got a refined
ABS system in my hand.”
So what would he have to

take from his bike to make
the newmodel perfect? “The
luggage for a start – I like the
Givi Trekker panniers. I’d add
the braided lines, fog lights,
taller screen, hand guards
and heated grips. I wish I
could fix my bike’s vibrating
footpegs and vibrating
mirrors like Kawasaki have
with this one.”

Having ridden his bike
plenty of miles on green
lanes and byways, Graham’s
obviously up for exploring
the limits of the chassis;
“Many would say it’s crass
stupidity! It’s not an easy
bike to ride off-road as it’s
heavy, and the 17in front
wheel doesn’t really lend
itself to the dirt. Stick some
knobblies on, and if it’s not
wet it commits itself quite
well, though I guess
probably in a similar way to a
Bandit would with knobblies!
I just wanted to try it – it’s
an adventure bike, so needs
to go on an adventure.
“I just take it easy – no

faster than 20mph – as it
gets out of control quite
quickly. The V-Strom would
probably be a lot better

really, with its bigger front
wheel. But with the crash
bars that I had fitted from
new it’s fine. If you drop it
(which I have quite a few
times) it takes it really well.
“I’ll finish paying it off in

September, but I won’t be
selling it; it’s a good bike
that does everything I need.
I recently test-rode the
Burgman 650 while the
Versys was in for a service;
it was really fun, and did
actually tempt me. The
same with the BMW C650 –
that was ridiculously quick
for a scooter, and really
comfy; even overtook a guy
on a GSX-R750 in the
twisties! But I won’t be
letting Kayleigh go [KLE650
– the model name] for a very
long time yet.

luggage
“The SW Motech tank
bag and Givi Trekker
luggage give me all
the storage I need
without a topbox.”

footPegS
“I fitted the SW
Motech pegs, which
helped reduced the
vibration through
my feet.”

MirrorS
“These are Aprilia
Tuono mirrors, which
don’t sit out as far,
but at least they
shake a lot less.”

reStyle
“It didn’t look right,
so I resprayed the
silver headlight
surround, rad shroud
and side panels.”

SPotlightS
“The Denali DM
spotlights are great –
on the M25 I’ve
noticed that far
fewer drivers pull out
in front of me when
I’m filtering. They’ve
been soaked and
buried in mud while
out green-laning,
but they’re still
going strong.”

ProteCtion
“The crash bars have
been useful a few
times, while the
stainless-steel laser-
cut R&G rad guard is
much better than my
old one, which made
the bike overheat.
R&G fork and shock
gaiters also keep it
healthier, as does a
rear hugger.”

CoMfort
“The Kawasaki gel seat is

better than the standard one
on the new bike. I also have
lowered pegs, bar risers, and
the seat is higher, making it
much more roomy. Heated
grips and hand guards mean

I can wear thin gloves
almost all year round.”

Making it personal

Givi screen replaces the too-short original.
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Your bikes

K
eith Phillips is retired, spending as much
time as he can travelling Europe,West
Africa and beyond. In the past, he’s had
careers as diverse as flying helicopters and
running children’s homes…

MSL:What was your first bike Keith?
KEITHPHILLIPS:My first experience on a bike was
riding a 350Matchless when I was 15. I also rode a
Honda 175CD in Sierra Leone for a couple of years in
the 70s, but I didn’t get a UK licence until 2000.
My first bike was a Trobike which I found in the crawl

space of the wooden hut I lived in at RNAS Culdrose
while flying in the Royal Navy. It was very small,
powered by a 98cc chainsaw engine, and would do about
30mph; I used it around the airfield and on detachments,
carried in the helicopter.e tyres were from a go-cart,
so the steering was very odd but it ran well enough.

MSL:What have you had since?
KP: I had the Honda (second-hand, very tired and
initially with bald tyres, which was interesting on dirt
roads in the rainy season), then nothing until 2000. From
there I had a string of BMWs – first a 650 Funduro
(recommended bymy examiner as ‘an ideal beginner’s
bike’), then a 650 GS and a 650 Dakar (the best of the
lot). Finally, I had a 1200GS, which was lovely until it let
me down expensively aer the warranty ran out.

MSL:What have you got now?
KP: I swapped theGS for a KTM990Adventure in 2008 –
for £8895 – and still have it. It was a 2007model so came
with some freebies (panniers and racks) and I specified a
top box and a touring screen; why do theymake us buy
both the standard screen and the touring screen?
I use it for touring in the UK and Europe and also for

visiting London – it’s the quickest way and I avoid public
transport. It would work for local stuff but kitting up
takes more time than using the car, and I won’t ride
without decent gear – I’ve been ‘helped to get off’ twice
by cars coming out of side turnings at speed and the kit
made a difference.
So far, I’ve been to France, Belgium, the Netherlands,

Luxembourg, Germany, Poland, the Czech Republic,
Slovakia, Hungary, Austria, Italy, Andorra and Spain; I
travel alone, with one or twomates, on organised tours

‘The perfect bikewill never
bemade’
How one reader’s love of
touring bought him to a
KTM 990 Adventure...

(14 withMSL Tours). I think of it as a nice way to
travel to get somewhere I want to be; I don’t oen just
go for a ride.

MSL:Any problems?
KP:Aer riding over 40,000 miles, it’s been totally
reliable. I get it serviced regularly by Trevor Pope
Motorcycles, which is undoubtedly part of the story.
ere was a bit of a problem with back-ordered exhaust
part once but, as I was away during the wait, it caused
me no inconvenience.
“Mods are limited tomaking it evenmore user-friendly;

bar risers, aermarket heated grips, switches to control the
odometer from the bars, and a Touratech roadbook holder.
I considered larger fuel tanks to extend the range but have
managedwithout, though I find the range a bit of a bore
with about 160miles to the low fuel warning.

MSL:So it’s a keeper?
KP:eKTM does it for me. I would like it to be lighter,
then I would be more relaxed about going off-piste. It
makes a bit more noise than I like (a problem with
neighbours when leaving early for the Dover ferry) and
the panniers, while in all other respects superb, are very
wide – 10in more overall than the bars!
As my only bike (I have riddenmore than 50

different machines, mostly demonstrators andmany of
them big trailies), it meets my needs and I enjoy
travelling with it. I have no plans to change it just yet…
the perfect bike will never be made because every one
wants something slightly different, and then changes
their mind!

Keith’s first bike was a 98cc Trobike (above). He’s
put over 40,000miles on his KTM (right).

I’d love to hear about
your first bike, and
what makes your
current machine so
good.
Drop me an email at
msleditor@mortons.co.
uk and I’ll send you
some questions. We’ll
need good quality
photos, but we can
scan any older B&W
images for you. If we
publish yours, you’ll get
a £50 voucher to spend
on what you like at
www.powerbronze.co.uk

Win£50
tospendat
Powerbronze
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CLAUDIO
DOMENICALI

Alan Cathcart discusses the successes, disappointments
and electric bikes with Ducati’s CEO…

photography: Gigi Soldano
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THE INTERVIEW

D
omenicali, 49, joined Ducati
upon graduation as a mechanical
engineer from Bologna University
in 1991. Born just 20km from the
Ducati factory, he’d been an avid
motorcyclist from an early age,
and helped work his way

through university by writing technical articles for
Italian bike magazines.
At Ducati, he soon became the protégé of the

company’s technical director Massimo Bordi, under
whom his first job was as project leader of Bordi’s pet
project, the Supermono single, whose chassis
Domenicali designed.
In 1997 American investors TPG took over, and

Domenicali became assistant technical director. In 1999
he became CEO of Ducati Corse, and oversaw
development of the V4 Desmosedici; the only bike to
defeat Honda’s all-conquering RC211V in 2003, before
going on to win theMotoGPWorld title via Casey
Stoner in 2007.
In 2009 Domenicali was appointed as Ducati’s general

manager operations and product development, and
during his time in charge of R&Dwas responsible for
overseeing development of the Hypermotard,
1098/1198, Streetfighter, Multistrada 1200, Diavel
and Panigale models, as well as many different
iterations of theMonster family.
In 2012, aer the sale of Ducati to Germany’s VAG,

he was confirmed as a member of the new board of
directors, and in April 2013 was named to succeed
the departing Gabriele Del Torchio as CEO of the
company…

AlanCathcart:What do you attribute Ducati’s
record-breaking 2014 to?
ClaudioDomenicali: It’s the continuous wave of new
models we introduced, and our expansion into new
markets, because like other manufacturers in Italy we
suffered a steep decline in our homemarket that made
things very difficult in several ways.

ABove: Claudio and Alan
discuss the future of
Ducati.

Below: Domenicali on
track with Cathcart at the
1199 Panigale launch in
Abu Dhabi in 2012.

AC: Italy used to be Ducati’s largest market,
is that correct?
CD:Yes, it used to be the largest by far until 2012, and
for any automotive manufacturer your homemarket is
ultra important, because normally you enjoy double the
share compared to an export area because of familiarity,
better service, a greater presence, and so on.

AC: Is the fall in the euro exchange rate, which
obviously makes your products more attractive for
countries outside Euroland, a key issue?
CD:Not last year, because then the euro was still
trading strongly.is year will be a bit better from
that standpoint, but like many big companies we

have hedged the situation by buying currency forward in
order to eliminate the instability caused by fluctuations
in the exchange rate.
at’s part of the strategy of the VWAudi group, and

it means we can focus more on the development of new
products and new technology, rather than have to worry
about exchange rates.

AC:Has there been much exchange of opinions and
viewpoints with your colleagues at VW Audi? To
what extent do they influence the way in which
Ducati is now run?
CD:We are now part of a big industrial conglomerate, as
one of the 12 brands in the Volkswagen group, and so
they bring influence to bear in many aspects, for sure.
Each department within Ducati will have an exchange of
information and cross-fertilisation with the same
department in Audi, meaning we can benefit from their
experience in different areas.
So althoughmotorcycles are very different from cars, we

can have common policies in areas like purchasing or
finance, and then exchange information and learn from
each other about how tomanage the brand, how to handle
the customer, which products to develop, and so on.

AC:Has there been much technical exchange between
Ducati and Audi?
CD: Some, yes, and I would say it’s growing. Of course,
each brand has its own agenda, and so while there are
some areas like the new self-driving car systems they’re
developing which are not so interesting for motorcycles,
on the other hand there are other technologies we can
benefit from, like for example lighting, where already
we’ve had a strong positive exchange.

Below: Domenicali
oversaw the development
of the Multistrada.
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AC: So when can we expect a desmo Audi sportscar?!
CD:at’s something that is probably pretty appealing
for them – I knowMr Piech [VAG’s chairman] is very
interested in the desmo system, so we are exchanging
information about it with Audi. I think it’s too early to
say if and when they’ll use it, but let’s just say it’s a nice
topic for discussion!

AC:Must all Ducatis be desmo in future? Since by
definition a desmo motorcycle engine must be more
expensive to manufacture than a conventional valve
spring one, is there a lower capacity limit for future
Ducati products – or maybe a lower price limit?
CD: I think generally speaking Ducati and desmo are
synonymous with each other. In terms of engine
capacity or price levels below which we won’t go, there is
not a very precise point – but the future for the company
is one in which we are not fighting for volume, so we
will not look into model sectors which would allow the
company to grow to double or four times its present size
simply in terms of units.
We do indeed want Ducati to grow, but we can

obtain organic growth based on serving the customer
better with more exciting products, expanding our
range, and better serving newmarkets such as India,
for example, where we are in the process of opening
our own subsidiary.

AC:Will you follow the lead of Harley-Davidson and
others in establishing your own factory in India, at
least to assemble CKD kit [Completely Knocked
Down – a product shipped in a disassembled form]
motorcycles made in Bologna?
CD:We currently have our plant inailand which can
serve all the ASEAN [Association of South East Asian
Nations] countries plus China and India, because you
have a good free trade agreement which is not the same
for Europe.

ABove: Claudio
Domenicali (left) with
Gianluigi Megoli and the
Ducati Supermono in
1982.

Below: There are
currently no plans to
make a smaller capacity
Scrambler.

AC: So Ducati won’t do as BMW is doing with TVS
in India in producing a 300 to 500cc motorcycle?
CD: I think that this would be too much for
us to consider.

AC:At the moment Ducati’s entry level vehicle is the
800cc air-cooled Scrambler. Do you see yourselves
going below that capacity with future models?
CD:e Scrambler 800 is a perfect solution for entering
the Ducati family, so right now we don’t see the need to
develop any other model at this price level. It’s a
premium product because it’s very well finished, with
good paint, brushed aluminium parts, and so on.
We know that there is space in the market for many

other bikes at lower cost, but we would like to keep
Ducati as an aspirational brand with which youmay not
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ABove: Domenicali and
tester Allessandro Valia
with Alan Cathcart.

start your motorcycle life, but as soon as you’re ready
you can join our family by purchasing a Ducati
Scrambler. It will be more of an arrival point than an
establishment point.

AC:Why did you make the Scrambler
a standalone brand?
CD:at was not an easy decision because Ducati is a
very strong brand in itself, so that would have been a
very good reason to just say that the Scrambler was a
Ducati with a very particular design, and its own special
heritage. Twenty years ago you had a Ducati product
range that was kind of a mix – it was mainly air-cooled,
with some water-cooled models.
Some of themwere sophisticated, like the 851, and

some of themwere quite simple, like the 900SS. But if you
go even 10 years further back, the company had
much simplermodels in the 1980s compared to the
Japanese, whereas today we can reasonably claim to have
themost sophisticated products in themarketplace.
So we’ve gone to the other extreme, and with such

sophisticated products, we offer a unique riding
experience, whereas 30 years ago we had a very good
handling bike that couldn’t compete with the Japanese in
a straight line, because of a lack of horsepower.
Now theMultistrada has 160bhp and can compete

with any other dual sports bike, the 1299 Panigale can
compete face to face with any four-cylinder machine in
the market. So for some customers this is very good,
because Ducati is a sporty, sophisticated, very high-tech
brand with a unique engine design, but for some
customers it is a bit too much.
ere is a very clear indication that there are

customers out there for Ducati products who want just a
nice looking, easy going, relaxing motorcycle but with
the Ducati heritage, with the sense of entering a club
which allows them to be part of Ducati’s performance,
sophistication and design, but on their terms.

e Scrambler is about self-expression, about being
easy-going with total freedom, so it’s very relaxing – you
enter the Scrambler world, and you’re not obliged to be
fast, you’re not obliged to be a sporting motorcyclist, you
just ride the bike the way you want to.

AC:You launched the Scrambler with an 800cc
air-cooled motor, but will you make a larger capacity
version with the 1100cc DS engine?
CD:Well, even if we were going to, I wouldn’t be able to
talk about it now!

AC: In reviving the Scrambler name, Ducati could
instead have made a born-again classic such as the
Bonneville that’s now the backbone of Triumph’s
range. In fact, Pierre Terblanche did design such a

bike for you back in 2006 as part of the Sport
Classic range of models that were Ducati’s tribute

to its past, though it was never produced because
these didn’t sell as well as expected. Why weren’t
they successful commercially?

CD: I think that the current Scrambler is a very good
interpretation of classic design in a modern context, a
goodmix of modern feeling with retro overtones, and so
when you look at the bike overall it’s a better result than
the Sport Classics, which maybe were too retro, and yet
were just offered as a regular product without any special
effort to sell them in terms of making customers
understand what we were offering them.With the
Scrambler we’ve tried hard to explain why this
motorcycle is interesting.

AC: If Ducati today is not interested in producing a
retro Scrambler package, what is the reason for
your dispute with Borile, to whom your
predecessor as CEO agreed to supply desmo
cylinder heads for the classic-style single-cylinder
450 Scrambler?
You’re now suing the company to cease and desist

the Scrambler name, even though this can no more be
regarded as a Ducati trademark than the term
Superbike – Triumph already uses it, and presumably
you’re not suing John Bloor?
CD: Sorry, but since our dispute with Borile is still
pending in the courts, I’d like to avoid addressing this
matter just now.

Ducati is a very strong brand in itself,
so thatwould have been a very good
reason to just say that the Scrambler
was a Ducati with a particular design

2014 was a record years for the Bologna-based
bike manufacturer…

■ 45,100 bikes sold in its fifth consecutive year of
growth; 2% up on 2013.

■ Monster family up by 31%, with 16,409 sold after
of 1200 and 821.

■ Superbike sales up 12%, with 9788 bikes sold in
2014 (5,806 of them the 899 Panigale).

■ United States is top market with 8804 units
delivered in 2014.

■ Mexico up 8%, Brazil up 74%.
■ Europe down 3% thanks to Eurozone problems,

with 19,743 bikes sold.
■ Italy down a massive 14% with 4284 bikes sold.
■ UK up 16% with 2742 sales.
■ Thailand up 22%, China up 97%.

Ducati in numbers

Below:Making the
Scrambler a standalone
brand was not an easy
decision.
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AC:You’ve already explained that Ducati doesn’t plan
to go after volume in terms of units by producing
lower capacity, lower cost products, especially
offshore. But your first job at Ducati was designing a
chassis for the Supermono racebike, the most
sophisticated single-cylinder motorcycle yet sold by a
major manufacturer, albeit in very small numbers.
Would a modern Supermono streetbike not be an
appealing product?
CD:We looked several times at doing this, but I
personally do not think that there is a proper space on
the market for a single-cylinder high-performance high-
technology sportbike carrying the Ducati name.

ere are other motorcycle companies who make a
good business of selling single-cylinder motorcycles, but
that’s not in our philosophy. It would be like Porsche
making a three-cylinder sports car!

AC:Okay – but how about a Ducati maxi-scooter? If
you’re going to have a Scrambler in your garage and a
1299 Panigale alongside it, and maybe a Multistrada
for going on vacation or weekend trips, wouldn’t
many ducatisti want to have a Ducati scooter to go to
work on?
CD:Okay – let’s just make it clear that we do not have a
scooter in our current planning, and we are not presently
working on one. But if the question is instead would it be
unthinkable for Ducati to build a scooter, the answer is
that we could certainly consider how to interpret such a
vehicle within the context of the Ducati brand.

Provided such a product respected the company’s core
values in terms of performance, style and sophistication,
and we could apply the Ducati DNA to it, it’s not
impossible that one day we may consider developing
such a model, provided it’s a light, sporty and
sophisticated product.

We just need to have a business case made out to do
so, which has not yet happened. So, no Ducati scooter
right now – but never say never!

AC:How about a Ducati electric bike?
CD:at’s the same, I think.

AC:You have a couple of Zero Motorcycles models
here, so surely your engineers have been testing
them?
CD:We’ve been testing many products from other
manufacturers just to keep aware of what’s in the
marketplace. But while I do think that riding electric
motorcycles can be a very entertaining experience, quite
apart from any supposed environmental benefits, I
personally consider that the internal combustion engine
will still have a very long life into the future. But let’s see
what happens.

AC: So should I take that as a yes – that Ducati is
taking a look at electric bikes?
CD: I think there is no automotive company that is not
taking a look at electric right now – it would be kind of
stupid not to.

AC:How about the off-road or dual-purpose market
– are you going to make a harder-edged version of the
Multistrada, more like the Adventure variants of the
BMWR1200GS or KTM V-twin?
CD: Sorry, that discussion is off limits! No comment –
and no comment either about what’s next for the
Monster, nor about any possible naked Panigale!

ABove: Claudio refuses
to comment on the idea of
a harder-edged
Multistrada, along the
lines of the BMW or KTM.

Below: The Diavel is
another machine to come
out of Domenicali ‘s
R&D departement.

AC:Okay, but after riding the new Multistrada 1200
I wonder why you haven’t yet made an 821
Multistrada that would be more accessible in
performance and price.
CD: Should we?

AC: I’m asking the questions! Are you working on
one?
CD:You’ve reached that border crossing again!

AC:The 2015 MotoGP season has started very well
for Ducati. What do you attribute this success to?
CD: e team headed by Gigi Dall’Igna did a very
good job in working on the basic principles of
development. e previous three years we got very
confused, so I think the most important thing was
to stop making confusion and establish the way
you’re going to move forward, and that’s what Gigi
has done.

is may seem a very basic point, but when you have
50 people who discuss between themselves what to do,

and 25 of them want to turn le and 25 want to go
right, then you find yourself still stuck in the middle

and you didn’t move either le or right.
So I think that this is what happened before, and

last year we got some focus on where we were going,
which resulted in our closing the gap to the others as
much as we did between the first race and the last, while
effectively gathering data for the new bike.

In implementing these different solutions they came
to a point where the old bike was kind of a limitation, so
they’ve built the new 2015 bike which seems to have a
higher limit, and so has helped us close the gap.

AC:One previous such confusion was with the
radical semi-monocoque chassis for the Desmosedici,
which Valentino Rossi raced and declared to be
unrideable, leading to its replacement by the current
more conventional design.
Yet that same radical chassis design is to be found

on the Panigale that you sell to your customers, and
has now proved a race winner in the World Superbike
championship. Why did it work in one format and
not the other?
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Above: Domenicali joined
Ducati after graduating as
a mechanical engineer.

CD: It can’t have been so bad, because we won three of
the last six MotoGP races in 2009, which was its debut
season! So let’s just say that for whatever reason it was
difficult for Valentino to find a feeling with the bike, and
because it was so different from all the others, it’s kind of
normal that he pushed to get a more conventional
chassis.

AC:Could the reason why it works in Superbike form
be because of the more compliant, lighter Pirelli tyres
used there compared to the much harder, less
forgiving Bridgestones in MotoGP?
CD:Yes, could be. Let’s say the answer is still unclear, but
for sure the tyres are pretty different, and the compliance
of the Pirellis is much higher, as you say. What matters is
that the chassis of our customer Superbikes has now
been proved to work at the highest level against other
more conventional designs.

AC:Will Ducati ever make a V4 Superbike, or do
you think everyone expects a Ducati sportbike to be
a V-twin?
CD:My answer is the same as for the scooter. If ever we
have to make a V4 streetbike again – and I think the
Desmosedici RR already proved this – we will know how
to make one. But we currently have a very good
sportbike using our traditional engine figuration, which
is the 1299 Panigale.
e 1199 already stretched the concept a lot with the
very big bore, but when youmake everything so
extreme we were missing part of the midrange. Now the
engine is muchmore complete, and also the setting of
the chassis.
e whole package is muchmore balanced, and
now I think it’s a very goodmodel that we at Ducati
can be proud of.

AC: So why not make a Naked 1299 EVO Monster
using this wonderful engine?
CD: I have not said we are not making such a bike, just
that you and I are not discussing it now!

AC:The arrival of Kawasaki’s supercharged H2/H2R
has bought compressore technology to the forefront.
Is this something Ducati is working on, perhaps with
your VW Audi colleagues?
CD:We are exchanging information very openly and
closely with engine designers at VWAudi, who of
course have very good experience in turbocharging,
in compressor technology, in electric turbocharging
and so on.
But my personal opinion is that all of this adds weight
and complexity, and since it’s our philosophy to keep the
weight as low as possible on a bike, I don’t think this is a
good way to go for Ducati. It could be that other
manufacturers will adopt this in the future, but I do not
think that for a sports bike that would be the best way to
go. I think the Kawasaki is very heavy, no?

AC: Is your Thai factory manufacturing Ducati
products from scratch, or is it at present exclusively
only assembling CKD kits made in Bologna?
CD: It’s CKD on somemodels, and it manufactures
others from scratch. So, for example, 50% of the
Scrambler production is manufactured inailand – so
we produce in Bologna all the Scramblers that we sell in
Europe, and we produce them inailand for the rest of
the world.

Ourai plant is now very much aligned with the
quality standards that we have in Italy, and if anything is
slightly better because everything is pretty new, so it’s a
very good place to manufacture motorcycles.

AC:What are your personal objectives for Ducati for
the next five years?
CD: I definitely want Ducati to be viewed by the general
public as the most aspirational brand in the motorcycle
industry. We don’t want to have a motorcycle for every
customer, because we don’t want to offer every type of
product just for the sake of it, and the same goes for all
different price sectors.
Instead, I want us to have a range of models that are
the objects of desire, representing the pinnacle of
technology in their own individual sector, available from
a sales network which reflects the spirit of the company,
but which also gives top-level aersales service.
We want our customers, when they get in touch with
us either online or through our dealerships, to be totally
satisfied with how we have responded to them.When
they ride our products I want them to get a feeling of
quality, of perfection and of Italian spirit delivered via
creative design, attention to detail and pure old-
fashioned passion.
And I want us to continue to follow a road that
nobody else has travelled in developing models and
perhaps our presence in new segments.
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b
MWMotorrad boss
Stephan Schaller is
on record as being
determined to
return his company
to the cruiser
market for the first

time since 2004, when the German
manufacturer ended production of the
R1200C Boxer it had launched in 1997,
of which it manufactured 40,218 units,
including a smaller engine version – the
R850C –which it phased out in 2000.
“We don’t have a Cruiser right now –

but we must indeed find the right
answer to enter the biggest motorcycle
segment of our largest export market,
which is the USA,” said Schaller to
Alan Cathcart in a recent interview.
“However, we are definitely not

going to do so by copying another
brand, because this was never

BMW’S thRee-CyLindeR

future
Recent patent documents point to a newengine configuration for BMW…
could theGermans’ return to cruisers see something very different indeed?
WORDS: Alan Cathcart ILLUSTRATION: Kar Lee PHOTOGRAPHY: Rich Cox/Slide Action & BMW

An artist’s impression of how aW3-format
engine could fit into a BMW cruiser design.

The second design uses a more compact 65° layout.

successful in the past. Wemust follow
our own rules. If we did a V-Twin we
definitely would do it differently, but
we also have our BMWheritage [to
consider], and perhaps that is a more
important consideration.”

Patently obvious
Recent patent documents from the
Germanmanufacturer suggest aW3
engine format is likely to form the
basis of such a BMWCruiser range.
Switching to a V-twin would be too
much like copying everyone else –
though it did this already in creating
the inline four-cylinder S1000RR
sportsbike range. But using a novelW3
engine layout would allow it to create a
family of models unlike anything else
in the marketplace.
So far, BMWhas patented two

variations of theW3 engine format.

BMW’s first patent design is a 75° W.
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Both appear to be air-cooled, giving
the clean, simple visual appeal
necessary for a cruiser, and both
feature pushrods instead of overhead
cams – a decision in keeping with
marketplace expectations, while also
permitting a larger-capacity engine to
be installed in a smaller space.
Compared to the FeulingW3

– tested by Cathcart in 2001 – which
had a 90º angle between the first and
third cylinders, the BMW layouts
feature a much tighter overall 75º
format for the first design, and a 65º
layout for the second one, with the
patents showing both concepts as
carrying a gear-driven balance sha to
help minimise vibration.ese are
much closer to a conventional V-twin
cruiser engine’s dimensions, meaning a
bike carrying the BMWW3motor
could follow traditional styling cues
despite the extra cylinder.
Both BMW’s designs differ from

theAmericanW3’smaster-and-slave
crank layout in usingmore than one
crankpin. One design has a triple-throw
cranksha that’smore like an inline
triple, without any crankpin sharing.
While thismakes it wider than aV-twin,
it still offers the all-important visual
look, and allows the use of virtually any
firing order or firing interval.
e second design features a layout

that’s closer to a conventional V-twin
cruiser engine format, with two
cylinders sharing a single crankpin in
normal V-twin mode, while the third
piston gets its own crank throw, again
allowing freedomwith regard to firing
interval.is design is narrower than
the other, while still gaining the all-
important extra cylinder.
e iconic Boxer motor is key to

BMW, and while it seems quite a leap
to imagine the company adding
another configuration to its flat twins,
parallels and inline-fours, the patents
make us more than a little curious.
e recent unveiling of its Concept

101 bike showed a machine carrying
the six-cylinder K1600 motor

– something likely to become a
‘bagger’ version of the K1600; if BMW
were to look at a new cruiser, we’d
expect it to follow lines more similar to
the R-nineT.

Riding Aw3
BMW is a company that, on two
wheels at least, is used to throwing off
the blanket of convention that other
manufacturers prefer to wrap
themselves in. But its engineers oen
prefer someone else to have done the
first R&Dwork, especially in terms of
proof of concept.
e Telelever front end is really a

copy of British engineer Nigel Hill’s
Saxtrak front suspension design, which
Hill regretfully omitted to patent,
leaving BMW free to use it on its Boxer
twins without fear of reprisal.
Likewise, the later Duolever front

suspension of the four-cylinder
K-models is a copy of the Fior fork
invented by French designer Claude
Fior back in the late 1970s, later
adopted by British-based constructor
Norman Hossack who did in fact
patent it – though he ought not to have
been allowed to, since Fior was there
first three years earlier, but never
registered the design. Hossack however
failed to pay to maintain the patent,
allowing BMW to pick it up free of
charge for the first K1200S model.
So the news that BMW is working

on aW3 engine highlights the fact that
such a motor has existed before…e
FeulingW3 was created in Southern
California in the late 1990s, and several
customer versions were made and sold
before its creator, Jim Feuling, sadly
passed away in 2002. Moto Guzzi also
built a prototypeW-layout motor 30
years ago, plus there was Anzani’s W3
back in 1907.
e 2.5-litre FeulingW3 engine was

geared to pull a top speed of 148mph
when the rev-limiter kicked in at 5500
rpm – at which point Jim claimed peak
power of 154.4bhp. And aer riding
it – I believed him...

Gas up the throttle at a traffic light,
or roll it on in top gear and your arms
were yanked in their sockets while you
clung frantically to the handlebars and
suddenly realised why this lean but
muscular-looking motorcycle had such
a stretched-out riding position and
rangy wheelbase; the FeulingW3 le
everything else on two or four wheels
eating its dust, while you fought the
forces of physics and tried to stay along
for the ride.
eW3 was a two-wheeled funny-

car street dragster barely sanitised for
the highway, which 15 years ago set
new acceleration standards in
commercially available powerbiking.
eW3 engine was quite a bit

smoother than a 45º Harley V-twin,
and idled smoothly without any trace
of the shake, rattle ‘n’ roll that till then
had been the AmericanWay.is was
a completely practical real-world ride –
as any BMW cruiser adopting aW3
engine format would surely be too.

Technology

ABove left:
BMW’s Concept
101 uses a
K1600motor,
and is likely to be
a big ‘bagger’
tourer, rather
than a cruiser.

ABove Right:
154bhp and
174lb-ft: “Your
arms were
yanked in their
sockets while
you clung on.”

Below:
Jim Feuling
with the W3.
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FLAT TWIN
Layout: Two horizontally opposed cylinders.
Benefits: Low centre of gravity, smooth and torquey nature.

BMW is perhaps the most renowned flat-twin
(Boxer) engine manufacturer, but the
heritage of this characterful configuration
extends past the German brand’s 92
years of use.
e first motorcycle to sport a flat-twin was a

machine called the Fée, later known as the
Fairy, built between 1905 and 1907 by the Light
Motors Company. At the end of this period the
manufacturer went bust and was bought out by
Douglas, which went on to utilise the flat-twin
technology in its own products.
As with the Fée, the earlier Douglas flat-twin

motorcycles (such as the N3) sported their engines in-line with the
frame to simplify the connection between the motor’s output and the rear
wheel it powered.
But as performance increased and greater cooling was needed, manufacturers sporting this configuration

took to mounting the twins across the frame to better air the cylinders. Another downside to running the
engines in-line with the frame was the necessity to sport a longer wheelbase than oen desired.

Theorigins
of poWer
From the V3 to the straight-six and rotary… every engine
configuration has its own story to tell…
words: Bruce Wilson photography:Mortons Archive

Layout: Two banks of twin cylinders opposed in a vee.
Benefits: Compactness, low-vibrations and substantial torque
throughout the rev range.

Having first appeared in an
automobile in the late 19th
century, it wasn’t until the
1930s that V4s became
apparent in two-wheels.

Pioneering the
configuration was
Matchless with the 592cc
Silver Hawk, which utilised
the same unique monoblock
26˚ cylinder design as perfected on the
brand’s V-twin Silver Arrow in 1929. The
extremely narrow angled cylinders allowed the
compact engine to be fed by a single carburettor
for all four cylinders.

V4
Sporting ohc technology and a dry sump, the Matchless was

ahead of its time, but it failed to sell successfully and was dropped
from the line-up in 1935. Picking up where Matchless left

off, rival AJS showcased its Bert Colliers-designed
50˚ V4 racer in ’35, which never made it into
production despite four years of development
work.

This aside, the V4’s many virtues had been
highlighted and other manufacturers would
pick up where the British firms left off.
Throughout the following decades many
more brands toyed with the V4 concept,
Honda picking up the mantle in 1978 when it
unveiled its NR500 V4 GP Racer.

Built to challenge the reign of the two-
strokes, the motorcycle never achieved what it

was intended to do, but Honda’s obsession with
V4s was well and truly solidified and remains a core
configuration for the Japanese firm to this day.
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V3
Layout: Two vertical cylinders, with a third laying down between the others.
Benefits: Extremely compact and lightweight, big power potential.

DKW surprised the world when it unveiled its V3-configuration
GP motor in 1953. It was revolutionary for its time, featuring two
vertical cylinders commonly joined to a cranksha by a third
lying horizontally.
Compact and powerful, the two-stroke motor never had a chance to

show its true potential, but its arrival was noted and Honda adopted
the design in the 80s. Having worked with the four-stroke V4 NSR500,
the 1982 Honda GP team was equipped with a V3 two-stroke
motorcycle called the NS500; on which Freddie Spencer won the 1982
world championship.
e technical – and expensive to produce – V3 design was hindered

by its own complexity, although in Japan and Australasia Honda
released a relatively small number of road-goingMVX250F triples.

SINGLE
Layout: A single barrel and piston.
Benefits: Strong low-down torque, simple design, light and compact.

In 1894, Germanmanufacturers
Hildebrand &Wolfmüller (H&W)
became what is acknowledged as the
first series manufacturers of motorcycles.
As with the steam-powered bicycles
that had come before it, the H&W
was powered by a simple
single-cylinder engine.
Easy to produce and affordably

manufactured, the popular configuration
has been utilised by almost every
two-wheel manufacturer ever since. As
early as the 1920s more vibrant engine
designs started to challenge the single’s
universal application, but some

manufacturers persisted longer than
others, including Rudge, which went on
to produce a 750cc single.
Most British bikes pre-SecondWorld

War were powered by singles, with many
manufacturers simply altering the stroke
of the barrel – while maintaining the
bore and piston previously used to
increase the capacity of the motor.
Honda released the single-cylindered

XBR in the 1980s, but it never won over
the market as intended. Nowadays, most
singles are related to lower capacity
machines, with a particular orientation
towards off-road motorcycles.

Technology

The parallel twin was to form the backbone of the
British motorcycle industry for the best part of 40
years. There are many stories to its creation, but a
popular history is related to Ariel’s chief engineer Val
Page, who experimented with two cylinders from the
firm’s square-four motor.
He saw the potential in the configuration and, switching

jobs to work for Triumph, went on to produce the ‘6/1’ 650cc
twin in the early 1930s for use in powering sidecars. Triumph’s
Edward Turner took up where Val left off and was accountable
for the Speed Twin in 1937, which proved such an impressive
configuration that everyone from BSA to Norton adopted the
engine-type.
The Japanese also saw the potential in the twin design and

famously put it to the British in the 60s with Honda releasing the
450cc twin Black Bomber in ’64, while Yamaha overwhelmed the twin
market in 1968 when it released the XS650. Nowadays, twins are
favoured for their mild nature and good economy.

PARALLEL TWIN
Layout: Two cylinders next to one another, connected to a common crankshaft.
Benefits: Narrow layout, strong torque, good economy.
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V-twin motors started to spring up everywhere at the turn of the 20th
century, with British firm Princeps being claimed to have produced the world’s
first V-twin powered motorcycle in 1902. Just a year later, a whole host of other
manufacturers were able to boast a vee in their line-up, including Eclipse,
Glenn Curtis and NSU.
Being both longitudinal and transversely mounted, V-twins can also be quite different

owing to their angle of V, with 90˚ types being commended for their ability to achieve
perfect primary balance, while narrower angled twins have more even firing intervals.
Perhaps the narrowest engine ever built was theMatchless Silver Arrow at just 18˚, while
Zundapp went to the other extreme with the KS750 and its 170˚ vee.
A lot of American brands, such as Indian and Harley, have utilised the vee owing to its

delivery of big torque, which has long favoured short track circuits, while its character has
also helped win over more leisure-minded bikers. In Italy, V-twins have played a key role
withMoto Guzzi and Ducati (who’ve long favoured the 90º design, also known as an L-
twin) both achieving multiple world titles on V-twin powered bikes.

e Americans were huge fans of longitudinal in-line-four
configurations, but it was Flemish arms manufacturer FN that was first
to produce an in-line-four in Europe back in 1905. Pre-1920s, a great
many companies opted to try the stretched engine layout, including
Indian, Excelsior, Henderson and Cleveland.
In the UK,Wilkinson (the forerunner ofWilkinson Sword) produced

an 850cc model with this configuration called the TMC, which was
considered a luxury touring product.e onset of war saw restrictions
kill off production in 1916 and althoughWilkinson continued to
develop the engine post-war, it never built another motorcycle.
In a similar fashion, Vauxhall famously dipped into the bike world

when it commissioned the production of six luxury prototype
motorcycles in 1922. In the end, only two were built and Vauxhall
decided not to pursue its motorcycling interests any further.
When people refer to in-line-fours now, they typically mean across

the frame fours (transversely mounted, not longitudinally), such as
Honda’s 1969 CB750. But it was the Italian manufacturer GRB that

SQUARE FOUR
Layout: Two pairs of two cylinders in a square configuration.
Benefits: Narrow in profile, big torque, affordable to build.

IN-LINE-FOUR
Layout: A bank of four cylinders running in-line with each other.
Benefits: Smooth power delivery and fantastic peak performance.

produced the world’s first transverse four in 1923.e GRB technology
eventually worked its way into Gilera’s hand years later, via bike
producers Rondine, the technology eventually going into the firm’s
Grand Prix winning across-the-frame fours in 1948.
From that time on, transverse layouts have become the mainstream

four-cylinder configuration, owing to their ability to cool all four
cylinders equally and being able to run shorter wheelbases than their
longitudinal siblings.

V-TWIN
Layout: Two cylinders opposed in a vee formation.
Benefits: Low and mid-range torque, narrow, cost effective to build.

Ariel took the decision to employ designer
Edward Turner in the late 20s, having seen
his illustration for a square-four motorcycle
engine. Turned away by BSA, Ariel quickly
got Turner’s innovative 500cc configuration
into production and showcased a
motorcycle aptly dubbed the Ariel Square
Four at the Olympia Show in 1930.
Between 1931 and 1958, a total of five

different versions had come and gone,
with over 15,000 examples of the popular
machines being sold during that period.
Despite its engine capacity increasing

from 500cc to 997cc, the square-four
layout was to prove incapable of revving
high enough or producing sufficient power
to compete with the latest and greatest

options coming to light by the end of the
50s and was consequently dropped.
Brothers George and Tim Healey – fans of
the square-fours – bought-up all remaining
square-four components from Ariel and
built just 28 Healey 1000/4s between
1971 and 1977, having tuned the engines
from 45bhp to 52bhp, before they
eventually packed up.
Suzuki then took up the square four

design in the 80s, when it released the two-
stroke RG500 Gamma race bike in 1984,
going on to inspire the production of the
RG500 Gamma road bike between 1985
and 1987. Despite achieving a respectable
output of 94bhp, no further advancements
to the square-four were made.
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At the age of 17, German
inventor Dr Felix Wankel came
up with the principles for an
engine that would change the
world. Unlike a conventional
piston motor, which loses
significant amounts of energy as
it changes reciprocating energy
into a rotational movement, the
engine he would patent just five
years later would see efficiency
never known before.
Working in partnership with

NSU in the 1950s, Wankel built a
series of prototypes and the rotary
motor began reaching the
production lines in the early 60s;
first being used in NSU’s Spider
car in 1964.
e bike world was keen to

capitalise on this innovative
configuration and East German
manufacturers MZ were the first
to toy with a 175cc air-cooled
version ofWankel’s design,
doubling the performance output
of the equal-capacity,
conventional piston motor it had
replaced. Impressive as it was,
reliability problems compromised
the rotary engine’s success.
Over time, more andmore

brands took toWankel’s design,
with Yamaha the first of the

Japanese to showcase a rotary-
engine machine in 1972 – the
RZ201 – which unfortunately
never made it into production.
Suzuki, however, saw huge
popularity with the RE5, which it
launched in 73.
Its price held it back and by 76

Suzuki called time on the model
that sold over 6000 units.
Hercules were next to pick up
the rotary in 1974 – in tandem
with DKW – before selling off all
its tooling to Norton in 77. By
this point, Norton had been
developing its rotaries for seven
years, with the Interpol II – a
model built exclusively for the
Police – eventually making the
production line in 1984.
In 87, 100 examples of the

rotary Norton Classic were
released, with 85bhp on tap.e
Commander came next, but that
too failed to sell in large volumes.
Everything changed in 1990

when the Norton F1 racer
cleaned up in the 1989 British
F1 championship.
e future for rotaries looked

bright once more, but product
sales failed to come and the rotary
was eventually floored with
Norton’s demise.

ROTARY
Layout: An oval housing with a triangular rotor circulating around an offset, lobed shaft to form inlet, exhaust and ignition compartments.
Benefits: Compact, high power-to-weight-ratio, simple design.

The straight-six has long been popular
in cars, but its bulky nature meant it
never appealed as much to the bike
world. However, its advantages led to a
few manufacturers trying to compact
the design for two wheels.
Honda released the 249cc RC164

straight-six race bike in 1964 and went
on to develop the engine across several
seasons before the expensive-to-build
configuration was dropped. In 1972
Benelli produced its own straight-six
road bike – the 750 Sei – and despite
being very expensive it proved a
popular motorcycle.
A year before the Italian firm released

the second generation 900 Sei in 1979,
Honda launched the 105bhp CBX in 78,
with a strong and muscular aura about
the six-cylinder bike. Not to be left out,
Kawasaki produced its own six-cylinder

muscle bike in 79; the Z1300.
With three great

examples of straight
sixes on the cards,
people’s interests and
lack of necessary
funds for the premium
priced options saw
their demise and it wasn’t
until 2011 that motorcycling was
once again gifted with a super-
smooth and powerful six-shooter;
BMW’s K1600.
Compared with its many

predecessors, the K1600s (GT and GTL)
engines benefitted from advanced
manufacturing technology, which
allowed for minimal space between the
cylinder walls, resulting in a much more
compact design than anything that had
come before.

STRAIGHT-SIX
Layout: Six in-line cylinders driving a common crankshaft.
Benefits: Smooth, with potential for big power and torque.

Technology
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Sights along the road

MaynardHershon

MSL’s Maynard is our
man with a very unique
view on motorcycling
from both sides of the
pond. Yes, he is
American, yes, he does
ride around on a
second-hand Kawasaki
that causes him grief...
and yes, he does
have his finger right
on the pulse of life on
two wheels

Who is
Hershon?

In the middle of April I rode south fromDenver into
NewMexico, and west into southern Arizona.e
plan was to attend a BMW rally in Benson, maybe
35 miles east of Tucson.

I rode the Interstate 25 south through Colorado
Springs and Pueblo, over Raton Pass and down past
Santa Fe and Albuquerque, NewMexico. I reached
Socorro that night, tired but pleased. It’d be an easy ride
to Silver City in the morning.
In the middle of nowhere NewMexico the next

morning, I saw what looked like a heavily laden
motorcycle ahead. I caught it surprisingly quickly. It was
a scooter, right there on I-25. Not a maxi-scooter but a
smallish one, maybe a 150 or so, ridden at 45mph in the
slow lane. So loaded was it that the rider appeared to be
moving by scooter to his new home. Minus furniture of
course. We almost never see small scooters outside of
cities in the US. I gave the guy a big thumbs-up as I
passed. If he’d have been riding a bit faster, I’d have rolled
along with him, maybe stopped with him for coffee,
heard some stories. Oh, well...
I spent the night in a motel in Silver City and had

dinner and breakfast with my ex-motorcyclist friend
Glenn. Glenn used to ride long camping loops all over
the US on his GS. On one of those loops, he realised his
bike was due for a service. He stopped at a now defunct
BMWdealer.e guys there installed a tyre and did a
basic service to his GS, charging him twice or three
times what he’d expected.
Glenn was hundreds of miles from home, his GS held

hostage until he paid the exorbitant charges. He argued,
then gritted his teeth and paid, rode home and parked
the bike. Years later he sold it. He would never again find
himself at the mercy of a predatory service department.
Benson and the rally were an easy half-day away.

Around 100 riders came to the first-year event, some
from as far away as western Canada or the US Southeast
andMidwest. More than half the bikes there were BMW
GSs. Each day at the rally, local volunteers led a street
ride and a dirt ride. Remarkably, the off-road rides
outdrew the street rides.
Aer the rally, I rode to Bisbee, Arizona, a fewmiles

from the border withMexico, to visit my buddy JimW.
My friend for 45 years, Jim is 94 years old. He only has
two bikes now, my old Honda GB500, looking
wonderful, and a supermoto-ised DR650 Suzuki.
Jim rides every day, usually only into Bisbee from his

home in nearby Naco, right at the border, to meet with
cronies at the Bisbee Coffee Company downtown. Until
he was in his 40s, Jim lived in southern California, where
he rode with friends and attended events that are gone

Maynard’s road trip across
America brings together an
eclectic mix of bikers, and
poses the question...
do motorcycles keep us young?

but have become legends – like the Catalina Island
races and the half-mile flat track racing at Ascot Park
in Gardena.
He moved to northern California, lived in San

Francisco and kept riding.Wemet in 1970, when I
opened a motorcycle accessory store not far away in San
Mateo. Luckily, the friends I made through the store
lasted far longer than the store itself.
Jim only recently sold his yellow Ducati 748. He was

surely the oldest 748 owner on the planet. As you’d
expect, he found the low bars uncomfortable but didn’t
want to install higher ones.ey are inappropriate, he
felt, on such a lovely, purposeful bike.
We watched theMotoGP fromArgentina together. I

thanked him yet again for convincing me to follow those
events a decade ago. I remember him talking about
Valentino Rossi, and my not knowing who Rossi was.
He liked calling him Rudolph Valentino.
Jim, at 94 years of age, walks the same and talks the

same. His gait is a little slower, but still recognizable. It’s
Jim.When I followed him from town out to his and
Irene’s place in Naco, I had to hustle to keep up. No
kidding. He’s not afraid to stretch the throttle cable. Has
a life eyeballs-deep in motorcycling kept him healthy
and vital? It can’t have hurt, can it?
We said goodbye in downtown Bisbee. I headed east

on Highway 80 past the Geronimo Surrender Site east of
Douglas, almost to the NewMexico line. A pretty
country, chock full of nothing at all.
Not far into NewMexico, in an area where a nuclear

explosion might go unnoticed, a radar cop got me for
75mph in a 65mph zone. I took my helmet off when I
got off the bike so the young officer could see my grey
hair. I was impeccably polite.
I told him I’d been riding at a speedometer 75,

counting, as always, on my ZRX’s speedo reading 10%
high. He said I’d been going exactly as fast as my speedo
read. I didn’t believe him there on the side of Highway
80, but I nodded and signed the citation.
When I got home, I sent the money to the state of

NewMexico. Maybe they’ll use my fine to build a new
wing on a children’s hospital.
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J
ust 35 years ago there was no such thing
as an ‘adventure bike’. Now, typified
by BMW’s market-leading R1200GS,
it’s one of the most popular, dynamic
and competitive of all the
motorcycle categories.
Back in 1980 BMW unveiled the very

first GS (or, strictly speaking G/S) – the R80G/S, a
machine which, though radical and revolutionary at
the time, quickly became so successful it not only
spawned a whole dynasty of BMWs but, in

inspiring competitors and rivals, created a whole
new motorcycling class.

It’d be natural to assume the creation of that first ‘GS’
in the late 1970s – the R80G/S – was the result of some
kind of genius epiphany. In truth, it was mostly borne
out of desperation.

At that time BMWMotorrad not only had a very staid
image (one that contrasts very sharply with the company
behind the new S1000XR and latest GSs of today), it was
also facing commercial disaster in the face of
competition from the burgeoning Japanese ‘Big Four’.

The bike ThaT saved
BMWMotorrad
The story of the GS, from its unusual origins to the latest
world-beaters, has been told for the first time in BMWGS:
The Complete Story by Phil West. Here Phil uses extracts of
his book to summarise this fascinating story…
woRDS: Phil West

Above: Laszlo Peres’ Red
Devil – the first prototype
of what would eventually
become the R80G/S.
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In fact, as the 70s wore on and Honda, Yamaha,
Suzuki and Kawasaki grew to dominate not just their
traditional lightweight classes but, increasingly, large
capacity motorcycling too (with newcomers like the
GoldWing, XS750, GS1000E and Z1300), BMW, with
its premium prices, dowdy image and old-fashioned, air-
cooled, sha-drive boxer twins was in big trouble.
One solution was already in the works – the all-new

K-series; a high tech, liquid-cooled, fuel-injected family
of longitudinal fours and triples. But that project was
still years away. In the meantime BMWneeded
something attention-grabbing, affordable and new –
and it needed it quick.

boRNfRoMSpoRt
A second idea had started floating around BMW. Large
capacity trail bikes such as Yamaha’s XT500 had proved
increasingly popular, and although BMWhad never
commercially produced an enduro, it had been involved
in the sport for over 50 years, and in the early 70s had
produced a series of ‘works’ machines to compete in
both the 500cc+ class of the German off-road
championship and the International Six Days Trial.
Indeed, one of its riders – Herbert Schek – won the

German championship in both 1970 and ’71 then, in
1972, aer the factory pulled out, he built his own
BMW-based bike and promptly won again.

Knowledge

1980
R80G/S

fUel tANK
Although much of the
G/S used parts from
other machines, the
distinctive fuel tank was
unique to the model.

MoNoleveR
The new rear end saw
the single-sided
swingarm incorporate
the shaft drive.

StYle
No BMW before had
looked so bold, and no
production enduro had
been so big.

eNGINe
Prototypes had used over-bored R65
engines, but the production bike used
the R80 engine with a few, key revisions.

eXHAUSt
The exhaust was a two-
into-one system to
reduce weight.

tYReS
Specially-developed by Metzeler, complete with
a unique and distinctive tread pattern, were
mounted onto lightweight alloy wheel rims.

Aboveleft:One of the
leading competitors in
German enduro throughout
the 60swasHerbert
Schek, usually aboard a
modifiedBMWboxer twin

Above: Before the
production R80G/S was
launched, the GS800 was
built for both development
and publicity purposes,
with a six man team
entering the German and
European championships.
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He wasn’t alone. In 1975 BMW suspension engineer
Rudiger Gutsche also built himself an enduro based on
an R75/5 and was a regular on the German enduro
scene. ere were many others, too.

ings really got going though in 1977, when a
pending rule change in the German championship –
creating a new class for 750+cc machines – prompted
BMW technical director Hans-Gunter von der Marwitz
to commission Italian firm Laverda to build two enduro
prototypes based around BMW’s R60 engines.

All in all, the following year at the Benetsov round of
the series, three different ‘GS concepts’ lined up side by
side: Schek with his self-built 800, the ‘Laverda-BMW’,
piloted by factory rider Helmut Pohl and Laszlo Peres
from BMW’s test department with his own self-built 800
weighing just 142kg. It was Peres who went on to second
place in that year’s series.

Spurred by this success, Peres saw an opportunity to
develop a production model and teamed up with some
fellow engineers to build a forerunner of what would
ultimately become the G/S; a prototype that became
dubbed the ‘Red Devil’.

“It was just a prototype,” recalled Peres later.
“Something we made to test. I had many years’
experience of enduro riding so thought we should
develop something new.”

At the same time the factory itself, still in dire straits,
was spurred into action. In early 1979 group boss
Eberhard von Kuenheim installed new senior
management at BMW Motorrad headed by Dr Eberhard
C Sarfert and Karl Heinz Gerlinger.

“When he asked us to take over this business he said,
‘Decide whether you make it or you close it’,” recalled
Gerlinger more than three decades later. “But when
you’re young, how can you think of selling off BMW
Motorrad? I couldn’t do it.”

Instead Gerlinger promptly not only gave the green
light for the new K machines, but for Peres’ enduro
project, too.

e reins were handed to Gutsche. He was
charged with turning the best of these
competition machines into something mass-
producible. Tasked with using BMW’s
modular approach and restricted by an
extremely tight time schedule, the R80 ‘G/S’,
as it was to be called, quickly evolved.

A second, silver, almost production-ready prototype
complete with upswept exhaust but still lacking the
radical Monolever single-sided rear suspension, followed
soon aer.

Monstertrailies
Finally, on September 19, 1980, at the Cologne Show the
R80G/S was unveiled. e reaction amazed BMW
bosses, not just because of the level of interest aroused,
but by the number of orders taken there and then.

By the end of 1981, the G/S’s first year in production,
a total of 6631 machines – more than twice the number
originally planned – had le the Berlin assembly lines.
Or, to put it another way: one in five BMWs sold in 1981
was a G/S. A star was born.

Of course that was only the beginning. Although the
original G/S proved a huge hit that success couldn’t be
expected to last forever: popularity doesn’t just attract
admirers, it breeds imitators.

So, as the 80s wore on, inspired by both the success of
BMW’s new enduro and the growing significance of the
Paris-Dakar Rally, rival manufacturers from both Japan,
and later Europe, began to introduce their own ever
larger enduros; machines such as Honda’s XLV750R
followed by the XRV750 ‘Africa Twin’, Suzuki’s DR750,
Yamaha’s Super Tenere and more.

e new genre quickly became referred to as ‘monster
trailies’ and became hugely popular. But it wasn’t just the
G/Ss sales success its rivals envied. e parallel growth
of the Paris-Dakar Rally and the sporting headlines,
kudos and TV airtime – particularly in France – it
garnered, were like manna from heaven for any
ambitious motorcycle manufacturer.

Success in the Dakar with a big enduro not only led to
sales of road-going versions (BMW’s four victories in the
Dakar in ’81, ’83, ’84 and ‘85 had proved that), it brought
credibility and priceless publicity to a whole brand.

But as the 80s wore on, people began asking for more
from the G/S. More power was one request (indeed
BMW’s own Paris-Daker racers grew to 1000cc from
1983); increased off-road ability, particularly of the rear
suspension was another.

The world press launch for BMW’s new model took place in Avignon, France, in
September 1980. Unusually, it was before the new bike’s public unveiling at the
Cologne show later the same month.

Or, to put it another way: one in five BMWs sold in 1981
was a G/S. A star was born.

Below: The first major
revisions to the G/S came
in 1987 when it was
replaced by not one, but
two versions: the
Paralever-equipped R80
and R100GS. Although
the Paralever rear
suspension system was
the biggest news, there
were plenty of updates
elsewhere. The revised,
stronger front forks were
now supplied by Italian
specialists Marzocchi.
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us in the late summer of 1987 not one, but two new
BMWs were unveiled: a new R80GS and a bigger
brother; the R100GS.
Apart from the larger displacement option, the biggest

change was the enhanced handling and comfort offered
by the radical new Paralever system, which significantly
reduced the ‘torque reaction’ from the sha drive.
Further changes came in 1991, in the form of a frame-

mounted fairing carried over from that of the Paris-Daker
version/kit introduced for the previousmodel GS in 1989.
But the biggest change so far came three years later. Even
before the ‘second-generation’ GS, was put into
production, it was clear – not least to BMW itself – that
the endwas nigh for an air-cooled, two-valve boxer-
poweredGS. Not only was the competition becoming
ever-more fierce, increasingly strenuous noise and
emissions regulations were becoming impossible tomeet.
So, by the early 1990s the imminent arrival of an all-

new, oil-cooled, four-valve BMWboxer powerplant was
common knowledge. It duly arrived in January 1993
with the R1100RS sports-tourer. Eight short months
later the enduro version – the R1100GS – was unveiled.

Anewfrontend
e oil-cooled engine wasn’t the only big news.
e ‘frame’, such that there was, came in three parts:
the engine and gearbox housing was to form the
central element, onto that bolted the front and rear
subframes. But while the rear suspension was a mere
evolution of Paralever, the system at the front was
more radical. Instead of conventional telescopic forks,
the new GS’s front wheel was controlled by a
revolutionary suspension system called ‘Telelever’ –
effectively a combination of telescopic forks and
a swinging arm.
Once again this bigger, more imposing machine was

an instant hit. In Germany, the GS’s most important
market, it instantly became the country’s fih best-
selling machine.
Of course, even then that wasn’t the end of the story.

Six years later, aer selling more than 40,000 examples,
the R1100GS was replaced by the R1150GS; an evolution
of the 1100, with an even larger engine, new six-speed
gearbox, a host of detail revisions and a significant
(and controversial) faceli.

Above: The radical, high
tech R1100GS was
powered by an all-new,
oil-cooled boxer engine
that had debuted earlier
in the R1100RS. At
1085cc the engine was
not only bigger – with
four valves per cylinder
and fuel injection – it was
more efficient and
powerful. Again following
the lead of the R1100RS,
there was no frame as
such, instead using the
engine as a stressed
member onto which
front and rear subframes
were attached, while at
the front, BMW’s
Telelever system did
away with conventional
telescopic forks.

1993
R1100GS

1999
R1150GS

Above: After nearly going on KTMs, Charley Boorman
and Ewan McGregor gave the new Adventure the best
publicity possible with Long Way Round.

Left: Six years after the launch of the R1100GS it was
updated into the R1150GS which in turn spawned the
R1150GS ‘Adventure’, intended to enhance its off-road
and long distance touring credentials.
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ere was also a more significant difference: two years
aer the 1150, BMW launched the first ‘Adventure’
version.ey couldn’t have imagined how significant it
would become.
Inspired partly by its ‘Paris-Dakar’ forebears, but

also by the GS’s growing following among long
distance ‘adventure’ travellers (hence the name
change), the new Adventure used a familiar recipe: to
enhance the GS’s off-road capability plus improve its
long distance ability both in terms of comfort and
endurance. Key differences, therefore, were a new,
extra large, 30-litre fuel tank, longer travel, off-road
suspension, anodized wheels, larger windshield,
single-piece seat and sturdier oil sump guard.
e Adventure was also the machine that leapt to

fame in TV’s LongWay Round, with British actors and
friends EwanMcGregor and Charley Boorman in 2004,
the success of which has been accredited for increasing
both the popularity of the adventure bike class and the
GS in particular.
Once again it didn’t end there. In 2004, the 1150GS

was replaced by the R1200GS which, for the first time,

was lighter andmore agile. While this in turn was
followed by a new Adventure version, which again was
popularized inMcGregor and Boorman’s TV follow-up,
LongWay Down, in 2007. By now the GS was an almost
unstoppable force.
But if the success of the GS series has proven one

thing more than any other, it’s how adept BMWhas
been in successively reinventing its wonder machine to
keep ahead of the pack.
In 2007 – three years aer its debut, during which

over 75,000 examples were produced – the R1200GS
underwent a significant update. Further updates would
also come in 2010 joined later by a series of limited
edition specials.
en, in 2013 – eight years on from the original

R1200 – came another, all-new GS; the first with water-
cooling. Like all its predecessors, the latest incarnation
was unequivocally a success. In the first magazine tests
the new bike instantly reasserted its dominance of the
ever-more competitive ‘Adventure’ class.
While in group shootouts, against the very latest new

rivals from the likes of KTM and Aprilia, the new GS
invariably came out on top. Nomean feat for the ‘grand-
daddy’ of adventure sports.
Today, the GS remains one of the world’s best-

selling machines, and is still the definitive adventure
bike, despite more competition than ever. It’s also
one of the machines that best typifies modern
motorcycling and, through its evolution over its 35
year lifespan, best demonstrates how modern
motorcycling has evolved. Without the GS,
motorcycling simply wouldn’t be the same.
Without the G/S there probably wouldn’t be
BMWmotorcycles.

Knowledge

This story is adapted from BMW GS:
The Complete Story, by Phil West,
published by Crowood. Available
for a special offer price of £20
from www.crowood.com or for
£25 from www.amazon.co.uk.

Learnmore about thegS

2004
R1200GS

Above: The (virtually)
all-new R1200GS sold
over 100,000 in under
three years; the most
successful BMW
motorcycle ever.

Above right: Boorman
and McGregor’s series
LongWay Down saw the
pair travel from Scotland
to South Africa in 2007,
aboard the new 1200
Adventure.

If the success of the GS series has proven one thingmore than any
other, it’s how adept BMW has been in successfully reinventing
itswondermachine to keep ahead of the pack...
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How it’s done

Kevin Cameron

Does the youth of today have it too easy,
cosseted by risk-averse parents content
to see kids sat in front of computers?S

omany things have changed since TT
racing great StanleyWoods began his
career in 1922 that I tried to list them
in mymind. To begin with, Stanley
got his first ride (on a Cotton with
Blackburne engine) by writing letters
to all the companies that were

regularly entering bikes in the TT races.
When I was at school in the 1950s we were taught

how to write a business letter, and clearly StanleyWoods
learned to do so some 40 years earlier. Can young people
write a business letter today? In the schools I am familiar
with, it is scarcely a subject.
Stanley’s letters said essentially, “I have a ride in the

Junior TT and desire to enlarge my programme with a
ride in the Lightweight. If you can provide this, please
write with details…” He wrote a lot of them.at means
he had something else not much taught any more –
readable penmanship.
Many young people today consider penmanship a

waste of time, since anything they write takes the form
of computer files, emails (now considered ‘so yesterday’)
or phone text messages.
erefore when they must performmanual

writing, they write in block capitals, giving their
discourse the look of a ransom note, whose letters have
been cut from popular magazines. Copperplate script is
something once used by ancients such as Charles
Dickens or Asquith.
Just for a moment, let’s consider how people get into

racing today. One favoured scheme is to make a vast
financial upheaval andmove the family to Spain so the
youngster can climb aboard the recognized fastest
escalator to prominence.is is not a proletarian
undertaking, for it creates a vast hole, which must be
filled with money.Howmuch for that third-hand Suter
chassis? Do we need an ex-MotoGP crew chief?
StanWoods’s letters were based on a ploy every clever

child has used on his or her parents; “Dad, mum says it’s
okay with her if I go to the chip shop with Ruthie, if it’s
okay with you.”
InWoods’s letters, “mum” was the nonexistent entity

that had given him a ride in the Junior (no such ride in
fact existed), and “dad” was the recipient of the letter.
Cotton responded positively, and presumably the

many other letters went into their respective works
incinerators (today seen as a senseless waste of natural
resources and an irresponsible release of unlicensed
carbon dioxide).e youngman scraped together £50
andmade his way to the Isle of Man to await the arrival
of his notional ride.

Days passed and Stan’s resources and certainty
dwindled. One night a voice called for MrWoods and he
was shown the machine – a dreary wreck. He was told
he must go and see the Blackburne people for parts and
thenmake the bike ready.
Some riders today can perform basic engine service,

but howmany? I had to stop building engines for
vintage racers because so few could operate a
screwdriver. I thought of the physics grad student I saw,
hanging from amilling machine’s feed handle, with
heavy smoke pouring off the tool. Which was
revolving backward.
Where is the comfort with physical reality that

multitudes used to enjoy? Never mind, my child is safely
belted into the car, workbook in hand, on the way to
Suzuki piano.en on to the raku pottery lesson.
Unsupervised play is a risk, diverting the young from
career certainty. Everything must be planned.
Stanley wanted to race. He got his Cotton’s engine

together and ran practice laps. He loved it! He got
through a fouled plug and a seized piston. In the race, he
alternated between the highs of devouring the miles and
the lows of crashing and having his pants catch fire
during his refueling stop.
StanWoods was just doing whatever had to be done

next, without lessons, without experts. No hovering dad,
no personal manager, no mobile. Yes, he needed an
adult: so hewas one.Would you quit because you’d
crashed? Or would you do what you could to get going
again?When his engine sproinged a pushrod, he had
another down his boot-top, installed it, and restarted.
Another crash scattered his tools. As he scrambled for
them, a race marshal shouted, “Never mind your tools.
Keep going! You are doing well!”
Despite or because of these misadventures

surmounted, he finished fih. Next year he returned and
won the Lightweight. His career was launched.
Can human beings even become adults without

personally colliding with reality? Children used to make
bridles out of hay rope and dash across fields and ditches
on naughty ponies, but today their parents might be
charged with negligence. Ordinary reality has become
an unacceptable risk, and the safe, reversible computer
screen world beckons.

Kevin is one of the
most widely-respected
technical gurus on the
planet. Author of some
of the most iconic and
landmark books in
motorcycle publishing,
the American brings
the innermost
workings of what goes
on in an engine to the
fore in an easy-to-
access way. Simply
put, Cameron is a
genius of all things
metal that are fixed
to two wheels

Who is
Cameron?
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I
ran has been off the tourist
map for most westerners for
several years and the advice
from the British Foreign
and Commonwealth Office

is to avoid “all but essential travel”
to the country. However,
pioneering Britishmotorcycle
expedition organisers
GlobeBusters are not easily
deterred and were determined to
ride through Iran on their latest
trip, from London’s iconic Ace
Cafe to the grand opening of the
newAce Cafe in Beijing.

Breakingdown
thebarriers
While the government advises
against travelling there, a
pioneering British touring company
has safely crossed one of the
most forbidding of countries in
the Middle East… GlobeBusters’ Kevin Sanders with his Iranian visa.

There was no problem
taking photos at the
Iranian border.

Following research and lengthy
discussions with local guides,
GlobeBusters led 15
motorcyclists, from the UK,
Russia, Switzerland, South Africa
and Australia, through Iran for
eight days, including a stop in the
capital, Tehran. Expedition
leader and double Guinness
World Record holder Kevin
Sanders tellsMSL about a
country that’s full of surprises,
including a policeman who
tried to hitch a ride on the back
of his Triumph!

MSL:Was it difficult to
get into Iran?
KS: “Getting the visa was time
consuming and very costly (€270
for British citizens) which we had
to collect from the Iranian
Consulate in Istanbul, as there is
no embassy in London. But
entering Iran was very
straightforward and welcoming.
Everyone at the border was
smiling, talking English and
welcoming us to Iran.ey even
had a special tourist office lady
who was fluent in English – there

was no stress at all.ey didn’t
search us, and allowed us to take
pictures of the border.”
MSL: I guess you were strictly
controlled?
KS: “We had to have a guidewith
us, or theywould not have given us
the visa, but actually wewere free
to ride where wewanted – the
guide didn’t keep tabs on us at all.
Each day locals would stop to talk
to us andwelcome us to their
country.erewere no army
checkpoints and the few police that
stopped uswere just interested in
us and the bikes – I even had one
policemanwhowanted to go
pillion into Tehran on the back of
myTriumphTiger Explorer!”
MSL:What were the Iranian
people like?
KS: “When wemet with locals
they were so pleased to talk with
us and practise their English. Iran
is an Islamic country, but it
seemed less strict than Turkey. I
only heard the call to prayer once,
and the locals themselves don’t
visit the mosques regularly. Yes,
women have to wear a headscarf,
but even this seemed to be
slipping, with the scarf only worn
half over the hair, complemented
with designer sunglasses and
make-up.e women were also
wearing jeans, Nike trainers or
high heels. Having said that
women have no option to be
covered in public, even though
they are wearing the modern
fashions underneath.”
MSL:What’s it like to ride there?
KS: “e driving is a bit crazy,



What are you
planning?
If you or your friends are
planning a great trip, we’d
love to hear all about it. Feel
free to get in touch with us
via msleditor@mortons.co.uk

Iran’s mosques are
a beautiful sight.

especially entering the bigger cities
like Tabriz (population 1.5
million) and Tehran (eight
million).e locals tend to drive
very close and cut lanes without
warning – theymake five lanes out
of three – but generally the traffic
moves and you have to go with the
flow. Forget signalling, use your
horn and be assertive; a lot of time
the drivers will drive close to look
at you and take pictures.en
there are Iranians whowill drive
alongside you at 60mph, hanging
out of the window and trying to
have a conversation! All the roads
signs are written in Farsi (Persian)
and English, so navigating is easy.

“emountain roads in the
north are beautiful and remote,
with very little traffic. Like many
developing countries, once you
are away from the major cities,
the roads are nice and quiet. Not
that you would tackle them like
the Alps – there are far too many
unexpected hazards for that!”

MSL:What else was different?
KS: “ere is no alcohol in Iran,
or should I say, there is none to
buy or on show. Talk to the locals
and they tell you that it’s easy to
buy alcohol and drink at home –
some even brew their own beer!
We didn’t risk getting illegal
alcohol, so no cold beer at the
end of a long day’s ride.

“Technologywasmuchmore up
to date that we expected. Phone
signals were fine, and all the hotels
hadwi-fi, but Facebook is blocked,
so I had to send all our photos
back to the office to be posted!

One of the best things is the
price of fuel; we calculated it was
between 20 to 25 pence per litre.
Compare this to Turkey, the
previous country, which at £1.20
per litre is some of the most
expensive fuel in the world.
MSL:Would you go back?
KS: It was a hugely positive
experience – other than being in
dire need of a real beer – and a

great surprise to the group, who
had never been there before.ey
le wanting to see more and it
certainly smashed most
preconceptions that the team
held – and probably those that
the readers would have too.

You can find out more about
GlobeBusters and the many
countries they visit on their tours
atwww.globebusters.com.
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name: Zoë Cano
Age: 50 years young
Job: Events management in London.

where Are you now?
LakeWales, a remote little place in the centre
of Florida, having just completed an amazing
2000 mile+ road trip through the southern
states of Florida, Alabama and Georgia on a
Triumph Bonneville T100.is included the
Daytona Beach Biketoberfest, which was fun.

tell us ABout your Bike:
Back inWest London I’ve got a beautiful 2001
Bonneville T100. I bought it in 2008 and have
clocked up over 10,000 miles since, including
three trips to France.

whAtwAs your Big trip?
A three month solo journey across the North
American continent. Using old National
Geographic maps and no sat nav I clocked up
more than 5000 miles. Easier said than done
though, as I had nomoney saved, no bike and
no time to take from work.

It took me about four years to save enough
money – I took extra jobs and sold lots of stuff

(including a wedding dress). I also had to
negotiate a special absence of leave frommy
job, which was finally agreed once I’d secured
the Triumph.

e bike I found through contacting bike
travel companies – Eagle Rider in California
had just started offering Triumphs and they
were so impressed they offered me a bike and
shipped it to Boston free of charge. Once I
knew I could get the bike, the rest quickly fell
into place.

highlights of the trip?
Each day was a highlight as everything was
new and exciting.e freedom of being on the
road and going wherever takes your fancy is a
feeling hard to explain. Unforgettable
highlights included sunrise at the Dead Horse
Point in Utah, riding through the Nevada
Desert, hearing the silence at Bonneville Salt

Flats, bumping into a bear on a road ine
Rockies and almost touching the sky on the
Shenandoah roads. And being welcomed by
some wonderful people. Being a British girl on
a British bike raised a few eyebrows.

Any low points?
e scariest parts (having only just recently
passed my full bike test) were the dangerous
highways when the weather was bad and at
the same time having to pass big trucks. I
found hairpin bends tiring, and I found them
everywhere, in the Blue RidgeMountains, the
Dragon’s Tail, the Sierra Nevada.

Some of the most difficult sections, such as
torrential storms in New Jersey or riding over
the mountains into Salt Lake City with almost
no visibility in freezing cold, have really stayed
with me. But I’m glad I experienced the good
and the bad, and I’d do the whole thing again
in the blink of an eye.

Buythe
Book
Bonneville Go or
Bust from Road Dog
Publications,
available at all good
bookshops including
Waterstones and amazon.com.

Her stories can also be followed on
www.bonnevilleadventure.blogspot.com
and tweets @bijoulatina

Fiveminuteswith…

ZoëCano
She passed her test and headed off for the
USA. Straight away. Like you do…
words: Peter Henshaw
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BORDERCOUNTRY
A 120-mile round-trip through Shropshire and Central Wales,
taking in roads, railways and the best cafe view in the country…

the B5476 to Harmer Hill. Again, the road is mostly
straight, but don’t worry, there’ll be plenty of
opportunity for chamfering those footrests before long.
At Harmer Hill take a sharp right onto the A528, but

keep your speed down to enjoy the rolling Shropshire
countryside; aer about twomiles you turn le through
Myddle and onto the B4397. Carry on through Ruyton-
XI-Towns, a village that owes its curious name to its
having been the centre of 11 surrounding villages when
a castle was built there in the 12th century.

KnocKin along
Cross the busy A5 and on to Knockin – the last village
beforeWales – with a bonus that the tarmac’s better as
well. You’ve been riding for only about 25 miles, but it’s
worth stopping for a coffee at the café in the general
store on the High Street, if only to be able to say you’ve
sampled the delights of the ‘Knockin Shop.’
ree and a half miles from Knockin, just short of the

A482, is the Llynclys end of Cambrian Heritage Rail,
where they do interesting stuff like restore entire
carriages.e station is openmost weekends
throughout the year, and trains run from here to
Oswestry.
From now on the place names become all but

unpronounceable (if you’re English) and the scenery
more dramatic. Continuing alongside the beautiful
Tanat Valley towards Bala the B4391 is a wonderful but
narrow road clinging to the hillside.
Fortunately there are a few places where a bike can be

safely parked for photo/scenery admiration stops. As we
climb, the landscape changes, leaving the lush greenness

WORDS AND PHOTOGRAPHY: Chris Prior

Day Ride

T
his ride starts and finishes at the popular
bikers’ stop, Lynn’s Raven Café at Prees
Heath, nearWhitchurch, Shropshire. It’s
120 miles in all, passing through the
region’s lush farmland and the rugged

beauty of central Wales, so make it a half-day with a
brief stop or two, or all day if you want longer stops to
enjoy the sights.
From the Raven Cafe head north on the service road

then le at the Raven Hotel onto Tilstock Lane. At
Tilstock turn le again onto the B5476 toWem, which
has nice curves but also enough straight stretches for
overtaking the inevitable tractor with muckspreader.
Watch for patchy tarmac on the bends.
As you enterWem, turn right onto the bustling High

Street, and then le at theWhite Horse to continue on

above: Caption reads ‘On
top of the world,’ and it’s
dead right.

below: Lynn’s Raven Cafe
– well known biker
meeting place and
start/finish of this ride.

Wrexham

Lynn’s

Raven Cafe

Wem

Harmer Hill

Knockin
Llanuwchllyn

Corwen

Horseshoe Pass
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Achieve everlasting fame by writing about your travel experiences for MSL.
You don’t need to be a professional journalist or photographer, just give a sense
of where you’ve been and why other MSL readers might enjoy the same trip.

We’re looking for three categories of story: Day Ride – favourite day or half-day ride
local to you – about 1000 words; Mid Ride – a week or two in Europe – about 1400
words; Big Ride – anything more adventurous or further afield – about 1800 words.

We’ll need a selection of good, high-resolution pictures to go with the words, at
least 1MB each. When your story is published, you’ll receive a free 12-month
subscription to MSL. Any questions, submissions or bribes to: msltravel@yahoo.co.uk

write about your adventure

adrenalin subside in theMotor &Motorcycle Museum
located on the right as you enter town. No collection of
old rubbish, this family-runmuseum has loads of classic
vehicles maintained in superb condition.
Parking isn’t easy in Llangollen, but the steam railway

(you can probably detect a theme on this ride) is worth a
visit. If it’s a chilly winter’s day, seek out the station’s real
coal fire in the waiting room.
On the north side of the Dee out of town the A539

leads to Trevor – site of one end of the Pontcysyllte
Aqueduct – which is well worth seeing. You should be
able to squeeze your bike into the small car park by the
canal marina to take a walk along the towpath and cross
the aqueduct and (if you’ve a head for heights) admire
the stunning views from 126 feet above river level.
Carry on along the A539 and soon you’re back in

England and Shropshire, but not beforeWales bids
farewell with somemore glorious twisties between
Overton and Penley; Shellgrip laid on the hairpins
ensures max enjoyment here.en it’s a relaxed run
back along the A539 to the A525,Whitchurch bypass
and Lynn’s Raven Cafe.

top left: Bunting out in
Wem – they must have
known our man was
passing through.

above: B4396 clings to a
hillside with spectacular
views.

right: Not many cafes
give you a view like this;
worth stopping at The
Ponderosa for.

below: Owain Glendower.
But don’t worry, this
border country isn’t the
wild west it used to be.

bottom left:Walking
across the Pontcysyllte
aqueduct is not for the
faint-hearted – it’s
126ft high.

of the Tanat Valley for sparse high moorland and
grazing sheep.
With some tight hairpins the road then descends

through trees to Bala, where the narrow-gauge Bala Lake
Railway runs along the eastern side of the lake. To see
the trains, you’ll have to do a ten-mile circuit around
Bala Lake by following the B4403 to LLanuwchllyn and
then the A494. But that’s no hardship, and on a fine
windy day you’ll see dozens of dinghies and windsurfers
on the water.
Take the A495 out of Bala, northeast to the A5 near

Corwen, whose market square has a sword-waving
equestrian statue of Owain Glendower. As well as
inspiring aWelsh rebellion, he destroyed Ruyton-XI-
Towns’ castle. But there’s no need to pick your way
through Corwen – take the A5 around it and aer a mile
and a half turn le, back onto the A495, then (less than a
mile on) the B5104 right.is is another good biking
road, climbing from 170 to 300 metres as it more or less
parallels the course of the River Morwynion.
Aer nine miles, at the roundabout turn right onto

the A542, which takes you via the Ponderosa to the
Horseshoe Pass and down to Llangollen.e Ponderosa
Café is a gathering point for many outdoor types –hardly
surprising as there are great views in all directions from
here.
Hiking trails lead into the nearby hills and valleys, and

to the west hang glider pilots take advantage of up-
draughts created by the steep escarpment. Whatever the
weather, you’ll be almost certain to find some fellow
motorcyclists to chat to, and on a fine summer’s day
there’ll be hundreds.
e descent to Llangollen is fun, and given no cars

snailing round the bends you’ll reach the bottom
exhilarated and with a face-aching grin. Relax and let the
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DESTINATION
BUDAPEST
Is it worth putting your bike on the train to cross Europe, rather
than riding it there? Barry Lloyd and friends gave it a bash.

i
blameMichael Portillo. We’d seen one of his TV
programmes on European rail journeys, taking
him to Vienna and Budapest. Olive and I
(Triumph Trophy 1200), together with our friends
George and Les Taylor (Honda Crossrunner

DCT), have travelled across most of Europe by bike, but
none of us had ticked off these two cities.
So Budapest became the focus of a round-trip which

would take in Venice, Vienna and Ljubljana, stopping off
at theMenin Gate at Ypres to hear the playing of the Last

Post – another long-held ambition – and especially
poignant in this time of First WorldWar centenaries.
It sounded great, but there was a problem. Our ideal

was to spend three or four days at each stopover and
avoid too many one-night stops and high mileage days;
riding to Budapest and back in a couple of weeks, this
wouldn’t be possible. It would be difficult to square the
circle and keep everyone on side until some out-of-the-
box thinking came up with the ideal solution. In the
spirit of Michael Portillo, we would take the train!
e puffer in question is the Dutch Autoslaapen

service that operates from s’Hertogenbosch (Den Bosch)
in Holland to/fromAlessandria and Livorno in
Northern Italy, and Koper in Slovenia, and it would save
almost 1500 road miles.

Mind youR head
So, ferry to Rotterdam, then a relatively short 60 mile
ride to the rail terminal at Den Bosch. Loading the bikes
onto the train wasn’t quite as simple as the brochure
made out.
Bikes are transported on the lower decks of two-tier

trailers and headroom is severely limited. So much so
that you have to ride the bike onto the trailers crouched
over the bars to avoid hitting your head on the
underside of the upper deck.
It’s also a feature of the loading and unloading

procedure that bikes have to be ridden along all of the
trailers at either the beginning or end of each journey.
So we arrived in Alessandria on time (10.30am) but

unloading the bikes took another two hours, as the cars

WORDS: Barry Lloyd PHOTOGRAPHY: Barry & Olive Lloyd

Mid Ride

above: Ready to cross
Europe without
refuelling...

Ypres

Rotterdam
Den Bosch

Alessandria

Venice

Villach

Vienna

Budapest

Koper

Ljubljana
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came off first. Still, that gave us a whole aernoon to get
to our first hotel in Venice.
It was 200 miles away, but we’d opted to take the

motorway, as we did for most of our riding days. I know
this might be anathema to some biking purists but it was
the trade-off we’d accepted so as to enable more time to
be spent at each stopover.
Wemade good time to our hotel in Mestre, about 10

minutes fromVenice itself, and spent two nights there.
We didn’t need to get back on the bikes, as there was a
bus from the hotel to the city centre every 10 minutes. In
any case, there was plenty more riding to do, and day
five saw us travelling over the Austrian Alps to Villach.
As we gained height it becamemuch colder, though

the temperature crept back into the early twenties as we
came down the other side.
Villach proved to be a little gem nestling by the River

Drau, and the old town is quite charming, but for us it
was just a one night stop on the way to Vienna, which
was a big hit with Olive and Les – their only regret was
that there wasn’t room in the panniers for ballgowns!
ere is free motorcycle parking all over the city

though, so we did the usual tourist things, including a
river cruise on the ‘blue’ Danube (it’s actually a dirty
grey), and a city tour by horse-drawn carriage.
One of the best bits was Cafe Central, which

opened in 1876, soon becoming a popular meeting place
for the Viennese intelligentsia as well as for some other
famous (and infamous) figures from the world stage. In
1913 alone, Sigmund Freud, Hitler, Lenin and Trotsky
were patrons of the Café Central, though not all at the

same time – now that would have made for an
interesting conversation...
Our three nights in Vienna went all too quickly before

we climbed on the bikes again for a 150-mile ride
eastwards to Budapest.e second capital of the Austro-
Hungarian Empire, the city used to be two – Buda, on
the west bank of the Danube, and Pest on the east.ey
were united in 1873 but remain quite diverse in their
architecture and cultural origins.
Another interesting fact – the Budapest Metro is the

oldest electrified underground railway in mainland
Europe, and the second oldest in the world, dating from
1896.e chain bridge (1849) is a good example of
Victorian-era engineering at its best, in this case
designed by an English engineer, Charles Tierney Clark.
Aer all these city stops we’d planned something

different for our next overnight – Lake Balaton, 150
miles southwest of Budapest. It’s the largest lake in
Central Europe, and one of Hungary’s foremost tourist

Top lefT: Venice was one
of the extended
stopovers.

above: Scechenyi
thermal baths, Budapest.

RIGHT: Chain Bridge in
Budapest was designed
by a Brit.

below: Crosstourer and
Trophy were part of the
trip, but the means to
an end.

belowRIGHT: Anyone
would think she preferred
this to sitting on the back
of a motorcycle.
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destinations. A lovely spot, and deserving of more time
than the one-night stop we gave it, but we had another
190 miles next day to Ljubljana, setting off along
Hungary’s quaint little back roads towards theM7.

Slovenia & Home
Hungary, it has to be said (or at least for the bit we rode
across) has rather flat and uninspiring terrain, especially
if you’ve come via the Austrian Alps. But over the border
into Slovenia, and things becomemore interesting;
picturesque chocolate-box houses against an alpine
backdrop reminiscent of Switzerland.
It’s a beautiful country, and still a young one, only

gaining its independence in 1991. Before then of course,
it was part of Yugoslavia, and before then was a small
cog in the Austro-Hungarian Empire.
It’s a tiny place, maybe 150 miles across at its

longest point, and home to just twomillion people, but
for me the stand-out memories of the capital Ljubljana
were the ‘love locks’ – padlocks of all shapes, sizes and
colours clamped to the rails of bridges, engraved with
messages of love and devotion. Quite a craze in many
European cities.
But we had a train to catch, and finally rode the 60

miles or down to Koper, a city on Slovenia’s short (29
miles) stretch of Adriatic coastline. Here we caught the

Autoslaapen back to Den Bosch, but now we knew the
score, ready to ride the length of the train, head on the
tank, to squeeze through the low first deck.
Back in Holland, unloading took only an hour or so,

but we had one more call to make before heading to
Zeebrugge and the ferry home. It rained hard on the
way to Ypres, but as we entered the city a weak sun
emerged, and that evening wemade our way to the
Menin Gate, the war memorial dedicated to the missing
dead of 1914-18.
At 8pm every night, a trumpeter plays the Last Post

here in remembrance, and we watched and listened in
silence as that haunting theme played out under that
great archway.

The Autoslaapentrein is advertised as the most
luxurious moto-rail service in Europe, but I wasn’t
convinced. Our private sleeping compartments
boasted a hand-basin but no shower or toilet, and
the refreshments available were quite limited.
Standard fare was dinner and breakfast on airline-
style trays but we’d paid a supplement (around
£35 per head each way) to have dinner in the
restaurant car.
That was a good choice, but add everything up

and the train wasn’t a cheap option, working out at
£650 for two people and one bike, Den Bosch to
Alessandria, though the return trip was only half
that amount.
On a purely financial basis it was probably

difficult to justify (though we did save three
overnight stopovers and lots of fuel). On the other
hand, in terms of making more distant destinations
attainable within a limited timescale, and enjoying a
different experience in the process, it’s worth
thinking about.

which train to take?

Stop preSS:
We’ve just heard that the
Autoslaapentrein service
has closed, due to
increasing costs, but
you can still catch a
motorail service from
Paris or Dusseldorf;
www.seat61.com/Motorail

top left:Mix of old and
new Ljubljana, seen from
the castle.

above: Parliament
building in Pest makes
ours look a little dowdy.

left: You don’t need to
climb the steps to
Ljubljana castle – there’s a
railway.

below: Passing tourists
get conscripted into an
impromptu choir.
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What’s on

Tell us abouT The club

In 1932 a small group of
motorcyclists, who had been
individually spending their holidays
touring to Europe, met in a pub in London
with a view to exchanging information of
experiences abroad. The IMTC was born.
The club soon grew to a few hundred
members, the size it still is today.

The club is for people independent
enough to ride without a guide, but who
still like to have good company with
whom to discuss the day’s experiences
and sights over a beer in the evening; to
build up a group of new friends who
share their interest.
WhaT do you offer members?

The club typically organises three or four
overseas trips per year, anything from a
long weekend to two or three weeks. We
also have about four UK hotel weekends
a year, perhaps a couple of camping
weekends, and regular meetings and/or
rideouts in some areas.

Apart from the official IMTC events,
the regular gatherings also provide the
opportunity to exchange travelling
information and experiences – just like
when the club was first set up – and
perhaps to find others interested in going
to the same places. Many trips by smaller
groups of members to more exotic
places, though undertaken outside the
club’s umbrella, have been conjured up
over a beer or two at a club weekend.
any special requiremenTs?

Any style, make and size of bike is
welcome. Any style, make or size of rider
too, come to think of it.
hoW doWe join?

Visit www.imtc.org.uk or email Brian
Barrow at membership@imtc.org.uk.

TTeellll uuss aabboouutt yyoouurr cclluubb
for the chance to be featured in
the magazine. Email us at
msleditor@mortons.co.uk
for a brief questionnaire.

International
Motorcyclists
Tour Club

JULY2015
3-5 BSB – Knockhill

www.britishsuperbike.com
3-5 NABDonia,

Swallow Falls Hotel, LL24 0DW
www.nabd.org.uk

4 Wheels for Troops Annual
Motorbike Ride,
Surrey www.wheelsfortroops.org

4 Cheshire Custom
& Classic Bike Show,
The Causeway Pub, Cheshire
www.taliesinbrotherhood.co.uk

4 Skillshare Morning,
The Aviator Restaurant,
Gloucestershire Airport GL51 6SR
www.rospa-roadar.org/glos

5 Craven Collection
Motorcycle Museum.
Open Day. Brockfield Villa
YO32 9UE. Tel 01904 400493.

5 ’Normous Newark,
Newark Showground NG24 2NY
www.newarkautojumble.co.uk

5 Ride-Out – Ton Up Day at
Brooklands – Ace Cafe
www.ace-cafe-london.com

5 World Superbikes – Round 9,
Moscow (STC). www.worldsbk.com

8 Cruiser Bike Night,
Lincoln Harley-Davidson
www.lincolnshirebikenights.com

10-12 Mallory Bike Bonanza,
www.malloryparkcircuit.com

11 National Bikesafe Show&
Track Experience,
Castle Combe Circuit
www.bikesafe.co.uk

11-12 VMCC Festival of
1000 Bikes,
Mallory Park www.vmcc.net

12 Garstang Autojumble
www.garstangautojumbles.co.uk

12 MotoGP – Germany.
www.motogp.com

12 Customised &Modified
Sunday,
CMC Motorcycles S45 9DP
www.cmcbikes.com

12 Offley Bike Show,
Offley Recreation Centre
www.greatoffleybikeshow.com

13 Victory Bike Day,
www.ace-cafe-london.com

15 Donington Ladies Only Day
with Maria Costello,
Donington Park bit.ly/1EPT4s4

16-19 The Rock & Bike Fest,
Carnfield Hall DE55 2BE
www.rockandbikefest.co.uk

17-19 British Superbikes –
Brands Hatch GP.
www.britishsuperbike.com

18 AFB500 Charity Ride,
The Manor Bikers Café DL8 5QH
www.armedforcesbikers.co.uk

18-19 Cock o’ The North
Continental Road Races,
www.oliversmountracing.com

19 25thWalsall Classic Car
& Transport Show,
Walsall Arboretum Extension,
www.transtarpromotions.co.uk

19 70s Bike Day, Ace Cafe
www.ace-cafe-london.com

EvEntsClub
foCus

19 World Superbikes –
Round 10,
Laguna Seca. www.worldsbk.com

22 Sports Bike Night,
Ferry House, Burton upon Stather
www.lincolnshirebikenights.com

23 British Superbike School,
Blyton Park, www.britishsuper
bikeschool.co.uk

24 Classic Bike & Car Meet,
The Victoria, Coalville LE67 3FA.
www.vicbikerspub.co.uk

24-25 Calne BikeMeet,
Calne Town Centre SN11 0EN
www.calnebikemeet.com

24-26 Moto Guzzi Club GB
Summer Camp.
www.motoguzziclub.co.uk

24-26 DDMC’s Cumbria Custom
Show 2015,
Kendal RUFC LA9 6DL.
www.facebook.com/groups/
cumbriacustomshow

25-26 Thruxton RacingWeekend,
Thruxton Race Circuit, Hampshire
www.thruxtonracing.co.uk

26 Ride-Out – Stunt Fest
& Streetfighter Show,
www.ace-cafe-london.com

26 Shaftdrive Sunday & IMTC,
Ace Cafe www.ace-cafe-london.com

26 43rd Cheshire Classic Car
&Motorcycle Show.
Capesthorne Hall, Cheshire
www.classicshows.org

26 Classic Japanese Day
CMC Motorcycles, Derbyshire
www.cmcbikes.com

26 Bexhill MofoFest 2015,
De La Warr Pavilion, East Sussex
www.bexhillmotofest.com

26 Rotary Charity Motor Show,
Frodsham Community Centre,
Cheshire WA6 7QN
www.cheshiremotorshow.co.uk

28 Barnsley Bikers ShowWith Go,
Barnsley www.showwithgo.co.uk

29 Sports Bike Night,
Blacksmith’s Arms, Rothwell.
www.lincolnshirebikenights.com

29 Cruiser Bike Night,
Beach Bar, Sutton on Sea.
www.lincolnshirebikenights.com
Million in 10 Rally,
The Playing Fields, Calstock, Cornwall
www.calstockbikeshow.co.uk
British Superbikes – Thruxton.
www.britishsuperbike.com
The Yorkshire Pudding Rally,
Escrick Estate, North Yorks
www.mapevents.co.uk

AUGUST2015
1 Skillshare Morning,

The Aviator Restaurant,
Gloucestershire Airport
www.rospa-roadar.org/glos

1-2 Llangollen International
Motorcycle Festival
www.llanbikefest.co.uk

2 Suzuki Bike Day, Ace Cafe
www.ace-cafe-london.com

2 World Superbikes – Round 11,
Sepang. www.worldsbk.com

3-8 Ulster Grand Prix.
www.ulstergrandprix.net

7-9 Classic Motorcycle Festival
www.donington-park.co.uk

Please email your event details to jclements@mortons.co.uk

Barrow at membership@imtc.org.uk. 

30-
Aug 2

30-
Aug 2
30-
Aug 2
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Ridingthe
RoadofBones
If youwant to get away from it all, there can be few locations as remote
as the endlesswastes of north-eastern Russia. Abandoned cities, tyre-
slashing rocks and choking dust storms all add up to truly challenging ride...

I
t was the week we had been riding towards for
over 90 days; the infamous Road of Bones, from
Yakutsk toMagadan, Russia. We’d started in
London with Compass Expeditions
(www.compassexpeditions.com) and ridden right

across Europe and into Russia.
One rider had dropped out aer an accident, but was

still a substantial group: Mick (ride leader, BMW
R1200GS), Justin (support vehicle driver), Robin
(cameraman), Jane (BMWF650, and first grandmother
to ride the Road of Bones), Leanne (another F650), Walt
& Pam (R1200GSA), Eric (BMWF800), Drew
(R1200GS), Bayne (F800), Robert (Suzuki DR650), Ray
(ditto), Tim (F800), Brian (Triumph XC800), John
(R1200GSA) and Scott, who aer breaking three ribs
was riding in the support vehicle.
Leaving Yakutsk, the Yakutian capital and one of the

world’s most remote cities, 12 riders slid down a sandy
embankment that was the ‘loading ramp’ for the Lena
River ferry – a worn out rust-bucket that provides the
only link between the east and west banks of one of
Russia’s largest rivers, the 10th longest on earth.
We had been expecting rain, subzero temperatures

and terrible roads at best – not to mention black ice and
snow at worst – but as we disembarked the ferry we
found ourselves riding under an immense blue sky in
20ºC temperatures on a brand new road.

WORDS AND PHOTOGRAPHY:Michael McDonald

Big Ride

Ghost town; the collapse of Communism led to some towns being simply abandoned.

Ferry, cross the Lena.

Magadan

Yakutsk
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sprinG breakaGe
It didn’t last long. Aer a couple of miles the new
road petered out, replaced by a deep gravel track with
rocks ranging from the size of marbles to tennis balls. It
was tough going for those not enjoying their front-end
sliding around and the bikes sounding as if someone
was taking to them with a sledgehammer, but we
still had 1200 miles to go.e weather however
remained wonderful.
Unfortunately, that didn’t help our ailing support

vehicle trailer – we were still on our first day on the
Road of Bones when we snapped our fih (and last) set
of trailer springs. Aer the obligatory dummy spit at the
trailer it was decided to hire a Yakutian driver and his
van to carry our substantial load of luggage, bike spares
and camping equipment, which would leave our trailer
virtually empty, but at least still rolling.
Dmitry the driver’s van was known as a Buhonka,

which literally translates, as ‘square loaf of bread’ which
is exactly what it looked like.e Buhonka is Russia’s
answer to a Transit, or maybe a VWKombi. Still,
breadvan or not, it was reliable, and Dmitry and his
Buhonka would accompany us all the way toMagadan.
e Road of Bones has a little-known yet tragic

history. Stalin populated his Gulag system with PoWs
and prisoners from across Russia during the Second
WorldWar and interned them in camps right out in the
endless wastes of north-eastern Russia.eir job was to
work the many gold and tin mines that still exist here,
and build tracks across hundreds of miles of
inhospitable terrain to service them.
We wanted to learn more about the history of this

region and found a tiny, yet amazing museum, hidden

within a local kindergarten at the remote settlement of
Teply Kglutch.
Wemust have looked a sight as 12 filthy bikers

wandered through the kindergarten, causing great
excitement not only among the children but also the
teachers who immediately ceased class and gave us a
personal tour of the museum.ey didn’t speak English,
but thankfully Alex andMila, two Ukrainian bikers who
were on the Road of Bones with us, translated.
Aer crossing another mighty river, the Aldan,

we climbed into the mountains where the gravel
became less deep and the Road of Bones turned into a
60mph track.e riding was magnificent as we passed
larch- and fir-covered mountains that were dissected by
raging rivers.
All the while the colours of autumn were

highlighted by the immense blue Kolyma skies – these
were days we wished would never end. At night, we
would camp beside one of the pristine rivers, watching
the campfire or the occasional display of Northern
Lights – quite incredible.

Ghost towns
We should have been making great time, but we weren’t,
and the problem was punctures. In just three days we
suffered more flats than we had riding the 16,000 miles
from London to Yakutsk. Each morning, each aernoon

James Cargo
motorCyCle
shipping

Let us transport your
bike to a new adventure
www.jamescargobikes.com | tel: +44 (0)1753 687722

top left: Lena Pillars are
a spectacular rock
formation on the Lena
River.

above: Another riverside
campsite, another
beautiful sunset.

below: Oops, another
trailer spring snapped.

bottom left:Where the
tarmac ends...

below: Call that roughing
it? They’ve got seats!
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and each evening we would be repairing or replacing
tyres on the bikes, trailer and support vehicle. We
suffered 13 flat tyres in four days, and it looked like we
would be a day late arriving inMagadan.
Locals told us the punctures were due to the higher

speeds we could manage, but it was also down to the
incredibly good weather, which turned out to be a real
double-edged sword.ere was no rain, mud or bog
holes to wash the razor-sharp rocks away, or to bury
them a little deeper – so the Road of Bones was covered
in sharp-edged stones, and we paid the price.
We arrived at Ust Nera, and a more forlorn,

godforsaken settlement would be hard to imagine.
Crumbling buildings surrounded us and everywhere we
looked there were heaps of rusting scrap metal, old car
bodies, trucks and skeletons of factories.
Black coal dust permeated every inch of the place, and

we couldn’t wait to leave. Our desperation to escape was
exacerbated aerWalt hit a pedestrian, bringing them
both crashing to the ground.e pedestrian must have
been okay as he ran away whileWalt rode to a quiet
place to repair his bike and gather his thoughts.e
locals asked if he wanted a priest!
If Ust Nera was a wasteland, then the abandoned city

of Kadykchan, was like something out of a disaster

movie.e whole place was completely devoid of any
human activity, as if the inhabitants had fled some
nuclear disaster overnight. It was an eerie yet surreal
experience to be walking through empty houses with
dinner tables still set and offices with all their records
scattered over the floors.
Like the Road of Bones, the city was built by Gulag

labour to service a coal mine, and 25,000 people used to
live here. Local legend has it that aer the collapse of
Communism the new government considered
Kadykchan, andmany other settlements like it,
unsustainable. So they simply turned off the power and
central heating – something you desperately need
during the –60ºC temperatures experienced in the
winters here. No one could survive that, so they were
forced to leave overnight.
Another flurry of flat tyres the aernoon aer visiting

Kadykchan forced our hand, and we stayed at a
wonderfully derelict hotel in Sussaman while looking for
a tyre repair depot to fix the slashed tubeless tyre on the
support vehicle.
For the second time round (as in 2010, when we’d

been here with a broken axle), the incredible people of
Sussaman came to our rescue.e local school bus
operator and two of his staff spent two hours of their

top left:Many people
died building the Road of
Bones – this is just one
memorial.

above: No tarmac, but
they do have road signs.

An estimated twomillion people died during the
construction of the mine tracks and at the mines
themselves between 1932 and 1953. It was the
ultimate illustration of Stalin’s icy grip on power in the
Soviet Union, and only ended when he himself died.
With such a death toll among the prisoner-

workers, there were clearly lots of bodies to be
buried. But it was (and is) so cold here that there’s
permafrost, and digging graves takes a lot of effort.
So instead, the dead were simply incorporated into
the road’s foundations, hence the name ‘Road of
Bones’. Pretty gruesome, and the road is now
treated as a memorial to those who died building it.

why ‘Roadof bones’?

below: River crossings
were easy in the summer –
winterwould be different...
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Saturday evening repairing our tyre. ese wonderfully
generous guys supplied us with a new tube, valve and
repair kit and refused to take one rouble from us. It le
me questioning where we had gone wrong in our
‘developed’ society with its ‘every man for himself ’ ethos.

is kindness of strangers had happened to us more
than once, and we drove away humbled. Sussaman itself
is not a salubrious place. Later that evening a choking
dust storm rolled in from the surrounding valleys
blanketing the town in an eerie, dusty yellow haze. It
reinforced the atmosphere of this decrepit place that
seems to be slowly sinking into the permafrost. But the
people who live here are generosity itself.

With 400 miles to go to Magadan, we resigned
ourselves to the fact that we would be a day late. But that
hardly seemed to matter as we le Sussaman the
following day, once again in brilliant sunshine, (though
along with choking dust). We rode over more
mountainous passes among the brilliant colours of the
endless forests of the Taiga, and of course we had more
punctures. We eventually hit Tarmac for the first time in
1800 miles. It was a great moment but we immediately
wished we were on dirt again as the blacktop was simply
a thin ribbon of bitumen between massive craters.

Finally, 17,800 miles and 106 days aer leaving the

James Cargo
motorCyCle
shipping

WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN
RIDE YOUR OWN MOTORCYCLE
www.jamescargobikes.com | tel: +44 (0)1753 687722

above: ’Ere mate, got
any more biscuits?’

below:Made it to
Magadan.

Ace Café (not to mention 19 punctures in five days) we
rode into Magadan. We were a day late, utterly
knackered but also elated to have made it. Emotions ran
high and a few tears were shed. It was a mammoth effort
from all the crew and was the pinnacle of what had been
an adventure of tragedy and triumph.

e bikes had done well, and apart from all the flat
tyres the only issues were one blown rear shock and a
couple of leaking fork seals – the Suzukis, Triumph and
BMWs all stood up to the endless pounding admirably.
As for the riders, they looked as if they had been
working in a deep coal mine, thanks to the ever-present
dust we had been riding through for seven days.

Apart from a few minor falls and Walt’s pedestrian
moment, everyone who le Yakutsk made it to Magadan
unscathed. It was time to celebrate.

Pleased to hit tarmac at last... even this tarmac.

top right: This was a
bridge, once.

right: Russian street
theatre (or it could be
Mick, Justin and the Tiger).
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speed
e general speed limit is 90kph (55mph) unless
otherwise indicated. 130kph (80mph) is allowed on
motorways (110kph (68mph) if it’s raining and on urban
motorways). 50kph (30mph) is the rule in towns and
villages but there are no signs – the limit begins as you
pass the village sign and ends as you pass the crossed-
out sign on the other side.

France has been clamping down hard on speeding
lately and on-the-spot fines are the norm. If you can’t pay
or if you’ve grossly exceeded the limit (around 50kph
over the motorway limit is enough) they can impound
and even crush or sell your bike. So you’ve been warned.
It’s common to find a speed trap hidden away under a
bridge just before a major motorway services.

If you’re flashed, a chase car (oen a dark blue
Subaru or Renault Megane RS) or bike will pull you
into the services, where you can be frogmarched to a
cashpoint to pay the fine. Any kind of device that
warns you you’re nearing a speed camera (even if it’s
just a sat-nav with locations loaded) is strictly illegal.

fuel
Supermarkets are by far the cheapest option. Motorway
services are breathtakingly expensive. Don’t assume
you’ll easily find fuel late at night or on a Sunday,
especially in rural areas.

When you do find a 24 hour garage, it will almost
certainly be cards only, and not all UK cards work at
French pumps – the time to test it is when there are
other options, not late on a Sunday night. Debit cards
are cheaper to use abroad than credit cards but fees vary
wildly – check in advance.

FRancE
France is biking heaven – fantastic roads, great scenery, welcoming people
and relatively few cars to spoil the fun. But there are a few specifics you
need to be aware of to make sure your two-wheeled trip goes smoothly…

FRancE
10thingstoknowBEFoRE RiDing in...

Tolls
Far cheaper for bikes than cars, but can still mount up.
On some holiday weekends and all year round at many
toll bridges, passage is free for bikes – look out for signs
directing you towards a separate lane off to one side.

RoAd suRfAces
Generally pretty good, but some rural roads are
extremely bumpy. Beware in the wet though –many
local authorities use very wide strips of overbanding to
cover cracks in the Tarmac, and it can be incredibly
slippery.

ere’s a lot of variety in white line paint too – in
some places it’s lethally slippery in the wet, so beware.
Take extra care in ferry ports, where there are oen rail
tracks set into the surface. Again they can be extremely
hazardous when wet.

Above: French Police
will give you a lot less
slack than the British.
Upset them too much
and they might even
crush your bike!
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tyrEs
Make sure your tyres are good before you go – a big
sportsbike can chew a rear tyre in a couple of thousand
motorway miles, so head for the south and youmight
need to get new tyres while you’re there!
Tyres aremore expensive than in theUK, so itmakes

sense tomake sure yourswill last the trip – if you usually
use so-compound sports tyres itmight beworth opting
for a highermileage sports touring or dual-compound rear.

DocuMENts Etc.
Youmust carry your driving licence, passport,
registration document and proof of insurance and be
prepared to produce them on demand. Failure to do so
is punishable by an immediate fine. Your UK policy
automatically covers you for travel with the EU, but only
for the legal minimum (in most casesird Party Only).
Some insurers offer automatic extensions of full cover,

but you need to check before travelling. Breakdown
insurance is highly recommended. Read the small print
though; many policies insist you buy cover for the entire
journey, so cover must include the day that you leave
home and not just begin as you land in France, or you
may find you have no cover at all.
By law youmust carry a disposable breathalyser; in

practice, there’s no fine for not carrying one, so it’s up to
you if you bother, but they’re only cheap...

EAtiNg AND slEEPiNg
ere are plenty of reasonably-priced hotels all over
France, with quality varying from immaculately-clean,
family-run gems to thinly-disguised grubby knocking
shops in some cities.ere’s recently been a rash of
development of out-of-town convenience hotels, many
with no staff, just an automated check-in system using
credit cards – Ibis, Novotel, BritHotel.ey’re cheap,
and a good bet if you’re arriving somewhere late…
traditional small hotels are oen closed and barred by
11pm, so trying to get a room late at night can be a pain.
Campanile hotels are a good compromise – modern, but
usually family run, with proper restaurants serving
regional food at good prices.
You can usually just turn up at camp sites, but they

can get very, very busy in July and August, and a lot shut
up shop completely in early September. Prices vary
hugely – look for CampingMunicipal for the best value;
they’re run by local towns/villages, are usually pretty
basic but clean and cheap (sometimes just a few euros
for a bike and tent).
You can findmost at: www.camping-municipal.org

Anything with swimming pools etc. is likely to be
geared towards families and a lot more expensive. If you
like to let it all hang out, how about a naturist camp site:
bit.ly/nakedfrance

Junction
ahead, give
way to
the right

Junction ahead,
you have
priority

You have
priority
on this
road

You no longer
have priority,

and must
give way to
the right

Roundabout,
give way to
the left

Give way
(Cedez le
passage)

You’re entering this
town or village, and
unless otherwise

stated, it’s the start of
the 50kph limit.

You’re leaving this
town or village, and the
speed limit. Unless a
second town/village
runs immediately
after, in which case
the limit remains.

Indicates the speed
in kph. Rappel

means reminder.

Pedestrians have the
right of way over

vehicles once they are
on the crossing.

30

Knowthe
signs

EtiquEttE
French drivers are very bike-aware, andmost are happy
to move over and let you pass where they can. It’s polite
to acknowledge with your right boot, since your right
hand’s occupied with the throttle. Bikes coming the
other way will usually wave or signal (it’s a sort of
Victory-V sign) – again it’s polite to acknowledge.
Flashed headlights though aren’t just being friendly –

it almost always means there’s a police presence just up
the road, so take it easy, especially as they’re armed, and
have powers to impound your bike and kick you out of
the country. Again, if you see a speed trap, it’s de rigueur
to warn drivers coming the other way.

Visibility
Dipped beam is compulsory during the day. It’s not
normally necessary to use beam converters as bike lights
don’t dip to one side as sharply as car lights. It’s NOT
obligatory to carry spare bulbs. However, if you’re
stopped with a duff bulb the police can refuse to let you
continue until you’ve fixed it.
French motorcyclists are required to have a certain

amount of reflective material on their helmets. Contrary
to some sources, this doesn’t apply to visiting foreigners.
ere was a load of hoo-hah a couple of years back
saying everyone was going to have to wear high visibility
clothing in France.
atwas never the case; it was proposed to carry a small

amount of reflective (not flourescent)material on your
jacket, but that lawwas never approved. From 2016 it will
be necessary to carry a fluoro vest for use in emergencies,
but youwon’t be required towear it while riding.

Priorité à DroitE – iMPortANt
If you ignore everything else on this list, please don’t
ignore this one...
Less common than it used to be, it’s still in force in

some towns and rural areas, and gives drivers pulling
out from the right priority over those already on the
road.Which wouldn’t be so bad but a lot of drivers won’t
even look as they pull out. Onmain roads a junction
with priorité à droite should be signalled by a triangular
sign with a red border and a black cross on a white
background. Elsewhere (and especially in towns and
villages) you’ll see a diamond-shaped sign with a white
border and yellow centre – this means your road has
priority. If it has a black diagonal line through it, that
means your road doesn’t have priority.
French traffic lights are similar to ours, but flashing

orange means traffic joining from the right has priority,
unless indicated otherwise. You can’t trust the locals to
take notice of this though... e bottom line is it’s the
bike that comes off worst, so a healthy paranoia as
you’re approaching a side road junction is wise.

tyrEs EtiquEttE
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Whatmatters is that you’re on the road,
but sometimes it’s important to know
what you’re getting in to…R

unning a tour company is a great
job, but if you think tour leaders are
in it for their own riding pleasure
you’re wrong; the joy comes from
the shared experiences, and being
able to help people discover the
pleasure of a certain road,

mountain pass or country.
At any show we get lots of people who come and chat,

and largely they fall into three broad groups: Group one
is the organised tourer – someone who’s done organised
tours in the past, enjoying the hassle-free ease and the
social element.

Group two is the undecided – oen people with a little
experience abroad but maybe looking to go somewhere
more challenging. Or the first-time tourer looking for a
bit of security; Group three is the ‘not for me’ – those
who believe that taking an organised tour is the so
option.ey don’t want to be constrained by a daily
schedule, they just want to get on their bike and ride.

Many people probably fall into all three groups at
different times in their life. If you want a quick weekend
in France and have been before then get on the bike and
go. Planning required is minimal, though try to avoid
French national holidays; I once spent two and half
hours looking for a room anywhere in Brittany, and
ended up riding 40 miles to get one.

If you’re planning to cross continents, or ride in the
developing world, lots of planning and preparation is a
good idea. Turn up to a border without the right piece of
paper and the trip is over.

Ride into the wrong area of Casablanca and you could
be in for an interesting evening.

Winging it works best if you want to camp. You’re not
tied to hotels, B&B’s and room availability; it’s a journey
of discovery every day.e danger is that you pass by a
twisty road, an interesting place or a great café.

You need to immerse yourself a bit in the local culture
to get the most out of it. When buying supplies, ask the
locals or go into the tourist information.What’s around
here? Are there any local biker cafes or routes?What’s
with the big castle on the hill? Don’t end up stuck on
main roads chasing the sun and camping on your
own… get stuck in.

Planning your own trip can be great fun; for some it’s
a task, but for those of us who enjoy a goodmap and
doing the research, it’s a joy. Find great roads, interesting

places to stay and link it all together. You set off with a
plan, knowing that you have some great days ahead, that
you’re not missing anything and that you have
somewhere to sleep. Of course you domiss stuff, but you
don’t know its there so it doesn’t really count!

Taking an organised tour has all the benefits of
planning your own but without the hassle. You get great
routes and a nice hotel at the end of the day. More
importantly you get the expertise of someone who’s
done it before. You’re not missing anything, and you get
to share it with a group of like-minded individuals.

ere’s nothing better than a cold beer at the end of a
riding day sharing the adventure with fellow riders. But
check how the tour is run; is it all compulsory group
riding, are you le to do your own thing or can you
choose how you want to ride?e benefits of organised
tours come to the fore when looking for an adventure
tour. Travel in South America, Asia or Africa is not the
same as Europe or the US.e experience of a good tour
operator will help keep you safe, and see as much of the
country as you can.

I’ve winged it in France and come across a little ex-pat
café with aWelsh Flag flying, only to find that the
owners used to live a fewmiles fromme. I’ve also
discovered a town that I assumed would be lovely, but
was actually the industrial heartland of the region,
resembling something from the future world scenes in
Terminator.

I’ve done lots of planned rides; now all research for the
business.We’re always looking for new experiences and
places, and this is the best way to find them. I’ve also
been on organised tours – on the first I failed to check the
riding style, and while I loved the area (South East Asia)
the trip wasmarred by the constant group riding. A
group only needs to be three or four mph slower or faster
than you want to ride, and it feels like walking or racing.

I don’t think there’s a ‘right’ answer to how to tour. For
those in the ‘not forme’ group you could be right, but if
you try something different, youmight become a convert.

Richard Millington has
been riding for more
than 30 years, touring
for more than 25, and
has never looked
back. He’s the founder
of Motorrad Tours,
and has ridden on
five continents, guiding
motorcycle tours in
Europe, Africa and
North and South
America.
www.motorrad-
tours.com offers a wide
range of adventures,
with something for
every rider

Who is
Millington?

Plan it.
Or wing it?

RichardMillington



Design changes to the
premium helmet show the
Japanese company’s
future direction…

Arai reveals
newtech in
RX-7V

KnowLEdgE
Kit Skills Buying advice

T
he first RX-7 was
released in 1978 –
10 years aer Arai’s
first full-face lid.
Arai’s distinctive

helmet design is intended to
‘glance-off’ during any crash,
always offering the impact point a
radius to help protect your head.
e 2015 model’s completely

new synthetic-fibre outer shell
moves the visor mounts lower,
making it completely smooth
above the test line of the Snell
Standard.e vents provide 11%
more airflow to the new interior,
while the visor locking
mechanism is significantly larger
and easier to use than before. We
spoke to Arai UK brandmanager
James Egan to find out more…

MSL:WhyhasAraimaintained
theRX7’s shell profile for
so long?
JamesEgan:AtArai we
believe in evolution, not
revolution. It’s a fact that the
strongest shell design is the one we
feature; similar to an egg’s shape.
eRX7-V’s shell is actually
slightly different to the RX7-GP,
because it’s slightly longer and
narrower, but we’re proud to say it
is very similar to what we’ve
already been producing.
We have made the changes we

need to, including those to the
design of the helmet’s seven
vents, which are now longer,
lower and wider at the rear.
ese were a logical thing to

alter, and they are
distinctively
different looking to
what we’ve run
before, with physical
blanks located at the
mouth of the inlet
tracts to reduce wind
noise. ese were
changes we needed to
make; radically altering the
shape of the helmet wasn’t.

MSL:Where does Arai sit in the
current market place?
JE:We are, and have always
been, a premium helmet
manufacturer. Generations of
technology andmanufacturing
prowess have gone into making
our products what they are,
which is why we have such a
domineering prescience in
motorsport (over half of the TT
grid and F1 drivers wear Arai).
e introduction of lesser-

priced helmet brands will always
compromise us in one way or
another, but we take faith in
knowing that those motorcyclists
who won’t opt for anything than
the best will always come to us
for a new helmet.

MSL:How will the new side
pods affect the RX7’s SHARP
testing results?
JE: It’s unlikely the changes made
to the side pods will alter the
SHARP results in any way, but
that was never the goal behind
the development. Arai has been

producing helmets for decades,
and we focus on improving our
helmets to our standards.
e decision to reduce the

size of the side pods was to
lessen what we call the ‘catch
area’ of the helmet. e reasons
behind this included being able
to reduce the chances of the
helmet’s side pods catching
anything when sliding along the
ground, but also to allow us to
build a stronger shell surface
area (because there is more shell
and less space given over to the
visor mechanism behind the
pods), while also reducing the

aerodynamic drag and any
resulting wind noise.

MSL:Will the new visor and
lock mechanism appear on
other Arais?
JE: For this year the innovations
will be exclusive to the RX7-V, but
it is our intention to start
incorporating the technology on
other models in the future.
Realistically, it’s most likely that
the advancements will be applied
to a single model per year; it’s not
a case of just changing a couple of
screws; every helmet will have to
be significantly remastered.

The visor and shell has been significantly redesigned for the RX-7V (left).



WhAT ARE ThE
Buying OpTiOns?
You have four main options; cash, hire purchase
(HP), a personal loan (PL) or personal contract
purchase (PCP). Cash is the simplest method,
but it’s also one of the least used nowadays.

A personal loan can work well, assuming you
can borrow money with a low interest rate over a period
that suits you. e HP system means you borrow
sufficient money from a finance company to cover the
bike’s value, minus the initial deposit; which is a typical
requirement in most cases. Between four and five years
is the normal loan agreement period, and like a PL, it
depends massively on what deal you can strike as to
whether this is an affordable option.

Most manufacturers are pretty good at subsidising a
loan’s APR interest to help incentivise model sales;
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B
uying a motorcycle used to be a
relatively simple affair; you either had
enough money for one, or you didn’t.
But the introduction of finance changed
things. For some, finance is a dirty
word, but for others it’s an opportunity
maker; a tool that gives you the chance

to own something you’d never dreamed of.
According to Matt Smith of Bikers Motorcycles in

Swadlincote: “Around six out of 10 of all our new bikes
are sold using some form of finance. It’s becoming ever
more popular. People are becoming more educated on
the subject, and less worried about signing up for credit.”

But, he admitted, there’s still a lot of confusion
around contemporary finance methods, which have
moved on since the days of getting your dad to
guarantee the repayments…

CHeAper THAn
Your dAilY CuppA

PCP is the fastest-growing finance method, with very good
reason. But it’s also the most misunderstood. Not any more…

WORDS: Bruce Wilson

YAMAHA MT-07
Daily price: Less than a Costa coffee
OTR: £5485
Deposit: £1351
36monthly payments: £79
Final payment: £2273
Total payable: £6468
Annual mileage: 6000
Excess mileage charge: 6p per mile

You have four main options; cash, hire purchase
(HP), a personal loan (PL) or personal contract
purchase (PCP). Cash is the simplest method,
but it’s also one of the least used nowadays. 

A personal loan can work well, assuming you

Your dAilY CuppA
PCP is the fastest-growing finance method, with very good

reason. But it’s also the most misunderstood. Not any more…



Turner, the continuation of PCP
on a newmotorcycle at the end
of a contract’s term is almost
inevitable. “PCP has made
motorcycles so muchmore
affordable. Our R125 is
supported by a PCP deal,
requiring a £1000 initial deposit
and thenmonthly payments of
£69 for the next three years.
“Once the period is up our

customers can go back into a Yamaha dealership and take
out PCP on the R3, carrying over the equity from that
initial deposit, withmonthly repayments going up by just
£10. It’s a no-brainer, and has seen huge popularity among
our customers.
“Our PCP is marketed under the ‘MiYamaha’ label

and was originally launched by us in 2013, perfectly
timed alongside the introduction of theMT-09.e
MTs have sold exceedingly well since their introduction,
and 50% of the models sold in year one were purchased
using PCP. I can only see this finance method becoming
more used in the future.”

PCP in PrACTiCe
For a real appreciation of how PCP works, I got a quote
at Marshall BMW, near Grimsby. Sales manager Paul
Clarke sat me down and pulled out a ‘Statements of
Demands and Needs Credit’ form. He explained that it’s
the dealer’s responsibility to work out the best buying
option for each customer.
Using a ‘Product Fact Finding’ flowchart, I was asked
a variety of questions including how long I intended

to keep the bike, what kind of annual mileage
I’d typically do, and whether lowmonthly
repayments were important to me.
My answers pushed me towards the
PCP route. “We’re regulated for
consumer credit activities by the
Financial Conduct Authority
(FCA)”, said Paul.
“With the onus being placed on us

to make sure that any purchase is
made with a full appreciation of all the
buying options available to a customer.

In today’s world everything is very clear
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moto guzzi eldorado
daily price: Less than a KFC Bargain Bucket
oTr: £15,635
deposit: £3277.25
36 monthly payments: £215
Final payment: £7222
Total payable: £18,239.25
Annual mileage: 5000
excess mileage charge: 6p per mile

ktm 1290 super adventure
daily price: Less than a Burger King
Double burger meal
oTr: £15,999
deposit: £4074
36 monthly payments: £209
Final payment: £6906.25
Total payable: £18,504.25
Annual mileage: 10,000
excess mileage charge: 14.9p per mile

Suzuki’s website shows it’s offering a 0% interest offer on
select models over a 48 month period, with just a £1
deposit needed.e list price for a new V-Strom 1000
Adventure is £10,135, which would meanmonthly
repayments of £211.12.
Aer four years you can chop it in or keep it for as

long as you like.e other option is PCP finance, which
has been around in the car industry for a long time and
last year accounted for 92% of UK car sales. It’s also
becomemassively popular for bikes recently…

How does PCP work?
Unlike traditional finance (HP), which is made up of
two parts – a deposit andmonthly repayments, with
PCP you split the cost of the bike into three chunks; a
deposit, your monthly repayments and the final chunk,
which is the future value of your bike (known as the
guaranteed minimum future value, or GMFV).
Because you’re only paying back a part of the total

cost of the bike, the monthly repayments are way lower
than if you were paying the total of the outstanding
balance. Some people get hung up on the GMFV or
‘balloon payment’ as it used be known, but they
shouldn’t.e figure is created by the finance company
to forecast a future value for the bike – not the actual
value, but the minimum value.
For example, a £10,000 bike could have a deposit of

£1700, and if the bike is expected to be worth £6000 aer
three years the GMFV could be set at around £4300.
erefore when you trade the bike in you have £1700
collateral as your deposit for your next machine.
If the figures have been set correctly by the finance

company, you ride into a dealership in three years with
the equity carried over and ready to put down on your
next bike. Assuming you go for something of a similar
tier, it’s likely your monthly payments will remain close
to what you’ve been used to.
According to Yamaha UK’s marketing manager Jeff
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for customers, and it’s our intention to help everyone
grasp the entireties of finance options.
“Most of our customers are new to PCP, but over half of

our bikes sold are purchased using this platform, because it
suits their pocket. It’s not right for everyone, but the biggest
hook to PCP is that itmakes high-end products affordable,
and themonthly repayments are oenmuch less than
what you’d be looking at onHP, because you’re not paying
off all of themotorcycle’s value.”
Basing a PCP quote on an R12000GS TE, priced at

£14,355 OTR, with a deposit of £2895.56, the deal I was
offered would have meant monthly repayments of £146
per month for the next 35 months, and a 5000 mile
annual mileage (you can increase or decrease your
predictedmileage to suit, but an increase will cost more).
At the end of that term I’d be le with the option of

paying off the remaining £7732.99 (GMFV), or I could
hand the bike back – essentially selling it to a dealer (and
not necessarily the one I bought it from), walking away
with whatever equity I had le on top of the owed figure.
Alternatively, I could trade the bike (and its equity) in

against another bike. I tried to get a committed figure
from Paul to work out exactly howmuchmoney would
be mine at the end of the three year term, but he said
knowing that precise sumwould be very hard to

calculate, because likewise I couldn’t guarantee that the
bike’s condition would be as good as it should be, or
that I hadn’t put 20,000 more miles on the clock than I
should have (miles on top of the contracted PCP annual
mileage figures leave you open to charges, typically five
or six pence per mile).
Of course, other parameters can also impact on a

bike’s worth; if the market became swamped with GSs it
would reduce their desirability, much the same as if
BMW released a new and better GS before my bike was
being sold to the dealer. But… as you’ll see, it’s still
unlikely you’ll lose money on the deal.
emotorcycle industry works with twomajor

pricing guides which forecast a bike’s value.e CAP
Green Book is one, Glass’s Guide is the other. I looked

Paul Clarke, sales
manager at Marshall BMW.

mvaugusta turismo veloce
Daily price: Less than a Starbucks veggie wrap
OTR: £12,199
Deposit: £3049
48monthly payments: £115.66
Final payment: £5971.25
Total payable: £15,572.68
Annual mileage: 3000
Excess mileage charge: 10p per mile

Most brands massively welcome
and support finance options.
Kawasaki is partnered with
Blackhorse Finance – the largest
lender in the motorcycle industry
– and offsets its marketing
budget to help make models
more affordable to its customers
by subsidising a loan’s APR.
“Every manufacturer pushes

incentives,” Kawasaki UK’s sales
manager Craig Watson told us.
“You can offer free insurance, a
fancy exhaust or servicing over
a certain period of time. It all
helps, but what we believe at
Kawasaki is that it’s most
important to firstly make the

motorcycle affordable.
“We want people to be able to

find the bike they want, then find
the deal which allows them to
own it. In today’s world, price
point and affordability has never
been so crucial; the market is so
competitive.”
To make things easy, Kawasaki

has created a specific finance-
focused website –
www.kawasaki-kalculator.co.uk
“The website is a great tool,”

Craig explained. “People can sit
at home and work out exactly
what it will cost them to buy a
bike on HP or PCP. There’s no
salesman standing over your

shoulder, so it’s a much less
pressured scenario.
“It’s essentially an aggregator

site so, having selected the bike
you’re interested in, you can
choose the kind of finance you’re
after, the duration of the
agreement and amount of money
you’d be looking to put down as
your deposit. Press Kalculate and
the site instantly tells you all the
stuff you need to know. If you
like what you see, you print a
copy off or forward the link to
your local dealer”.
Ducati is another very

proactive PCP brand, achieving
great success with its TriOptions

finance. The Italian manufacturer
launched its purchasing product
three years ago; a third of all
sales are bought using credit, and
90% of these are PCP. Tim
Maccabee is the managing
director of Ducati UK and told us:
“The great thing about PCP is how
it can make luxury, premium
products like ours very affordable.
“Because our residuals are

so strong, it often works out that
our models can be as comparably
affordable on PCP as lesser-
priced rival products. People love
this, and it has significantly
opened the door to new
customers.”

Howthe industry thinks

ducati monster 1200
Daily price: Less than a Big Mac meal
OTR: £10,931
Deposit: £2053
36monthly payments: £129
Final payment: £5894
Total payable: £12,591
Annual mileage: 6000
Excess mileage charge: 6p per mile
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up the trade price for a two-year-old R1200GS TE
(because they’ve not yet been out for three years), it’s
shown as worth £10,600.

At a single year old its trade value was £11,555, so you
could logically assume that by three years it would have
lost two grandmore; being valued around £9500. Taking
the above into account, this shouldmean that whenmy
term ended on the three year PCP deal, myGS (assuming
it was in good condition and I hadn’t broken the demands
of the PCP contract) would actually beworth around
£1800more than the £7732.99GMFV set out.

Mymaths aside, Paul reassured me that it’s unlikely a
bike will be valued at less than the GMFV figure. And,
even if it is, it’s not for you to try and find the shortfall to
bridge it up to the GMFV sum; that’s a problem for the
finance company to have to worry about.

In that scenario you’d simply conclude your finance
arrangement at the end of the term andwalk awaywith
nothing – you’ve lost your equity, but you’ve also nothing
more to pay. According to Paul: “eGMFVs are really
well thought out, so despite not being able to give an exact
figure of howmuch equity someonewill have in a bike
when it’s time to hand it back, it’s very rare that anyone is
le needing to find a substantial amount of additional
money for their nextmotorcycle, because theGMFV
figure is always lower thanwhat the bike is actually worth.

michAEl millER
Michael Miller, 71, is a PCP customer, having
bought his last four bikes this way. He told us:
“I’m a big fan of PCP. I first came to hear of it
around seven years ago, while I was looking
to buy a new R1200RT. I didn’t have the cash
to purchase the new Beemer, so I was looking
into finance options and PCP was mentioned.

“I was a little sceptical at first, because it sounded too good to be true, but the
system was explained properly and I couldn’t resist. I traded my old bike in as a
deposit and walked out of the showroom with the bike I really wanted, with a
payment structure which made things affordable.

“I’ve had such a positive experience that I’ve continued going back to the buying
option every time, only ever once needing to slightly top up my carry-over deposit,
and that was because I wanted to change my bike before the term of the contact
had expired.

“My advice to anyone considering PCP would be to make sure you have allowed
yourself a high enough annual mileage, and be sure to keep your bike serviced
and in good condition. I’ve never incurred a penalty owing to the state of one of
my bikes, although I did get a scratched pannier sprayed before it came time to
trade one back in.

“On the whole, I would recommend PCP to everyone. It’s been a huge asset to me.”

ROb hill
Another man who has nothing but praise for
PCP is Rob Hill. He’s just signed up to his
second term, and told us he’d have otherwise
not have been able to afford his new bike. “I’m
a big fan of PCP for a number of reasons.
There are a lot of perks, including being able
to own a bike that I’d otherwise not be able to
afford. What people might not realise is that
you also have buying power when it comes to purchasing a new bike, much like a
cash buyer.

“On my last purchase I managed to lower the APR on my bike’s credit by 4%,
which has made a substantial difference to the overall cost of my finance. My only
other advice is not to get lured into paying too little on your monthly repayments.
I’ve opted to pay a bit more than I could have, because I don’t want to be found
lacking in equity when it comes time to sell this bike and buy the next one.”

The customer’s take

honda crosstourer c-abs
Daily price: Less than a grilled chicken sandwich meal
OTR: £12,399
Deposit: £2041.74
36monthly payments: £149
Final payment: £4993.38
Total payable: £12,399
Annual mileage: 6000
Excess mileage charge: 5p per mile

triumph speed triple 1050
Daily price: Less than a four-pack of Old Speckled Hen
OTR: £9749
Deposit: £1950
36monthly payments: £1159.01
Final payment: £5453
Total payable: £11,687.36
Annual mileage: 5000
Excess mileage charge: 6p per mile

Dealers will guide you through the paperwork,
which explains everything as clearly as possible.
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Blackhorse Finance is the
leading motorcycle finance
company. A chat with its
franchise development
manager, Dave Macey, shed light
on some key PCP questions …

MsL:What happens if my bike
is damaged by the end of the
PCP term?
DM: “It’s the customer’s
responsibility to maintain and
ensure the good condition of
their motorcycle throughout the
PCP period. Naturally, if the
motorcycle is damaged its value
will be compromised, so will not
be worth the same as it would
have otherwise.
“Of course, the GMFV figure is

typically set around 20% lower
than the bike’s actual value, so
assuming the damage/condition
of the bike is not too severe,
you’ll still get more back for it
than the GMFV that was set at
the beginning of the contract.
“But it might mean that you’ll

have to put more money in than
you would have on your next
PCP contract, to meet the

15-20% deposit needed on your
next machine.”

MsL:What happens if you
exceed your stipulated mileage?
DM: “At the beginning of every
PCP term the dealer will carefully
help you to determine what your
annual mileage should be set at
for the duration of the finance–
ranging from 1-24,000 miles per
annum. Off the back of the
mileage, your bike’s GMFV will be
set out.
“So if you were to exceed this

stipulated mileage it would
essentially alter the bike’s future
value. For this reason, financiers
set out excess mileage charges.
Most have a two-tier charge
system, so for example sub-5000
miles [on top of your agreed
allowance] would be charged at
6p per mile, while 5000 miles
and upwards would be charged
at 12p per mile.
“Also, you cannot elect to

increase your stipulated mileage
half way through the contract, so
you must keep this in mind. The
excess charge will only impact

you at the end of the term, so
you might be able to alter your
riding usage in the final year to
ensure you are within your
allotted miles.”

MsL: Can you conclude your
PCP contract at any point?
DM: “You can request a
settlement figure for your PCP
purchase at any point in time, so
you can essentially end your PCP
at any point. There is no penalty
for ending the term early,
although the settlement figure
will obviously be higher than the
GMFV figure that has been
calculated for the whole duration
of your original term.
“Some people opt to conclude

their contracts when a
manufacturer brings out a new
bike, prompting them to sell their
bike in order to purchase the
next one on PCP.”

MsL:Will changing bikes cost
me money?
DM: “It’s typical that a customer
will have around 20% equity
following the sale of their bike,

having paid off the remaining
finance due. PCP deposits
average at around 15-20% of the
motorcycle’s value, so if you
were to choose a follow-up bike
of the same value as the one you
have just handed back, then you
would have sufficient funds for
the necessary deposit.
“If you chose to go for a less

expensive product next you
would probably have more money
than you need for your next
purchase. Likewise, if you went
for a more expensive bike you
would have to find more money
to top up the necessary deposit.”

Thefinance company’s view

“I recently had a guy come in with a 13 plate
R1200GS, which had a GMFV of £7700. I gave him over
£10,000 for his bike, which meant he had more than
enough to cover the deposit on his next purchase.”

Is PCP AlwAys bEsT?
ere are many reasons to go for PCP, with perhaps the
two biggest hooks being that you’re able to ride away with
a new bike that you might not have the cash to buy, and
being able to pay low monthly sums to own it.

People also seem to like the idea of being able to
conclude the contract at any time, which isn’t so easy on
a HP financed deal. Likewise, you’re not tied to any
brand (because the money you owe is to the finance
company, not a manufacturer), plus when it comes time
to sell your bike you can shop around to get the best
trade-in figure from any number of dealers.

You can even look to sell it privately, as long as you
inform the buyer that you have finance le to settle, and
obviously let the finance company know what you’re
doing. is might get you a bit more cash than you’d be
offered from a dealership, although a good retailer will
typically try and bridge the deposit gap if you’re slightly
short on your next purchase, so bear this in mind and
try to get the best deal you can – much the same as if
you were trading in any bike.

Of course PCP won’t suit everyone, but there’s a good
reason for it proving so popular with those that know of
it and understand it. e current economy’s generally
low APR rates are making deals even more attractive,
so if you were looking to go down this route, now’s
probably the best time.

kawasaki versys 650
Daily price: Less than a Starbucks To Go coffee
OTR: £6885
Deposit: £2000
36monthly payments: £70.08
Final payment: £2943
Total payable: £7465
Annual mileage: 4000
Excess mileage charge: 6p per mile





Cheap
thrills
Don’t just think of Suzuki’s GSX-R600 as a single-minded,
uncompromising sportsbike only suitable for riders in a
hurry. The original 1997model might have fit that bill,
but since then it’s becomemore refined and usable.
It’s even quite comfortable…
WORDS: Chris Moss PHOTOGRAPHY: Mike Weston

Suzuki GSX-R600 K2
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WHAT’S IT LIKE TO RIDE
Context is an important word to consider when
riding a 2002 GSX-R600. e machine being over 13
years old is something to particularly bear in mind.
Do that and your expectations will be met by most
aspects of the Suzuki’s performance, and happily
exceeded by several others.

e engine and, more importantly the way it delivers
its power, will easily be the most influential factor when
it comes to making a decision on the suitability of the
600.ere’s no doubt that back in 2002 it was fair to
describe the in-line four-cylinder motor as flexible.

Bottom end andmid-range power were useful enough
not to need to reach for the gearlever too oen – unless
you were in a real rush.ese days, the story isn’t quite
the same. Advances in technology have ensured the
latest spec 600s produce surprisingly good levels of drive
at all rpm.is GSX-R isn’t quite that versatile.

To be fair to it though, as long as you’re not too lazy
with your efforts and are willing to choose roughly the
right gear, then pulling power at lower revs is acceptable.
Just don’t expect a surge from as low as 3000rpm in
fourth for example.

What perhaps emphasises the obligation to keep
things more on the boil is the strength of the
acceleration higher up the rev range. Get more towards
8-9000rpm and the serious pick up in pace is such that
relatively speaking at least, the drive below it seems quite
weak. It’s not. It just feels that way. Similarly, once you
get to 10,000rpm and above, then the mid-range you’ve
just considered healthy, will seem less so.emore revs
you give this engine, the stronger it is.

Now whether this level of involvement is something
you’ll feel happy with will be up to you. I didn’t find it
too taxing, and as I’m normally more critical of engine

F
ollowing on from the successful launch
of the GP racer-inspired GSX-R750WT
in 1996, the first GSX-R600 arrived in
dealer showrooms the following year.
Clothed in almost identical bodywork,
the smaller carbed machine weighed
174kg, with its engine producing a

maximum of 106bhp.at may have been impressive
enough, but the peaky motor needed to be revved very
hard to get it to produce anywhere near that; later,
updated versions made 110bhp.

e bike was given a thoroughmakeover in 2001,
with the 163kg machine featuring fuel-injection for the
first time, while mid-range power was significantly
improved, making the bike more rideable. Bar colour
changes, the 600 then stayed pretty much the same until
the 2004 season when another all-new version arrived.

Bodywork was more sharply styled, a retuned
engine made 120bhp and with a completely new
chassis, including upside-down forks and radial
calipers, cornering performance was boosted
appreciably. Updates continued with an all-new bike
arriving in 2006, with its even more tractable engine
nowmaking 125bhp.

e trend to improve the flexibility of the in-line four
was repeated once more in 2008, with the freshly-styled
GSX-R featuring a three-position power switch,
adjustable footrests, electronic steering damper and
slipper clutch.e final incarnation of the bike to date
appeared in 2011.

Again the usability of the engine was boosted, though
peak power stayed at 125bhp. Big piston forks improved
handling, with braking getting a similar boost thanks to
the fitment of one-piece monobloc calipers. Since then,
the Suzuki has only changed its colour.
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oTHERBikESToconSidER

kAWASAki zX-636
2003-2005, 636cc, in-line four,
112bhp, 161kg
With its ‘extra’ capacity, the
Kawasaki is an exciting
supersport bike with some
flexibility. Still speedy and
focused with its high spec and
racy styling, the 636 is easier to
live with than other 600s.

TRiUMPH dAYTonA 650
2005, 646cc, in-line four,
110bhp, 165kg
Another ‘big engined’
middleweight sportsbike, the
angular-styled 650 has character
and rarity value. Gutsy and usable,
the Triumph ismore relaxed than
the GSX-R. Handling is sharp and
accurate, and brakes strong.

HondA cBR600RR
2003-2004, 599cc, in-line four,
115bhp, 163kg
Designed more for racing than
all-round versatility, the RR’s
performance is still user-friendly
enough. Chassis spec gives
quick yet stable handling.
Decent comfort and practicality
complete the worthy package.

YAMAHAYzF-R6
1998-2005, 599cc, in-line four,
108bhp, 169kg
The R6’s searing top-end surge
hides a reasonably useful mid-
range. Also built for speed is a
chassis with exceptionally quick
steering. Superb brakes and
excellent suspension. Not that
comfortable.

SUzUki
GSX-R600k2
Engine: 599cc, liquid-
cooled, 16v, dohc,
in-line four

Power: 115bhp (86kW)
@ 13,000rpm

Torque: 67lb-ft (91Nm)
@ 11,000rpm

Gearbox: Six-speed

Final drive: Chain

Frame: Alloy twin spar

Suspension: (F) 45mm
forks, fully adjustable (R)
Rising-rate monoshock,
fully adjustable

Brakes: (F) Twin 320mm
discs, four-piston
calipers (R) 220mm disc,
single-piston caliper

Tyres: (F) 120/70-17 (R)
180/55-17

Seat height: 830mm

Wheelbase: 1400mm

Kerb weight: 188kg

Fuel capacity: 18 litres

Specification

VALUES

£1250-
£3000
Prices for the faired
K1-K3 range from models
in average condition
sold privately, to
immaculate examples
available at dealers.
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Neil Waters bought his GSX-R600 as a
spare bike five years ago
“I didn’t want to use my GSX-R1000

too often,” says the 56-year-old
satellite communications manager who
clocks up 500 miles a week on his 600
journeying to and from work.
“It’s become a workhorse really, and

I’ve done over 17,000 miles
commuting on it. Though I never ride it
just for pleasure, it’s still good fun.
You have to rev the 600 to get the
best out of it, and working the
gearbox is important. But that’s why

it’s so rewarding to ride. I think it
handles really well. Thanks to the great
chassis, corner speed is excellent.
“The suspension is still on the

standard settings as I’ve never felt the
need to change them. And though the
bike is agile and easy to flick around,
it’s always been predictable and stable.
“It’s pretty comfortable for me, and I

have no worries doing the big miles I do
on it. It’s not quite as focused as some
other 600s. I’ve not had a single
problem with it, and I don’t think I’ll ever
get rid of it.”

I OWNONE

quality of its handling is definitely more modern than its
2002 vintage might have you assume.

Overall, the 600 is still a rewarding machine to ride. It
looks stylish even if things like conventional fork and
brake caliper design do ultimately date it a little.e best
thing about it though is the fact that its capability will
only set you back around just one quarter of the price of
a new 600 sportsbike. Pick a good one like the one we
tried, and you’ll be laughing all the way to the bank –
especially if your financial base is at the end of a long
and nicely twisting road.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR
ough there’s still a quite decent choice of early fuel-
injected GSX-R600s on the market, you may have to
travel to improve your chances of finding the best one.
ey’re strong and reliable bikes, however there is an
important proviso to this being the case – they have to
have been looked aer.e required amount of TLC to
keep them running sweetly isn’t anywhere near the
level of something more exotic, but regular servicing
and a good clean and polish when needed are
important to ensure a long and happy life.

Bikes on the market fall into two distinct groups –
those that have been tinkered with, and those that
haven’t. Going for the latter types is the best advice.

Machines in near standard trim with evidence of
being cared for inside and out, are easy to spot.e
finish of the Suzuki is fairly good but you’ll quickly
recognise any examples that have been neglected.

Look under the bike around the rear suspension
linkages to see if the effects of a bucket and sponge are
evident, and do the same with the front of the engine. If
there’s heavy corrosion then youmight want to
reconsider buying, or at least haggling.

Proof of harder riding or less conscientious ownership
will also be clear when you inspect the condition of the
tyres and transmission more closely. Head bearing
notchiness is normally a sign of stunt riding, though it
can also come from doing manymiles on the motorway.

Suzuki’s smallest GSX-R doesn’t have to be ridden flat
out to be appreciated. As a summer hack, or something
a bit more long-term, it can be a great value machine if
you’re aer something a little more involving…

character like this, I was surprised by my tolerance. I
guess that’s because there were some compensations to
this ‘shortcoming’. Firstly it makes the engine more
involving and exciting to use, and when you do that and
increase the pace of your riding, the benefits offered by
the rest of the bike can be appreciated.

ere’s no doubt, even though the Suzuki can’t boast
the high specification components of the latest machines
on the market, it’s still what I’d describe as a fine-
handling bike. Still light by current standards, the 600
also has manageable dimensions; it might well have a
sporty riding position, but it’s relaxed enough to be
reasonably comfortable. Unless you’re especially lanky,
longer nonstop trips of around a couple of hours are not
going to pose a serious problem.e same roomy nature
provided by the sensible position of the seat and bars
isn’t quite matched by the height of the footrests, but
there’s still enough leverage to dominate the bike and
flick it around with authority.

at’s something that’s easy to do, and it doesn’t take
long to begin marvelling at the way you can devour
corners. Direction changing needs little effort, and the
quality of the brakes and suspension is such that
choosing, altering, and holding lines is almost
instinctive. With its lovely steering, the Suzuki is a
pleasure to ride onmore interesting back roads.e

This could be a cheap
machine for a summer of
fun. Find out how to buy
for a season on page 91.

Jo Kirton of Peter Hammond Motorcycles in
Cirencester has worked on numerous GSX-R600s.
“To be honest, we don’t see that many of the early

ones these days. But the Ks are really good, tough
bikes – provided you look after them.
“Owners are split in type. Half of them have

bought the bike to tear-arse around on. They tend to
chuck a load of bling at it, with stuff like mirrored
screens, anodised engine bolts, and rim stickers
being favourite add-ons. Loud pipes are common
with that set too.
“The owners you’d ideally buy from are a bit older,

keep their bikes stock, and look after them well.
Provided you do that, the 600 will stay reliable and
hang on to its looks. Even if you run the bike through
winter, as long as you hose it off after every ride,
then you’ll keep the corrosion at bay.
“They’re a much better all rounder than people

think, and problems with them are very rare.”

I SELL THEM

SERVICING COST
MINOR@4000MILES
OR 12MONTHS

£175-£200
MAJOR@7500
MILES/24MONTHS

£225-£250
VALVE CHECKS@
14,000MILES

£380
*Costswill varydepending
on labour ratesand
conditionofyourbike.
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TOURING
A taller screen is a quick
and very effective way
of improving long
distance comfort.

FINISH
Though generally good enough to withstand all
weathers, some components like fasteners and
brackets can corrode easily if the bike isn’t cleaned
regularly. Riding in winter will require hosing the bike
down after every ride. The condition of the GSX-R is a
great guide to how often it’s been used, As well as an
accurate indication of the care it’s received.

STEERING DAMPER
The standard fitment steering damper is unadjustable.
However you can drain its oil and replace with different
viscosity to alter its stiffness. Remove the blanking
plug, pump out the old oil. Then introduce the new stuff
by extending the empty damper with the blanking hole
submerged in the new oil.

FUELLING
The GSX-R’s fuelling is pretty good, but power, fuel
consumption and throttle response can be improved by
fitting a Power Commander or remapping the ECU.
Certainly the case if you fit an aftermarket end can.

BRAKES
Pretty good, but there’s
no doubt a caliper
service, fitting braided
lines and fresh pads
could make a significant
difference to their power
and feel.

SUSPENSION
One of the best points of
the bike. But after 10
years of action both the
forks and shock will
benefit from a service
and new damping oil.
MCT Suspension can do
the job – budget from
£150 for the shock and
from £200 for the forks.
mctsuspension.co.uk,
01449 777161

ENGINE
Higher mileage GSX-Rs
shouldn’t be sniffed at.
Earlier bikes are 15 years
old now and have bound
to have clocked up over
25,000-40,000 miles.
However, as the Suzuki’s
in-line four motor is a
tough one, this isn’t an
issue. Proof of servicing
is still important to
see though.

GEARING
A cheap and effective way of making the 600’s engine
feel a little livelier, and generally improve its overall
throttle response, is to fit a one-tooth smaller front
sprocket. Lowering the gearing in this way is effective and
very cheap. Doing it yourself would cost a tenner. A dealer
would ask £30-40. Speedo accuracy will be altered a little.

PRICES
You can get hold of early 2001models for less than £2000,
but be warned – if youmiss any serious faults with these,
pricey repairs can be uneconomic. Take care, and you’ll find
a good one – there’s a fair few still out there.
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i
t’s easy to get blinkered by one style of
machine, andmost of us aren’t in a
position to have a garage full of every
style of bike. But don’t let that stop you
enjoying the huge variety of
motorcycles out there – buy carefully
and you could have amile-munching

bagger one season, a sportsbike the next, before
the fun of choosing what you fancy aer that.
Ex-racer Mark Hardy has bought dozens of

bikes – from ’Blades to Tigers and GSX-Rs to
R1200GSs; he looks for a machine to suit his
next trip. “I spend hours trawling eBay, and set
up ‘saved searches’ within a 50 mile radius to
alert me when a new one comes up. If I see
something I’m interested in, I put a low bid on
straight away, and wait to see if anybody else
shows any interest.
“I’ll only bid on bikes with a service history,

and if there’s not enough info on the advert, I’ll
drop the seller a message, or phone them. For
instance, if the listing doesn’t mention that the
V5’s present, I’ll always ask!
“I also run an HPI check on everything to

avoid unpaid finance, stolen, or written-off
bikes. Occasionally a seller won’t know about
an issue – I actually got a bike for half price
once through this bartering tool!
“e key thing is to know what you’re

buying, and what you’re capable of repairing.
I’ve bought bikes without viewing them, but

I’m not afraid to refuse to pay for something if
it’s not as described. Keeping my buying
within a 50 mile radius saves some fuel if a
seller has wasted my time.
“I’ll always look for things that have been

missed off the listing, as they’re a perfect way
to haggle, and I quote the repair at full dealer
prices. Having a trailer helps – I always go to
view a bike with all the cash in my hand, ready
to do a fast deal.”

What do you checkWhen
you see a bike?
“Generally, you can tell if a bike’s honest the
moment you see it – if the owner’s taken the
time to polish it, and the brake fluid, coolant
and oil are nice and clear, it’s more than likely a
good one. I like a bike with an inch of unworn
tyre at the edges – it’s a good sign it hasn’t been
ridden hard, as are undamaged hero-blobs.
“Look at the bottom of the fork stanchions,

below the axle. People have been known to rub
down and repaint them aer a scrape, to hide
the damage. Do they match either side? Does
the shape of the casting look correct?e
compression adjuster – if it’s on the bottom of
the fork – also gets damaged easily.
“Look through the fairing panels at the

radiator to see if it’s straight. Try to peek
everywhere you can behind the fairings for
scrapes on the engine casings and frame.

Another telltale sign of damage is new coolant
pipes, or damaged jubilee clips holding themon.
“On the swingarm, look for damage to the

rear corners, or behind the exhaust, if it’s a
low-hanging one.e clocks should be straight
and secure – the mounting brackets are easily
damaged. Is the ignition barrel intact, or does
it look like some scally has forced a
screwdriver into it?
“Besides looking for evidence of lock-wiring

on fasteners, other possible tells of a race or
track bike are well-used suspension adjusters
and damage to the rims caused by excessive
tyre changes.
“Run your hand over the brake discs: racers

use hard pads, which put grooves in the disks,
and a lip on the edge. If the clocks say 3000
miles, but the discs have that kind of wear, the
bike’s spent a lot of time on the track.
“Some things are so obvious, you can

overlook them – do the fairing panels fit
correctly; is the chain well maintained; are
there any stickers in strange places; any
overspray under the seat or inside the filler
cap; any scrapes on the exhaust, indicators or
mirrors; are the bar-ends and levers original?
Check the tyres – not just for wear, but are they
on the right way round? You’d be surprised,
but it’s a great bartering point, and how I can
keep changing bikes without having to invest a
lot of money each time.”

season You could buy the
ultimate all-rounder, but
how about swapping your
bike to suit your mood?

Buyingforthe

words & photography: John Milbank

Buyer’s Guide
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What could a sportsbike-loving ex-racer possibly love about a tall adventure bike?

i ’ve always been a fan (from afar)
of Triumph’s middleweight Tiger,
with its rugged and utilitarian
styling, suggestive of being ready

to go anywhere and do anything.
Traditionally, I’ve always been a
sportsbike kind of guy, but there’s
something about the three-cylinder
800 that I just can’t get enough of. Or at
least in theory.
Owing to my sporting background,

the thought of living with a very
upright, and comparably heavy
motorcycle got my brain questioning
whether I could adapt and enjoy such a
drastically different type of
motorcycle?Will it be able to handle
like I want it to? And will the bike’s
Daytona 675-derived motor be able to
deliver with the exciting and vibrant
experience that I crave?
I’m already beginning to grow fond

of my new two-wheeled friend. Owing
to the package and the bike’s relaxed
ergonomics, not once have I felt in any
way uncomfortable, despite a couple of
longer rides.
e ‘Comfort Seat’, with ‘3Dmesh

technology’, offers an outstanding level
of ‘squidgyness’ to keep you happy in
between refuelling, and helps to avoid

the fatigue that can sometimes be
brought on when feeling in one way or
another uncomfortable on longer
journeys.
emodel that I have on test here is

the XRx 800, but Triumph offers two
different flavours of the Tiger; the XR
and XC.e XR range is aimed at the
more touring focused, while the XC is
more suited to those who wish to
venture off the beaten track and hit the
rough stuff. Both variants are also
available with even higher levels of
spec – the XRx and XRc – offering
various hi-tech features, including
riding modes and cruise control.
e new 2015 Tigers sport the second

generation 800cc enginewhich now
features a ride-by-wire throttle system
intended for smoother power delivery,
improved response and lower emissions.
Triumph claims a 17% increase in

economy, boosting mpg to 65.
According to my calculations, that
should mean that from the fairly
generous 19 litre tank, we should be
looking to achieve a range of
approximately 270 miles. However, the
best return I had on a tankful was 173
miles, with a further 13 miles shown
on the range before refilling.

e comprehensive trip computer
gave me a reading of 43.6mpg, but
frommy workings out, that reading
was potentially slightly pessimistic as I
make it 44.6mpg (I’m also possibly a
tad more ham-fisted than your average
adventure/touring rider).
I found the motor to be even sweeter

than I expected, and when selecting
the ‘Sports’ riding mode I felt much
more at home; the engine wants to rev,
encouraging me get the triple singing.
Don’t get me wrong, it’s so user

friendly and easy-going that you can
tiptoe through villages at 30mph in top
gear, carrying as little as 2000 revs,
then wind her up as the speed limit
increases; the engine pulls without a
single stutter, effortlessly up to your
cruising speed.
It’s fair to say that already this

middleweight adventure bike has well
and truly opened my eyes and
broadened my perspective on riding
in general.
A great few weeks so far, and I can’t

wait to see what the future will bring.
I’ve got a pretty broad agenda in line
for the Tiger, including a few big rides
and some slightly more challenging
stuff... Stay tuned.

Something abit different

The rider

The bike
Triumph Tiger
800 XrX

Cost new: £9499

Performance:
93bhp, 58lb-ft

Wet weight:
216kg

Tank size:
19 litres

Seat height:
810-830mm

Thismonth
Miles: 373

In total: 373

Average mpg:
44.6

Highlights:
Broadening my
motorcycling
horizon

Lowlights: Not
having the time
to ride even
more

Ben miller
An ex-national
level racer, Ben
has been a keen
biker since the
age of 10, when
he took up
motocross. Since
then he’s gone
on to own a
string of track
race bikes and
commuters for
the road

Long Termers
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same time having enough in reserve to
make it easy. Twenty years ago my first
big bike was a 1979 Suzuki GS550. It
was too tall, too heavy and not at all a
sensible buy. But I loved it, learned to
manage the mass and it only caught
fire once. Something about the XJR
caught my eye at the bike show last
year and I’ve wanted one ever since.
e big (and it is big) Yamaha makes

twice as much power as my old GS,
twice as much torque too probably

[more than that – the GSmade 31lb-,
Ed]. It weighs about the same, feels
similar in the saddle, but the difference
in riding and ownership is night and
day.e XJR’s fuelling is almost
perfect. Smooth power everywhere
and in top gear there is so much
flexibility you can use it like the world’s
fastest twist-and-go.
e steering is very accurate but

needs a good shove to make it happen,
followed by a light touch on the bars
through a turn to keep it on track.
Some bikes – like theMT-07 I had last
year – can be gently caressed into a
corner; not so the XJR, but now I’m
used to it, I like the way it makes me
think about a corner and the right line.
And the suspension has surprised

me. Other people in the office who’ve
ridden previous XJRs warned me to
expect so springs, not much damping
and constant peg-to-earth contact. Yet
on this 2015 model the suspension
feels controlled in an expensive sort of
way, and the footpegs have remained
off the ground throughout our first
month together.
Even the fuel consumption has been

better than I’d been led to expect. Not
brilliant at just 42mpg even ridden
gently, but better than the 37mpg it was
getting a few hundred miles ago – I
guess air-cooled engines take more
running-in and settling down.

Julie gets to grips with the bruiser that is
the Yamaha XJR1300...

i ’m heading downhill, not going
too fast; there’s a slow car ahead
and a right hand bend in the
distance. Past the car and it hits

me that I’m travelling a little too quick
for the turn, so I close the throttle
rather than just roll it back, and add a
dab of back brake as I pitch into the
corner. Which locks the XJR’s back
wheel quite dramatically, sits the bike
upright and needs another nudge on
the bar to get turned in.
Nothing scary and two things

immediately spring to mind. Firstly,
how we’ve all become used to bikes
with ABS (the XJR doesn’t have it) and
secondly, a reminder that this is a bike
that doesn’t do subtle.at 267mm
rear disc and chunky caliper work hard
but I know, I should have braked a bit
earlier with the front anchors,
especially as John didn’t lock it up
when he was riding it.
Yamaha’s 2015 XJR1300 is an

awesomemachine. Smart-but-subtle
improvements have moved it from
being almost a cruiser to almost a
bruiser and I like that.
Everything about it leaves an

impression, from the styling to the
power delivery, the gear change to the
fuel consumption. It feels like a bike
that you have to really ride, while at the

The rider

The bike
Yamaha
XJr1300
Cost new: £8599

Performance:
96bhp, 77lb-ft

Wet weight:
240kg

Tank size: 14.5
litres

Seat height:
829mm

Thismonth
Miles: 321

In total: 1091

Average mpg: 42

Highlights: That
first ride is
always a blast

Lowlights:
Realising I’m not
that tall and that
this bike’s quite
heavy for me

Julie Brown
Magazine
publisher Julie
Brown passed
her test in 1995
and has ridden a
plethora of
different bikes
since then.
Cruising across
America on a
Harley, blasting
around the Dales
on a sports bike,
city riding on a
moped; Julie is
happy on two
wheels no matter
what the bike or
how fast or slow
the speed.

Mastering
themuscle

Visits to the petrol pump aren’t as frequent as others suggested,
but Julie’s on tip-toes when she gets there.
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Built like a Honda, goes like a
Yamaha. Sounds like the
perfect bike to me. Honda’s
VFR800-based faux-

adventure Crossrunner wonme over
when I had one as a long termer a few
years back. I loved the mix of manic
engine and predictable handling, with
comfort too and a decent list price.
Some people didn’t get it, unable to see
past the unconventional styling and
vintage VFR underpinnings.
Maybe if Honda had used less

plastic, styled the Crossrunner like a
Triumph Street Triple and painted it in
a retro Rothmans paint job, it would
have sold better. And, in truth, that
clobber would have suited it better
because under the Tinky-Winky
styling the original Crossrunner was a
proper good-timemotorbike.
And now, the 2015 bike has

probably the sharpest styling of any
of the tall-rounders. Maybe not as
chunky and off-roady as some, but in
the same way as 4x4s have evolved
into something slightly different, so
the Crossrunner is leading the way in
road-based rugged-ry.
It also has the upgrades that the

VFR800 got last year too, meaning a
simple-but-apparently-effective (it
hasn’t cut in so far) traction control
system and heated grips as standard,
plus some tweaks to the fuelling and

ignition liberating a little more
midrange and bringing peak torque
down the rev range by 1000rpm or so.
Honda is also offering an

Akrapovic end-can, TomTom sat nav
and a top-box as standard with the
Crossrunner, and it’s a welcome
change to ride a sporty chain-driven
bike with a centrestand, so you can
keep the chain in perfect nick
without swearing. All that for a shade
over £10k makes the Crossrunner
good value. I’ve been living with one
for a month while I wait for my long-
term VFR800.
In the 13 years the world has been

living with Honda’s VTEC, the
transition from two-valve engine to
four has got smother and less
powerband-y, but there’s still a fair old
clunk when the engine is cold and the
VTEC kicks in. If you’re in the mood
the engine is brilliant; keep it above
6500rpm and the quick-revving,
raspy V4 parping through Akrapovic’s
quiet but personable end-can is an
emotive companion.
e flipside is when you get lazy and

end up a gear or two too high and
suddenly need a slug of acceleration as
an overtake appears. Snap the throttle
open in high-gear, two-valve mode and
the engine bogs, the overtake vanishes
and you wish you’d bought a Tiger 800.
To get the best from the Honda you

have to ride it in a most un-Honda like
fashion (unless you grew up riding
VFR400Rs or have the surname
‘Dunlop’ or ‘McCallen’).ink about
the engine from a super-torqued
Yamaha RD350 YPVS or FZR600R in a
comfy, soly-sprung chassis and you’re
getting close.
Just don’t expect to go chasing sports

bikes down a really twisty road.e
VFR’s big-beamed alloy chassis is
tough enough, and the added
(adjustable) seat height, wide, tall
handlebars and knobbly-tribute tyres
let the Crossrunner steer quickly
enough. But the suspension has a little
more travel than a VFR which adds a
touch more bounce on and off the
brakes, needing a fraction of a second
longer to settle, and sitting the rider
more upright takes some weight off the
front wheel meaning it feels a little
light-headed at high speed.
Over the four weeks I’ve had the

Crossrunner, I’ve loved every moment.
It still reminds me of a giant Yamaha
TDR250 (and definitely the bike the
TDM900 should have been) and I still
look forward to every ride. Like the
VFR it came from, the Crossrunner is
a very accomplished all-rounder and
the top box, heated grips and sat nav
make it a practical day-to-day bike too.
It’ll be interesting to see how the
sportier VFR compares.

The bike
HOnda
CROSSRunneR

Cost new:
£10,299

Performance:
105bhp, 55lb-ft

Wet weight:
242kg

Tank size: 20.8
litres

Seat height:
815/835mm

The rider
Steve ROSe
Steve Rose has
been riding for
32 years and still
gets far too
giddy about
every
motorcycle he
rides; “The best
bike in the world
is the last one I
rode.” Worrying
then that he was
senior road
tester on the
UK’s two biggest
motorcycle
monthlies. Owns
a 1991 Yamaha
TDR250,
currently
scanning eBay
for a Yamaha
FZR1000R, MZ
TS150 or a
1980s chopper
called Feline
Fantasy.

Thismonth
Miles: 647

In total: 1630

Average mpg: 43

Highlights:
Everything above
6500rpm, well
spec’d, easy to
ride, doesn’t
pretend to cross
continents

Lowlights:
Handling can be
vague, low-revs,
high gear
acceleration
very sluggish

Long Termers

Is this Britain’s most underratedmotorcycle? Steve Rose thinks it might be...

Thedark side ofHonda
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along some of Cambridgeshire’s best
back-roads. We’d be ‘making progress’.
e 649cc Versys is perfectly suited

to this environment– there’s enough
power to launch between bends, but
not so much that you’re nervous of
winding it on mid-corner. ABS is
standard, but unlike its one-litre
brother, there’s no traction control.
Not that you need it – in the dry the

Dunlop Sportmax D222s are offering
enough grip to be mottled on the
edges, and in the wet I’ve not had any
issues at all. Of course, ham-fisted
riding could cause you problems in the
rain, but no more so than on any other
relatively tech-free machine.
With the miles clocking up, I really

feel like I’m bonding with Peppa (the
registration is PYG) – so much so that
I’m trying to work out if there’s space
in my garage (and overdra) to keep it.
It’s not without its foibles of course –
the gearbox isn’t quite as accurate as I’d
like; with normal riding it’s fine, but try
to snick clutchlessly up the box during
a more ‘spirited’ ride, and it can
occasionally find a false neutral, or not
lock onto the next cog.
e dash offers an odometer, two

trips, time, average and currentmpg,
and a range estimate.e latter is a great

addition, though it can be inaccurate,
particularly when you change your pace
aer shutting off the engine. I’d also have
loved a remote dash control button on
the bars, but reaching across to the
clocks is a small hardshipwhen you
consider howmuch bike you have for
yourmoney.
Stuart and Imade such good time

that we took a longer route. “It goes well,
doesn’t it?” he said. It certainly does –
riding home I came across a Tuono and
aGSX-R. Keeping inmindwhat I’d
learned about safe corner positioning,
observation and using the road, we
joined one ofmy old haunts together.
Four miles later I had the engine

shut off and was parked before they
arrived.ey probably went past
thinking ‘What’s he look so happy
about?’, but in my head, their nods
meant ‘Nice one – we didn’t expect that
bright yellow thing with a top-box to
go haring off like that.’
eVersys 650 is a bike that can really

surprise you. I tookmyDucati out for a
ride aer the course; the huge power and
torque of that thing still makesme grin
likemad, but theway theVersys rides –
and for such a relatively cheap bike –
makes it themachine I want to be on
99%of the time.

Despite its smaller engine, the Versys proves it can hold its own in a police pursuit...

Makingprogress, safely

Arriving for my hour-long
BikeSafe ride at
Hinchingbrooke Police HQ
in Huntingdon, PC Stuart

Appleton was one of the two officers
waiting with BMWR1200RTs. “You’re
coming with me” he said, “this is going
to be fun!”We’d ridden together on last
year’s course – to have such a skilled
rider say that is quite a compliment,
but we both knew the type of trip we’d
be having; a smooth, flowing, fun route

The rider

The bike
KAwAsAKI
Versys 650
Cost new: £6749

Performance:
68bhp, 47lb-ft

Wet weight:
216kg

Tank size:
21 litres

Seat height:
840mm

Thismonth
Miles: 873

In total: 1199

Average mpg:
52.0

Highlights:
Learning the
lines with an
advanced
police rider

Lowlights:
Missing the odd
gear in all the
excitement

JoHN
MIlBANK
Editor of MSL,
John’s passion
for bikes started
with a pillion ride
on an FZR1000
EXUP; he’s
since owned
everything from
a DT80 to his
current
motorcycle, a
Ducati Monster
S4R. Excited by
all bikes, his
dream garage
includes a
Pan European
and a VMAX.

Below: Givi Trekker luggage, R&G
crash protection and Denali lights are
making the Kwak even more versatile –
full details of the most essential mods
next month.
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Short of a GoldWing, I
reckonmy Beemer’s got
more buttons to press than
most other bikes. Learning

what they all do has proven a full-time
job, but I reckon I’m about there with
them now.
at’s pretty much been the focus of

mymonth’s travels, while trying to
work out what changes made, and
when, make the bike perform at its
best in specific circumstances.e
good news is that in all my ‘pushing’
I’ve failed to find a pointless cling-on
button, with everything having a
proper purpose.
Perhaps the most important of

buttons to press is the Electronic
Suspension Adjustment (ESA) button
on the le bar.e roads aroundme
are mostly smooth, but twisty, too; you
can switch the suspension setup
between the soer ‘Road’ option, or
the sportier ‘Dynamic’ mode.
For the majority of the time I’ve

simply kept my bike in ‘Dynamic’, but
‘Road’ has had its own time and place
– namely when I’ve got the missus on
the back and the roads are a tad

bumpier; the damping being a lot more
forgiving on the bike’s chassis and its
occupants.
But I’ve also found ‘Road’ to be a

much better option when the going is
wet, delivering a smoother ride with
less interaction coming back from the
wheels round the bends, on the brakes
or on the throttle.
In terms of power modes, I’d be

lying if I said I’m ever in anything
other than Dynamic. I like the power
of this bike and in anything other than
its peak deliverance, the additional
interaction from the Dynamic Traction
Control (DTC) seems to hold the
machine back.
Switching it to ‘Road’ is too

restrictive on power, whereas toggling
down to ‘Rain’ delivers a ludicrously
cautious throttle. At this time of year
the heated grips are pretty much
redundant, but they’re fantastic when
there’s a chill in the air, with two
different heat ranges to toggle between.
Likewise, the cruise control is simply

fantastic; BMW’s tab system is simple
to operate and easy to adjust. I always
use it in towns or through roadworks,

just so I don’t have to worry about
speeding. Push its tab away to increase
the motor’s pace, or towards you to
slow things down.
ere is the option to switch offABS,

but I’ve never once considered doing so.
e brakes are great, and you’ve really
got to squeeze the anchors hard to get
the system kicking in; this is perhaps the
most pointless of all the buttons.
Right now I could say the same

about the i-ride button, too – I haven’t
got a sat nav fitted, so it’s otherwise
devoid of purpose.e Trip/Info
button is a corker. Tap ‘Info’ and the
dash toggles its way through everything
from the outside temperature to your
next service mileage, the bike’s fuel
consumption to the battery’s voltage
input.e trip button shows your
odometer reading, and allows you to set
two different trips.
And that’s about it on the button

front, so I can concentrate on the
simple pleasure of riding again. In
truth, now I’ve got the bike working
how I want it to, I doubt I’ll look to
switch things aroundmuchmore –
who does?

The bike
BMWR1200R
SPORT
EXCLUSIVE
Cost new:
£11,700

Performance:
125bhp, 92lb-ft

Wet weight:
231kg

Tank size: 18
litres

Seat height:
790mm

The rider
BRUCE
WILSON

Bruce is MSL’s
deputy editor.
An experienced
road-tester, he’s
ridden almost
every bike built
in the last 10
years, and many
more besides. At
the weekends
you’ll find him
racing (and
winning) with his
brother, or just
pottering around
the UK’s roads

Thismonth
Miles: 895

In total: 2007

Average mpg:
43.2

Highlights:
Getting to really
know my bike

Lowlights: Not
having enough
to ride further

A lot of miles ridden has given plenty of times to tweak the R1200R to perfection.

Pushing all the right buttons
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there I was, sitting on the A1
at 70-ish mph, being
battered by the wind and
rain and thinking jealous

thoughts directed at James Duke, sat
comfortably wind protected and
cruising happily on the V-Strom in
front of me.
Of course, you can’t ‘judge’ the

Scrambler on journeys such as this –
we were riding to the BikeShed event
in London’s Tobacco Docks, and it
was largely a soulless slog down
various motorways. It’s the kind of
journey absolutely at odds with what
the Scrambler was designed for; this
is a motorcycle conceived for sunny
back-road adventures, not pounding
in mile aer nondescript mile on

Britain’s major arterial trunkways.
Getting colder andmore miserable,
we were however making good
progress; a coffee stop was much
appreciated.e Scrambler, though
obviously not excelling, was coping
admirably. We eventually made it to
the show site, and queued to park.
One of the guys parking the bikes

bounded straight over and started
pointing and asking; “How do you like
it?” as I fished in my pocket for the
parking tariff. “Generally great,” I
replied, as there’s no point in saying
“It’s not really suited to high-speed
motorway cruising” as, well, we all
knew that before we started!
e BikeShed ‘craze’ (for café racers,

specials and the weird and wonderful)
arrived on these shores a few years
back, and seemingly continues to grow
apace, especially if this year’s event is
anything to go by.
Crowds were noticeably up, while it

didn’t just seem to be the ‘hardcore’
this year, with lots of families and
children coming to have a look at
what people are building. But while
some of those bike-building people
are indeed creatives in sheds,
workshops and lock-ups, it’s
becoming ‘big business’ too; witness

that Triumph, Ducati, Harley-
Davidson and Yamaha all had a
presence at this year’s BikeShed, with
Triumph actually sponsoring the do.
But air-cooled boxer BMW twins

still seem to be the mainstay of the
movement, while other stunning
machines involved a number of
Triumph (‘old’ Meriden and ‘new’
Hinckley) powered efforts though, to
me, the ‘genuine’ Trackmaster framed
Triumph flat-tracker looked way better
than the low-running, rigid framed,
girder forked, Triumph special.
While the latter had some neat

touches on it, the former was built for a
purpose and just happens to look great;
the latter was all about style over
function and though it was eye
catching, it had lost view of the
functionality of why things are
generally created. But I digress.
Ducati were there too, with a

selection of Scrambler-based specials.
ey were attracting lots of attention;
the Ducati’s very narrowness and
(compared to many other ‘moderns’)
smallness seems to lend itself to the
movement.e Scrambler looked right
at home in such an environment; but
then it was time to brave the
motorways for the ride home.

A long rundown theA1showsup theScrambler’s limitations, butweknew that beforewestarted, really.

The bike

Thismonth

The rider

Ducati
scrambler
classic
Cost new: £8130

Performance:
74bhp, 50lb-ft

Wet weight:
186kg

Tank size:
13.5 litres

Seat height:
790mm

James
robinson

Editor of
The Classic
MotorCycle
magazine, 36-
year-old James
passed his test
in 1996, and has
ridden and
owned a wide
range of bikes,
whose ages
span more than
a century. The
stable currently
includes a 1992
Ducati 750SS,
1937 Velocette
KTS, 1930
Sunbeam Model
9 and 1928 Rex-
Acme TT8,
among others…

Right place, right time

Miles: 323

In total: 490

Average mpg: 59

Highlights this
month: Being at
the BikeShed on
a bike that
fitted in!

Lowlights this
month:Mile
after mile on the
A1. In the rain

One of the custom Scramblers at the BikeShed.
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Long Termers

On the A and B roads of this
month the KTM has
delivered 45mpg (3mpg up
on last month); one 300

mile day up the A1 with the cruise
control set at 75mph (true 72mph by
sat nav) saw 56mpg. e low level
fuel light came on at 260 miles, and I
pushed on to 315 miles before
chickening out, but could still only
get 25.5 litres in the 30 litre tank
when I filled up. Brilliant for touring!
But I reckon this bike is built for

more purposeful riding, and once off
the A1 and into the Dales the average
fuel consumption was bought down.
Keeping the engine spinning above

Roger Jones | KTM 1290 Super Adventure |Miles in total: 2991 |Miles thismonth: 1239

Efficient power

James Duke | Suzuki DL650 V-Strom |Miles in total: 1597 |Miles thismonth: 317

Keeping it real

Carli Ann Smith | KTM RC390 |Miles in total: 1011 |Miles thismonth: 78

Whoneeds a commuter?

You’d be hard pressed to
describe the RC390 as a
commuter – no tall screen,
heated grips, comfy seat,

large tank or even storage space. But
that doesn’t make it a bad commuter.
ere was an accident in front of me

just 10 miles into the 80 mile journey
the other day – I soon got to the front
and checked everyone was okay.ey
were, so I did a bit of grass tracking
and was back onmy way. Had I been
in the car, I would have been there a lot
longer and no doubt getting
increasingly agitated…

Aer photographer Joe
dislocated his knee, the
V-Strom was available
for a trip down south to

the Bike Shed custom show in
London’s Docklands. Not the most
obvious choice for mixing it with
bearded hipsters and fashionistas,
but for the 160 motorway miles in
between, the DL proved to be among
the easiest bikes I’ve ridden, thanks to
its low centre of gravity and superb
V-twin engine.
e windscreen and hand-guards

kept the worst of the windblast at bay,
while the huge mirrors made lane

3000rpm keeps the engine smooth,
and anything between 4000 and
6000rpm is sufficient to see most
things off when overtaking. Take it to
8000rpm in the lower gears and it all
gets a bit frantic.
e tech – traction control, adjustable

electronic suspension preload and
damping profiles are somewhat lost on
me; I just stick it in Sportmode
(160bhp) and the damping in Comfort
mode, then let the electronics do their
job.When the wet stuff arrives, a
change to Rainmode (100bhp) calms
the plot down. Only a few years back I
would have givenmy right arm for this
sort of power, let alone the 160bhp.

changing easy. Best of all, on arrival I
was able to pop open the top box and
change into the comfy jeans and
trainers I’d brought with me. My riding
partner – James Robinson on the
Ducati Scrambler – had to spend the
day in his Barbour suit.
One the way home James suggested

we swapmounts for the rest of the
journey; lovely though the Scrambler
is, the last fewmiles served only to
prove that the Suzuki had indeed been
the right bike for the day. In fact, I’m so
enamoured with the V-Strom that I’m
struggling to think of a day it wouldn’t
be right for.

Just when I thought I was back on
schedule, the entry onto the A1 was
closed. Brilliant. No really, brilliant. I
looked onmy sat nav for an alternative
and found some really windy roads
that meant a 30-40 mile detour. I didn’t
look at it as a detour; it was more of an
adventure. When you commute by
bike it turns the normal boring
‘commute’ into a highlight of the day.
e RCmight not have the

commuter’s wish-list of accessories, but
with a rucksack onmy back, the smile
the RC puts onmy face makes up for
it. What a great travelling companion.



The original Kawasaki unit
had a dial adjuster for damping,
but the Hagon requires an Allen
key (supplied). However, my
first ride confirmed that the
engineers had got their
calculations spot-on, because
I felt immediately at home on
the bike with its new
suspension. For the sake of
changing things, I’ve since
fiddled around with the unit’s
adjusters, but haven’t been
able to better the impressive
base setup.

I’ve done about a thousand
miles since on the Tengai, and
my bike feels so much more
pleasurable to ride than it was
with the old shock. I can’t fault
Hagon’s service or the quality of
the shock in the slightest. I’d buy
another one in a heartbeat, but
I’m sure I won’t have to.
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Tried&Tested
Hagon replacement shock
TESTED BY: Roger Jones | £299.50 | www.hagon-shocks.co.uk | 0208 502 6222

The shock finally gave up the
ghost on my 20-year-old Kawasaki
Tengai, leaving me with two
options; repair it or replace it.
Getting the shock fixed was going
to cost around £150 and take a
few weeks to sort – leaving me
stuck. I ruled that option out
pretty quickly, preferring instead
to source a direct replacement
that I could bolt back in the same
day as the original came out.

There were a few companies to
choose from, but I settled on
Hagon, because it’s a name I trust
and I liked the price. For £299.50, I
could have an all-new shock with
a two year guarantee, which gave
me real peace of mind.

The Hagon is a 38mm stainless
steel damper unit with an 18mm
piston rod. The unit’s fully re-
buildable, and carries a
progressive, powder-coated
spring. It’s adjustable for
compression and rebound
damping (on the same circuit with
automatic balance, so has one
adjuster), as well as a threaded

The Hagon shock has an Allen
key-operated damping adjuster.

Removing the old shock and
fitting the new one took Roger
just a couple of hours.

preload adjuster. I’ve always
enjoyed the softly planted feel
of the Kawasaki, so I was
concerned as to whether the
new shock would offer the same
experience. At the ordering stage
I spoke with the guys at Hagon
and told them my weight and the
way I typically ride, to make
absolutely sure that I was going
to be getting something that
would work for me, my bike, and
our typical roads.

Within two days of placing the
order, the shock was with me and
my spanners were out. The old
one came out simply enough, and
the new one slotted in just as
easily, meaning I could get out
and ride within just two hours.

I’ve had new shocks before and
they’ve not always fitted properly,
or the ride height’s been a tad too
long, but that wasn’t the case
here; it went together perfectly.
The shock came with
straightforward fitting
instructions and a very clear
guide on how to adjust it.

Roger’s shock was a standard
model; assuming your weight
and riding style falls within its
parameters, the company will
take your details into
consideration and set the
preload and damping before
the shock’s dispatched.

Some units are built to order,
while others are available from
stock (each built at Hagon’s
Essex workshop). The Tengai
shock is also available with a
hydraulic remote preload
adjuster for £424.50

If your requirements fall out
of the standard range of a
Hagon shock, a full custom-

built unit costs £375 – these
can be for extreme conditions,
lowering your seat height, or
catering for a lighter or heavier
than usual load. A standard
Hagon covers a wide load range,
but a custom-built unit was
needed for a Suzuki Bandit 600
that had a total rider, pillion and
luggage weight of 52 stone!

If you’re unsure of what you
need, the team at Hagon will be
more than happy to have a chat
about the best set-up for your
machine. Twin shocks are also
available, and the company can
supply fork springs, as well as
classic and super moto wheels.

Hagon’s shocking options
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NEW

Vents are very effective, with the top easily
removable for cleaning.

Strap is fastened with a ratcheting Microlock
clip, while the chin-bar button is easy to find
with winter gloves on.

Interphone F5MC, so used the
C3 Pro-specific audio kit.
It’s easy to wear the helmet

all day, fitting my head
perfectly – of course, it’s
important to try any lid on
before you buy it to see how
well it suits you, but the plush
interior and two shell sizes
shouldn’t see many people
struggling. The glass-fibre and
resin shell is designed with an
integrated spoiler to minimise lift;
it’s certainly stable at speed
(even when flipped open), and
also surprisingly quiet. I still
wouldn’t wear it without
earplugs, but it’s impressive
nonetheless.
The vents are very effective,

shifting a claimed nine litres of
air every second at 62mph – the
effect of each of the two can be
easily felt as they’re opened.
In busy traffic, it’s easy to crack
the visor open (or of course flip
the lip open fully), though I’d
have preferred a slightly
narrower ‘just open’ setting.
The visor can also be locked

down, though not by pressing
the visor’s ledges (it’s good to
see one on either side) – to snap
it down fully you need to press
down on the top edge of the
visor at the middle.
The sun visor is easy to drop

down, with a sliding button on
the lower left of the lid. I’d like it
to be a bit lower at the cheeks,
as I find the light that leaks
around the bottom a little
distracting. Having said that, I’m
used to riding with a dark outer
visor, so many riders might not
be bothered by this.

The top vent assembly can
be snapped off easily for
cleaning, and the lining went
through our washing machine
with no problems. There have
been a couple of glitches – one
of the plastic visor locking levers
fell out (the visor was still totally
secure), and one corner of
the Velcro pulled away from the
Microlock strap fastener cover.
The neck skirt is held in with

small pins – one of these also
broke, though that was after
repeatedly stripping the helmet
for an intercoms test. TranAm
sorted everything very quickly

and efficiently; not because I’m a
journalist writing about the
product, but because the five-
year guarantee covers all of it,
without question. The
replacement lever is also far
more secure, so I don’t foresee
any more issues.
In plain black or white, the

C3 Pro costs £479.99 – still a
lot of money, but this is a
top quality helmet. It’s also
available in a women’s fit, with
a redesigned interior. I’d have
another in a heartbeat
(though maybe in a more
subtle colour next time).

This is the most expensive
helmet I’ve ever had, but it’s also
the one I use most regularly.
Everyday riding sees plenty of
fuel stops, and not many things
get me more annoyed than being
asked to remove my lid at the
filling station.
Flipping this up means I never

get hassled again. The
convenience of being able to pop
the front of the lid wide was also
proven when a péage in France
refused to take my credit card.
Border crossings, easy; asking for
directions, piece of cake; popping
the lid on without having to take
my glasses off, simple. You get
the idea… I’m sold on flip-fronts.
My brother-in-law – a bike
instructor – loves them because
he can have a fag while riding.
The C3 Pro is a premium lid and

TranAm – the UK importer – is so
confident of its quality that the
two year warranty can be
upgraded to five years by
registering online if the helmet
was bought in the UK after
January 1, 2014.
Rated as a full-face with the

chin bar down, the Schuberth
weighs just 1570g, and comes
with a drop-down sun visor,
acoustic collar to reduce wind
noise around the neck, a
removable and washable Coolmax
liner, anti-fog Pinlock visor and
integrated antennae.
These are great for improving

intercom range and FM-radio
reception, but only if you use the
£299 Schuberth Bluetooth
system. It’s a neat design that
replaces the neck skirt, but I
already had the brilliant

Schuberth C3 Pro
TESTED BY: John Milbank | £529.99 | www.tranam.co.uk | 01425 620580
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Tried&Tested

Not everyone wants the bulkiness
of hard luggage. So now more
manufacturers are building clever
mounting systems into their
machines, to avoid the typical
tubular frames required.

But besides tying you to their
accessory catalogue, it’s still
something many bikers don’t feel
the need to have. If you’re not
usually carrying a lot of extra
gear, removable throw-over
panniers are a great solution.

I’ve used these most on the
XJR1300 I was running recently –
the café racer-inspired styling of
the new machine would make it
almost criminal to sling a top-box
on the back.

Each pannier holds up to 25
litres when expanded, with a
maximum load of 5kg. The bags
have wide, Velcro-fastening
straps that loop under and over
your pillion seat or tail unit, plus
plastic loops and straps to tie to
various points on the bike.

Finding the best position can
take a while, but once you’ve

giviXstreamXS1314panniers
teSteD BY: John Milbank | £149.66 | www.givi.co.uk| 01327 706220

worked it out, you can leave
the straps ‘set’ on the bags.

Though the zips are
water resistant, both
bags have a high visibility
rain cover fixed into a
pocket in the base. It does
a good job of covering the
bags, and won’t get lost. The
main compartment is firm, so
they won’t squash flat when
storing, but it does make loading
through the top aperture easier.
As the sides don’t open, it’s easy
to get to your gear – if you’ve
packed it at the top – without
everything else falling out.

Of course, soft luggage doesn’t
offer the security of hard luggage,
but the main zip can be secured
with a small padlock if you’re not
going to be away from the bike for
long. A pocket on the rear of each
bag is handy for small extras.

The Givis are a good-looking,
practical solution to longer trips
when you don’t want to be weighed
down with a rucksack, or reaching
over a tank bag.

tCXX-BlendWaterproof boots
teSteD BY: John Milbank | £149.99 | www.nevis.uk.com| 01425 478936

panels on the top of the toes
protect from wear, and there are
only a few very light scuffs – the
boots continue to look solid,
cleaning up great with a bit of
leather food.

They’re also available in black,
and come in sizes 39-47 – I have
slightly wide feet, but these are
comfortable even when worn for
12 hours or more. Thoroughly
recommended.

I knew these boots looked good
when, at a custom bike show,
someone a lot cooler – and a lot
younger – than me asked me
what brand they were.

Made of full grain leather, with
a reinforced toe and heel, plus a
slim metal plate in the sole (I
know this, as it showed up on the
airport X-ray), the CE approved
boots are fully waterproof, and
come with a good-quality rubber
sole that doesn’t slip around.

As I write this, I’ve just returned
from over 500 miles of one of my
wettest rides ever; everything got
soaked. Except my feet. I’ve worn
these on almost every trip now –
from cold British back-roads to
scorching Canary Island loops
– they’re always comfortable, and
are just as good for walking
around in (or waiting hours in
airports) as they are on the bike.

The X-Blends are designed with
a vintage style, and as they wear
they just look even better. The

Left: Soles are rubber, and resist
slipping well, while the boots are
100%waterproof, thanks to an
effective liner.

Right: The X-Blends have proven
totally waterproof.

Built-in rain covers will keep your
kit dry during heavy downpours.

The bags expand to take a total of
50 litres – great for a weekend away.
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Fresh on the back of yet more
TT success, John
McGuinness has been

confirmed as guest of honour for
Stafford’s huge October bike event.
eMorecambeMissile will

headline the Carole Nash Classic
Motorcycle Mechanics Show on
October 17-18, and he’ll be in
attendance all weekend at
Staffordshire County Showground
participating in interviews, race
paddock sessions and award
presentations.
Initial news of the

announcement broke on the
Facebook page of organiser Classic
Bike Shows at the end of April,
and excitement is now set to build
further followingMcGuinness’s
two wins and absolute lap record
time at the 2015 TT.
Exhibition manager Nick

Mowbray said: “John is one of the

biggest names in motorcycling and
we can’t wait to welcome him to
one of the biggest events on the
biking calendar.
“A veteran of 19 Isle of Man

TTs, he will offer an unrivalled
insight into the world’s most
famous motorcycle races as
well as many of the competitors,
both rivals and friends, who he’s
lined up against. He will surely
have a wealth of stories from a
stellar career.
“Visitors will also look forward

to hearingMcGuinness’s thoughts
on this year’s TT competition. Can
he go on tomatch Joey Dunlop’s
haul of 26 wins? Does he think he
can break his own lap record next
year?Where are themain
challenges going to come from?
We’ll be tasking our compere Steve
Plater, a TT race winner himself, to
get all the answers.”

eVeNTs
TTsupersTarseT
forsTaffordshow
OctOber 17-18, 2015

from the sporting world, as well as
leading industry figures and
organisations. Among the
attractions are a new Restoration
eatre, parade laps in the
showground’s main ring,
Bonhams hosting its Autumn
Stafford Sale and live action in the
GP paddock and off-road area.

■ Further information,
including ticket details, can be
found at classicbikeshows.com

With their growing popularity,
emerging andmodern classics
from the 1960s, 70s, 80s and even
90s are the focus of the popular
autumn event. More than 900
traders, dealers and autojumble
stands will offer a wealth of parts
and spares, and there are a host of
excellent club stands celebrating
the best Japanese, European and
British marques from the eras.
AlongsideMcGuinness, the

show will welcome a host of stars



Honda cB72

T
he young guy on the modern 125cc
race-replica didn’t back off the
throttle as he went screaming past the
stationary CB72. He barely gave the
Honda a second glance, and if he had
done he probably wouldn’t have been
impressed. To most people this was

just some old bike with a shiny, chromed petrol tank;
and a rider who was jumping up and down on its kick-
starter in an attempt to get it running.

A few moments later the twin-cylinder motor fired up
and I roared off in pursuit, with a half-formed plan to
catch the newer bike and restore the ageing Honda’s
honour. It was no use, of course; he’d long since
disappeared into the distance. But if ever there’s been a
small-capacity roadster that deserves respect from a
modern-day motorcyclist – especially a young guy in a
hurry – it’s the Honda CB72.

Honda’s game cHanger
is 247cc Honda parallel twin from the Sixties might
not look very fast and exciting in comparison with a
modern, fully-faired CBR300R, at least if you’re a
teenager. But it’s no exaggeration to say that not only was
the CB72 the best small-capacity sports bike of its day,
but that half a century later it is right up there with the
CB750, VFR750 and FireBlade as one of the most
significant models that Honda has ever built.

Honda’s CB72 – or Dream Super Sport – is one of the
most important bikes ever built by the Japanese
giant. And it did it while still a teenager…
words: Roland Brown

Living
theDream



REFLECTIONS
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at humped, chrome-plated tank with its rubber
knee-pads looks quaintly dated now, but when the CB72
reached Britain and other export markets in the early
Sixties its style and specification were a big step forward.
is was the bike that proved Honda was getting serious;
the first Japanese machine with enough performance and
street cred to appeal strongly to European enthusiasts.
Honda had already begun making a big name for

itself on the world’s racetracks. In 1961, just two years
aer the firm’s first, exploratory attempt at the TT,
Mike Hailwood and Aussie Tom Phillis won the
250 and 125cc world championships. e following
season Honda retained both, and added the 350cc
title for good measure.
But although Honda’s twin-cylinder racers –

inspired by the German NSUs that had impressed
Soichiro Honda during his earlier TT visit – were
fast and competitive, the same couldn’t be said of the
firm’s roadsters.
Models such as the 250cc C71 – which became the

first Honda twin seen in Europe when it arrived in 1959
– were well engineered and reliable. But with its huge
mudguards, pressed-steel frame, leading-link forks and
rectangular-section shocks, the C71 was heavy and
pretty ugly. It was also slow, and didn’t handle
particularly well.
e CB72 – known as the Dream Super Sport in this

country and the Hawk in the States – was very different.
is was the sporty version of the year’s three-model
250cc range, which also consisted of the basic C72 and
dual-purpose CS72.
It had low, flat handlebars, a relatively thinly padded

dual-seat, and an innovative instrument panel

incorporating a speedometer and rev-counter whose
needles rotated in opposite directions.ere was even a
degree of adjustability in its footrests, which were
respectably high and rear-set.
All three 1960 models retained the previous year’s

sohc engine layout, plus dimensions of 54 x 54mm, and
switched from dry- to wet-sump lubrication. In addition
the CB72 had a 180º cranksha instead of the C72’s
British-style 360º set-up. It also had twin carbs instead of
just one, and a higher 9.5:1 compression ratio that
helped increase maximum output by 4bhp to 24bhp
at 9000rpm.
e CB72’s chassis changes were even more

important. In place of the pressed-steel frame retained
by the C72, the sports model had a new andmore rigid
construction – based on that of Honda’s works racers –
combining a tubular-steel main spine with short twin
down-tubes leading to the cylinder head.
e old-style leading-link front suspension was

replaced by telescopics, with a pair of conventional
round-section shocks at the rear. Both front and rear
brakes were of high spec: finned, eight-inch diameter
twin-leading-shoe drums.
at all gave the CB72 a muchmore racy andmodern

look, and riding it did not disappoint. As USmag Cycle
World put it at the time: “Rider position is of necessity
very ‘Mike Hailwood’, and although it looks ferociously
uncomfortable for touring, the controls and the seat
are positioned in such a way that it is, in fact, quite good.
In any case, the combination makes the rider feel as
though he is very much a part of the machine – and it is
fun to drop into a crouch and bare your teeth at other
riders as you go by.”

Both front and rear brakes
were finned, eight-inch
twin-leading shoe drums.

The best small-capacity
bike of its day.
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e gap between the top two ratios necessitated
an occasional tread down into third on uphill
stretches, prompting some contemporary testers to
suggest that the bike would have been improved by a
five-speed box. But they didn’t complain about the
CB72’s performance.
eMotor Cycle speed-tested it at an average of

89mph, with a one-way best of 91mph, and said: “e
Dream Super Sport is far and away the fastest
production two-fiy yet tested. It would hold 70-75mph
for the entire length of theM1motorway with the rider
normally seated.”at was impressive stuff, though less
so than it would be now, because in 1961 the newly
openedM1 was only 60 miles long!
Handling was good, too, in contrast to that of the

CB72’s heavier and less well equipped forebears. Cycle
World described the Honda as “stable and fast-
cornering”, adding that “fork angle, trail, spring rates and
damper settings are near-perfect, and even a fairly timid
rider will find it very natural to ride faster and lean over
farther than is his habit to do.”

Building tHe Brand
Back in the early Sixties the Honda impressed not only
with its speed and handling but with its quality and
reliability. AseMotor Cycle put it: “Have racing
successes any bearing on production quality? Does
racing really improve the breed?at the answer to both
these questions is a decided ‘yes’ is immediately obvious!
at a machine of such full blooded performance should
at the same time be so unobtrusive and docile reflects
tremendous credit on a firm founded only 13 years ago.”
e CB72made an excellent impression with almost

everyone who rode one, and did much to increase the
respect with which Honda was regarded in many
countries. It was followed in 1963 by a 305cc version –
the CB77 – which was good for a genuine 95mph and
had “performance that would do credit to a 500”,
according to one report.
Lingering anti-Japanese prejudice combinedwith a high

price to ensure that the CB72 didn’t sell in vast numbers.
In 1962 it cost almost £300whenAriel’s 250cc Sports
Arrowwas priced at £190. But the twinmade a strong
impression, andwasmuch loved bymany of its owners.
Most importantly, the CB72 proved that Honda could

make fast, fine-handling, stylish bikes that appealed to
enthusiasts all over the world – much as they’ve been
doing ever since.

WHat’s it like to ride?
Aggressive riding comes naturally to the pilot of a CB72,
as I soon discovered aer setting off on this very original
machine, borrowed from specialist Oxford Classic
Honda (www.classichondamotorcycles.co.uk). With
13,000 miles on the clock the 1967-registered bike
looked in good, unrestored condition.
Its distinctive speedo face was slightly faded, while the

chrome and paintwork had a fewminor marks and rust-
spots, but generally the Honda had aged well.
It had been borrowed on short notice, and not run for

some time, which explained its reluctance to start on the
button, due to a weak battery. But the air-cooled motor
generally fired-up easily enough aer a few leaps on the
unusual kick-starter, which swung forward rather than
backwards when I applied my boot to it.
Once under way the Honda soon confirmed that its

character was pretty much as you’d expect from the
sporty riding position and the tacho’s 9000rpm redline.
Revved hard, the CB72 performed well enough to make
me realise why it had so impressed testers and owners
alike back in the early Sixties.
ere was a notable flat-spot at 4-5000rpm, almost

certainly due to this bike’s carbs being in need of a clean-
out due to the bike having been standing for a while.
en the motor got into its stride, revving smoothly

with a dull drone from the low-set twin pipes. Soon I
was barrelling along at 70mph, leant comfortably

REFLECTIONS

HondaCB72
Engine type: Air-cooled
sohc parallel twin

Displacement: 247cc

Bore x stroke: 54 x 54mm

Compression ratio: 9.5:1

Carburation: Twin
22mm Keihin

Claimed power: 24bhp
(18kW) @ 9000rpm

Transmission: 4-speed

Electrics: 12v battery,
60W alternator, electric
starter

Frame: Pressed
steel spine

Front suspension:
Telescopic, no adjustment

Rear suspension: Twin
shock absorbers,
adjustable preload

Front brake: 8in
(203mm) twin-leading-
shoe drum

Rear brake: 8in (203mm)
twin-leading-shoe drum

Front tyre: 2.75 x 18in
(Avon Roadmaster)

Rear tyre: 3.25 x 18in
(Avon Speedmaster)

Wheelbase: 1295mm

Fuel capacity: 11.3 litres

Weight: 153kg dry

Supplied by: Oxford
Classic Honda,
www.classichondamotor
cycles.co.uk

Specification
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forward into the breeze, and with plenty of speed in
hand. At that pace the engine wasn’t even particularly
stressed, because top gear in the four-speed box was
quite tall. Even so it was easy to understand those
contemporary testers’ desire for a fih cog.
eHonda was quick enough to be plenty of fun, and

it also went round corners well for a small and elderly
machine. Its suspension was reasonably firm and well-
damped, even at the rear where the shocks didn’t make
me want to replace them with a pair of Girling units, as
some hard-riding owners did in the Sixties. At 153kg dry
the CB72 was light even by modern standards, and was
stable enough to encourage me to flick it around.
e only aspect of the chassis that disappointed was

the twin-leading-shoe front drum brake, which was
regarded as excellent in its day, but in this bike’s case was
rather spongy and ineffective. New and freshly set-up
shoes would doubtless have helped.
At least the lack of stopping power meant there was

no danger of overwhelming the skinny, 2.75-section
front Avon tyre.

what they cost
Prices have risen in recent years but for a bike that’s
regarded as a landmark model, and is also good to ride,

the CB72 isn’t remotely expensive. “ey used to go for
between £2000 and £3000 but now the range is more like
£2500 to £3500,” says Oxford Classic Honda boss Charlie
Garratt, who has sold a fair number over the years.
“You’ll see the odd hopeful guy asking £4000 or

£4500, but high threes is the right area to sell them at, if
they’re nice and original.”

what to look out For
e CB72 was one of the bikes with which Honda built
its reputation for reliability, and even more than 50
years later it generally holds up very well. “e engine’s
not quiet like some of the earlier ones but they don’t
oen give trouble,” says Charlie. “e kick-start bush
tends to go, so the kick-start flops about – I had some
made at one point.
“But bar the usual things you get with any old bikes

they’re pretty good. ey don’t knock the camshas out
like some early Hondas do, in fact there’s nothing in
particular that goes wrong with them.”
Inevitably some parts are in short supply, but

specialists such as David Silver stock many bits, and
most others can be found via the internet. As a small
but classy classic that’s fun to ride, at least in short
bursts, the CB72 has plenty going for it.

Frame
The CB72’s tubular steel
spine frame, based on
Honda’s racebike design,
was a major departure
from the pressed steel
used previously, and
helped give excellent
handling.

rear shocks
Some riders replaced
the original shock units
with Girlings, but as
standard the small, light
Honda was fairly firmly
sprung and also
respectably well
damped.

Forks
Many early small Hondas
had leading link front
suspension, so the
CB72’s telescopics
helped give it a much
more modern
appearance, as well as
very decent handling.

engine
The 247cc, sohc parallel
twin had a 180º
crankshaft, unlike most
British bikes, and made a
respectable 24bhp while
remaining commendably
reliable and oil-tight.

Footrests
Pegs were sportily rearset,
matching the flat
handlebars, and both rider
and pillion’s footrests
could be adjusted slightly
by rotating them on a
serrated mounts.

rearwheel
Like the front wheel, the
rear was of 18in
diameter, held a big
twin-leading shoe drum
brake, in this bike’s case
wore a narrow, 3.25-
section Avon tyre.

Front brake
The big twin-leading-shoe
drum looks the part and
was highly rated in the
Sixties, so the test bike’s
soft stopper could
probably have been
improved with new shoes.

The CB72’s top speed is
just over 90mph, but the
engine is quite capable of
motorway work.





BMW K1300 2013 reg, 10,666
miles, like new. Tel. 07852
724806. W Yorks.

BMW R1200SE 2011, 6/1, 7500
miles, Thunder Grey, panniers,
top box, inner luggage, full BMW
service history, immac, £9200.
Tel. 07702 945972. E Sussex.

BMW R45 Steib sidecar, BMW
R45 Combination Steib chassis,
home built s/c records, history,
docs, MoT, well maintained, s/c
club member, £2600. Tel. 07523
971861; 07591 606806. Surrey.

HONDA CB360 G5 1975, green,
v clean bike, orig unmolested
cond, starts/runs well, 19k only,
new r/tyre, new battery and spark
plugs, £1950 ono .Tel. Mike on
01204 597772. Lancs.

HONDA CBF600 2012, good
condition, one owner, 12,180
miles, 11 mths’ MoT, new front
tyre, Givi top box, reluctant sale
due to career change, £4000 ono.
Tel. 07703 278173. E Sussex.

HONDA GB500TT, 1991, with
23,930miles, rare collectable and
appreciating classic, £4999. Tel.
07711 211665. Somerset

HONDA INTEGRANC700, 2012
model, 8200 miles, MoT till Sept.
Tel. 07798 842421. Somerset

HONDA PACIFIC COAST 1988,
7700 miles, Candy Glory red, all
good, Sorned, £2800. Tel. 01256
466423. Hants

HONDATRIAL 1980, twin shock,
fully restored, unused, full V5,
daylight MoT, mint bike, very
competitive, cash only, classic
investment, £2495. Tel. 074340
40520. Lancs

HONDA VFR750FL 1990, single
s/arm, MoT, 5 rare replacement
fairing panels inc for rest, receipts,
rebuilt forks, Hagon r/shock, new
tyres, all panels, £1450. Tel.
01794 515685. Hants

KAWASAKI G1 1998, XZ6R,
red/black, MoT Sept 2015, 39k
miles, good condition, spare
exhaust, Haynes workshop
manual, £1550 ono. Tel. 01472
210918. Lincs

KAWASAKI W650 1999, red,
cream, 16,700 miles, Givi top
box, side pan/s/spokes,mint con,
plus spares, £4000. Tel. 01446
790157. Glam.

KAWASAKI ZZR1400 metallic
midnight blue, 2007, 5,423 miles,
MoT March 2016, Quill Cans +
Standard, Datatool alarm fitted,
f&r paddock stands, £5950 ovno.
Tel. 07853 055692. Notts.

KAWASAKI ZZR600 2005 orig
docs, full s/h, 39,900 miles, MoT
til May 2016, tinted d/bubble
screen (plus orig), Givi rack,
Haynes manual, £2250. Tel.
07879 294117. E Riding of Yorks.

KTM 650 ADVENTURE 2004,
30,241 miles, MoT, new chain
and sprockets, battery, Scottoiler,
f/tyre 4mm, r/tyre 4mm, £2000.
Tel. 07813 762115. bishop
andrew@rocketmail.com Bristol

MOTO GUZZI BREVA 750cc,
2008, 8k miles, vgc, MoT, centre
stand, pannier rack, windscreen,
torquey comfortable bike, lower
seat available, £2850 ono. Tel.
01797 320434 eves. Kent

MOTO GUZZI NEVADA 2014
Anni Edit, full s/h, only 1k, satin
black exhausts, shocks and
handlebar, year’s warranty
remaining, unmarked cond,
£4975. 07944 448671. Surrey.

SUZUKI FREEWINDXF650Eco,
1998, 650cc single cyl, l/weight,
easy to ride, red black, low cost
ins and tax, commuter use or light
off-roading, £595. Tel. 01833
621131. N Yorks.

SUZUKI GS500 2006, Dec 06,
h/guards, crash bungs and dog
bone lowering kit, orig also
available, 28,500 miles, MoT,
brand new tyres, £900 ono. Tel.
07999 209311. Denbighshire.

SUZUKI GS500 2008, 17k, MoT
Apr 16, vgc, new; front Metzeler
tyre, good back tyre, r/disc and
pads, f/pads, bar endweights, oil
and filter just changed, £1600
ono. Tel. 01249 892183. Wilts.

SUZUKIGSR600 2007, 7kmiles,
MoT Sept, serviced, recent tyres,
one lady owner, garaged, some
extras included, £2600. Tel.
01787 581259 eves. Suffolk.

SUZUKI SV650 2010, Sport,
excellent condition, fsh, 9209
miles, recent MoT, Delkevic
exhaust, tail tidy, crash bungs,
ZX10R rear shock, R&G shock
tube. Tel. 07443 495117. Glam.

SUZUKI SV650S 2000, exc
cond, dry riding only, year’s MoT,
many new bits, heated grips, 22k
miles. Tel. 07984 788189. Derbys.

TRIUMPHDAYTONA955I 2002,
51 reg, met silver/black, 56,600
miles, vgc, regularly serviced,
current owner since 2011,MoT to
end May 2016, £1650 ono. Tel.
07970 235358. Bucks.

TRIUMPH ROADSTER ROCK-
ET 2012, 2.3cc, 3336 miles,
many extras including tracking &
factory fitted immob, full MoT &
s/h, mint cond, £10,995 ono. Tel.
07716 247689. Warks.

TRIUMPH SPEEDMASTER
2009, EFI, full s/h, MoT til June
2015, Triumph short pipes, dress
or bars, fly screen, tear drop
mirrors, mint cond, £4750 ono.
Tel. 07816 832117. Warks.

TRIUMPH STREET TRIPLE
2013, R&G tail tidy and s/s rad
guard, Triumph belly pan and
flyscreen, Power-bronze hugger,
one owner, 3900 miles, £5400
ovno. Tel. 07941 842858. Essex.

URAL DALESMAN 2007, one
owner from new, 745cc, MoT
May 2015, 25,164 miles, £5550
Tel. 01745 344432. Email:
ja2015jones@gmail.com formore
info. Clwyd

YAMAHAYBR125ED 2012, grey,
19,328 miles, fsh, gc, new
exhaust, HPI cert, ideal learner
and commuter style bike, one
owner, MoT, £1500. Tel. 07739
800478; 0208 6444998. Surrey.

YAMAHA YZRR1 black, pre reg
11/12, fsh, 24,000 miles, £7600
Tel. 07969 558172. W Sussex
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SUZUKI SV650 2010, Sport,
excellent condition, fsh, 9209
miles, recent MoT, Delkevic
exhaust, tail tidy, crash bungs,
ZX10R rear shock, R&G shock
tube. Tel. 07443 495117. Glam.

SUZUKI SV650S 2000, exc
cond, dry riding only, year’s MoT,
many new bits, heated grips, 22k
miles. Tel. 07984 788189. Derbys.

TRIUMPHDAYTONA955I 2002,
51 reg, met silver/black, 56,600
miles, vgc, regularly serviced,
current owner since 2011,MoT to
end May 2016, £1650 ono. Tel.
07970 235358. Bucks.

TRIUMPH ROADSTER ROCK-
ET 2012, 2.3cc, 3336 miles,
many extras including tracking
and factory fitted immob, full MoT
and s/h, mint cond, £10,995 ono.
Tel. 07716 247689. Warks.

TRIUMPH SPEEDMASTER
2009, EFI, full s/h, MoT til June
2015, Triumph short pipes, dress
or bars, fly screen, tear drop
mirrors, mint cond, £4750 ono.
Tel. 07816 832117. Warks.

TRIUMPH STREET TRIPLE
2013, R&G tail tidy and s/s rad
guard, Triumph belly pan and
flyscreen, Power-bronze hugger,
one owner, 3900 miles, £5400
ovno. Tel. 07941 842858. Essex.

URAL DALESMAN 2007, one
owner from new, 745cc, MoT
May 2015, 25,164 miles, £5550
Tel. 01745 344432. Email:
ja2015jones@gmail.com formore
info. Clwyd

YAMAHAYBR125ED 2012, grey,
19,328 miles, fsh, gc, new
exhaust, HPI cert, ideal learner
and commuter style bike, one
owner, MoT, £1500. Tel. 07739
800478; 0208 6444998. Surrey.

YAMAHA YZRR1 black, pre reg
11/12, fsh, 24,000 miles, £7600
Tel. 07969 558172. W Sussex
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Name: ...............................................................................................

Address: ........................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

Email: ................................................................................................
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Bikes for Sale ❑

Wanted ❑

Spares ❑

Miscellaneous ❑

Spares for Sale ❑

Photo enclosed ❑

MOTORCYCLE
FOR THE LOVE OF THE RIDE SPORT & LEISURE

READERS’ FREE ADS

Make Model Year Price County

Description

Not for publishing

I confirm that I am not a dealer

Office use only

Month Code

All private adverts are FREE!
Upload your advert FREE at
www.mslmagazine.co.uk or
complete the form below and send
it to: MSL Readers’ Free Ads, PO Box
99, Horncastle, Lincolnshire LN9 6LZ
We cannot accept adverts over the
phone or from dealers.

Terms and conditions for private advertisers

1. The advert provided by the customer
must be legal, decent, honest and truthful
and complywith the code of the
Advertising Standards Authority (www.
asa.org.uk). Motorcycle Sport & Leisure
may amend the advertisement to comply
with these requirements.

2. MSL is not able to verify the truthfulness
of any statementsmade by a customer in
the advert copy. Accordingly, the customer
will be responsible for any losses,
expenses or other costs incurred byMSL
which are caused by an untrue statement
made deliberately.
3. MSL reserves the right to edit an advert

to fit the allotted space and can only
accept one advert per coupon.
4. Whilst every effort ismade to include
your free advert correctly, we are unable to
take telephone calls should an error occur.
5. Please enclose a stamped address
envelope if youwould like your photograph
to be returned.

Date: .........................................

Tel Email

If you are a trader, call our
advertising department on
01507 524004 for our latest
display ad rates.

On occasions Mortons Media Group, publisher
of Motorcycle Sport & Leisure, shares selected
information with its sister companies within the
Mortons Group of companies and with other
reputable companies, who may contact you about
products and services that may be of interest to
you. If you DO NOT wish to have the details given
here passed on, please tick this box ❑

Upload your advert FREE at www.mslmagazine.co.uk

For Sale
HARLEY DAVIDSON 48 full
Stage One kit, Vance & Hines
pipes, V&H air cleaner, Avon
Whitewalls, 926 miles, 2012,
as new, £8695 ono. Tel. 07772
190190; 01708 641097. Essex.
HONDA SILVERWING 2001,
FJS 600 Maxi scooter, silver,
10,750 miles, fully serviced,
MoT, excellent orig condition,
workshop manual, Honda top
box, cover, security chain,
£1650. Tel. 01995 606842.
Lancs.
HONDA VTR1000 1998,
Stage 2 dyno, with Art cans,
120bhp, on dyno print out,
new tyres, Renthal bars, crash
bobbins all round, £1750. Tel.
07919 586666. Norfolk.
SUZUKI A100 1978, new paint
job, new chrome, lots of new
parts tyres, brakes etc, non
matching nos, no engine work
done just tidy up job, photos
by email to interested parties,
£1500. Tel. 07977 124392.
Strathclyde.
SUZUKI GS750 Red, 1978,
was running, restoration
project, spares or repair, all
there, sensible offers, got to
go, need the room. Tel. 07854
853509. Merseyside.
SUZUKI GSXR 1000 0 £4500
Tel. 01526 353453; 07922
544786. Lincs.
SUZUKI VAN VAN 125cc,
2006, 5k, MoT, absolutely as
new, must be seen. Tel. 01926
336246. Warks.

PartSForSale
APRILIA 125 fibreglass, fairing
moulds, cheap offers £2000.
Tel. 01384 869184. W Mids.
BMW F800GS 800cc, original
screen and silencer, both as
new, never fitted, 2009 model,
£100 or £50 each. Tel. 01954
780641. Cambs.
CROMWELL open-face Hurri-
cane Classic crash helmet, c/w
visor, new cond, size XL, £40.
01285 861462. Wilts/Glos.
HONDA CB250RS 1980,
engine unit, single, kick-start
model, £250. Tel. 01262
488672. Yorks.
YAMAHA FJ 1200 front forks,
front wheel, good tyre plus
discs, rear wheel, good tyre,
screen, £150 pair. Tel. 07947
353938. Lancs.

miScellaneouS
PAIR RICHA black leather
jeans, 34” waist, 32” leg, very
good cond, £20. Tel. 01708
450968. Essex.

Wanted
KAWASAKI VN800 good price
available for clean lowmileage
bike. Tel. 01751 474350 eves.
N Yorks.
PUCH 50CC or El Tomos,
cheap price UK or light
scooter, not too heavy, cheap
price UK, working order. Tel.
0141 578 7266. Glasgow.
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The beauty of
simplicity

Steve Rose

Despite his mistrust of technology,
Steve swears he’s not a luddite…I

f the MadMax timeline were accurate, then our
all-action hero (whomust have been around 25
in the 1979 original) will now be in his early 60s
andmore likely to be spending his time
scanning Impractical Classicmagazine for a
supercharged V8 interceptor project to restore,
than chasing the SydneyWrestlemania re-

enactment society around a desert.
I haven’t seen the latest instalment (still too scarred by

the last one) of what used to be my favourite movie
franchise, but I do hear that Max embraces middle age
by getting himself a motorcycle and running away to
Southend for a dirty weekend with his secretary
(actually, I might have made some of that up).
Fromwhat I’ve seen though the choice of bikes in the

film are interesting – modern classics rather than
modern bikes. And I can see why.e last thing you
need withWrestlemania fast approaching in a leather
codpiece is to waste five minutes selecting the
appropriate electronics package, deciding on a riding
mode and programming the GPS. Better off to push the
starter on some old clunker and just ride.
All this nonsense was passing through the Rose grey

matter on the way to Coventry last week, inspired no
doubt by the Yamaha XJR1300 I’d borrowed for the
ride. I love the latest XJR – some very subtle tweaks
have made it a much more enjoyable bike to ride. No
doubt helped by zero electronic assistance, no ABS and
switchgear/clocks that even my smiley-but-dim dog
would understand. e only thing it needs is a big red
LED scrolling message that lights up and says ‘you are
already in top gear you bozo’ when you try and change
up into a sixth gear still to be invented in 1894 when
the XJR’s engine was first developed to pull
locomotives up hills.
On a bike like the XJR you have to take the scenic

route because motorways are challenging to middle-
aged neck muscles (although the Yamaha has a much
better high-speed riding position for a naked thanmost.
Either that or the speedo is very optimistic).
Taking the scenic route from Lincolnshire to

Coventry adds 10 minutes to a 100 mile journey, but
most of that was the extra fuel stop courtesy of a fuel
tank more suited to a lawnmower – another reason
Mid-life Max would be better trying to outrun the
WWE in his diesel Zafira these days.
Riding the XJR was a joy. Undiluted, old-fashioned

fun. I’m not a luddite – no, really – and I am aware that
about one in three of these columns seems to be having

a pop at technology these days. Sorry. But, to me, that’s
just a measure of how important it is.
FormerMSL editor Tony Carter recently

demonstrated to the world how the most sophisticated
modern traction control system available still won’t stop
you crashing. And, in five, 10, 20 years’ time this is the
stuff that will make our bikes look dated and clumsy if
they still work at all. And don’t get me started on
electronic suspension. I was looking atMSL’s long term
KTM Sooper-Dooper Adventure the other day and, no
matter howmuch I want it, I don’t trust a front fork with
wires sticking out of the top.
ere was an ad in the Sunday supplements the other

week for an upmarket analogue watch, issuing a
challenge to Apple’s new timepiece.
“is watch,” it said “doesn’t need to be plugged in

every night to recharge, won’t need a soware upgrade
every six months and won’t have its value cut in half
when v2.0 arrives next April.is is a watch so smart
that it knows it is not a phone.”
I liked that because the pleasure of a motorcycle is

that it reduces every stress in life to the most simple
things; focus, fear and fun and none of the tech, none of
the gizmos, none of the multiple power modes make a
jot of difference to that.
More flash doesn’t always mean more satisfaction.

Sometimes the most simple things are the
most pleasurable.
Maybe the most pertinent example is the magazine

you are holding now. For those with the tech, there is a
whizzy, digital version available that you can read in the
dark if you wish. And if you live inMinnesota you can
buy it on the same day thatMSL comes out in
Wolverhampton, where it is printed. But, we know
(because we asked a lot of them recently) that 98.7% of
MSL readers prefer the paper version even if they can’t
read it in the dark.
Maybe it’s because they understand that reading a

magazine is a bigger experience than just the words on
the page, maybe it’s because they are nostalgic at heart,
maybe it’s because you can disarm aWWE baddie with
a carefully struck blow to the gonads from a rolled up
copy of a quality monthly. Try doing that with an iPad.

Steve Rose is a high
mileage road rider.
A former editor of Bike
and RiDE magazine and
one time back street
bike dealer. He’s also
one of the UK’s most
experienced and
trusted road testers

Who is
Rose?






